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Abstract
It is argued that today’s scarcity of computer tools compatible with human experience derives
from an antiquated dualistic model of mind, as passed down through the mid-20th century, during
the early development of the computer and artificial intelligence, and up to the present day.
Rather than settle for technology as inevitable and instead of depending upon worldviews that
are no longer aligned with current empirical findings on human cognition, this thesis renders a
broad imperative for a design theory informed by an ecological understanding of mind in society,
with a worldview that reflects the historical development of technology as tools, not objects. The
search for such design principles begins as an examination of earlier technologies, what has been
learned from their development, as well as from established theories of mind from cognitive
science and what they reveal about human cognition. A theoretical critique is presented that
claims empirical findings from cognitive science are rarely used to design those technologies
intended to assist with thinking tasks, specifically computers and computer tools. All of these
preliminary investigations clear the way to a larger Theory of Pattern in technology design.
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Chapter One
An Imperative for a New Model of Mind
Technology is often decontextualized, and thereby difficult to use. A theoretical critique
is presented that claims empirical findings from cognitive science are rarely used to design
those technologies intended to assist with thinking tasks, specifically computers and computer
tools. Most design approaches convey a model of mind implicitly consisting of an a priori
paradigm of mind-as-computer, which claims a one-size-fits-all for human cognition and which
suggests that all cognition is algorithmic by nature. Upon closer scrutiny, this model stands
upon a Western philosophical paradigm proposed in the mid-1600s by René Descartes, which
states that mind and body are separate entities. It is argued that the scarcity of computer tools
compatible with human experience derives from this antiquated dualistic model of mind, as
passed down through the mid-20th century, during the early development of the computer and
artificial intelligence, and up to the present day. Rather than settle for technology as inevitable
and instead of depending upon worldviews no longer aligned with current empirical findings
on human cognition, this thesis renders a broad imperative for a design theory informed by
an ecological understanding of mind in society, with a worldview that reflects the historical
development of technology as tools, not objects. The search for such design principles begins
as an examination of earlier technologies and what has been learned from their development.
1
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Sociocultural considerations, even in the manner the computer is represented in culture, also
provide clues to what has been missing from technology design. To intentionally break from
the dualistic model, a new theoretical model of mind is introduced and predicates a unified
paradigm of mind in society as supported by cognitive models adopted from four established
theories in cognitive science. Conceptual explorations on the structure of thought are undertaken
and contextual examples of patterns that aid human cognition in the world offer further
theoretical evidence for an ecological model of mind. Instead of algorithms, as once believed to
be the structure of thought, the implications are for a design method based upon patterns. An
empirically-based model of mind in society offers a viable foundation for future design, and this
informed approach will result in effective computer tools that appeal to a wider array of people
from diverse populations and backgrounds.
The focus of Chapter One is to argue in six sections for the necessity of a design theory
in technology that is informed by a new model of mind in society. Together the sections present
an examination of the way computers are viewed in popular consciousness, and argues how
these views were derived. An important element missing from these depictions of computers
is context. To design better computers, this absence of context must be examined. Why does
the absence exist and what are the consequences that issue from this absence? Then, how
might context be considered and what can it offer to design practices? An examination of the
development of the machine, as an early form of technology, along with established Western
philosophical traditions assist this thesis in referencing the ways that context was lost, as well
as how context could be reintegrated into the current ways that computers are considered, and
thus how they are designed.
First, observations pertaining to historical developments in technology are presented.
Is technology a tool, or is it an object? These cultural perspectives are indicative findings of
particular worldviews—assumptions about technology and the effects of these assumptions upon
everyday experiences. Worldviews will be useful to this investigation, since they reference an
underlying philosophy. Philosophy does guide a designer’s work, as can be seen for example in
2
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architecture. Western philosophical traditions have a greater influence in prevalent worldviews
of technology than might be realized.
Second, a wider view of technology compares the development of machines and that of
computers to clarify the ways in which computers are both similar and different to machines.
These similarities have not only altered the manner in which humans interact with machines, but
also with computers. If the computer is a kind of machine, what kind of machine is it? Can the
factors that influence the design of machines assist in a new understanding for computer design?
What is it that informs the design of computers today?
Third, there is a phenomenon, which the author names projected utility overlap, that
explains why people sustain attitudes toward older technologies, which are carried over to new
technologies, and vice versa. To illustrate the concept, a comparison is made between painting
and photography as a simple rendering of technological innovation. It ends up that cameras and
computers share attributes that are of value to this discussion: They are both apparatuses. The
camera is a simpler kind, yet, as a stripped-down apparatus an examination of the camera—and
of photography—may offer a new vantage point removed from the obfuscated view of the
computer-as-apparatus, which carries much historical baggage from the early days of artificial
intelligence and cognitive science during the mid-20th century. Consideration of the cameraas-apparatus makes obvious the necessity of giving prominence to users and tool use rather
than manufacturers and the manufacturing process. Thus, the way a camera aids a human to see,
similarly the computer-as-apparatus aids the human to think.
Fourth, while the machine is readily viewed as a tool, the computer has apparently lost
this designation in popular consciousness. Instead, it has emerged as a decontextualized object
and this can be seen in the way that computers are represented in mainstream marketing. The
author claims this view is due to projected utility overlap, but with a unique twist: Computeras-object derives from a sublimation of computer-as-brain. This superimposition grows out
of the early days of artificial intelligence and is particularly conspicuous in discourse that
conceives computers as thinking machines. To discuss these worldviews as they are reflected in
3
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technology design, the Antiquated model and the Ecological model are presented. New theories
about cognition that have emerged during the past fifty years or so show again and again that
human cognition is contextually based. Earlier claims that cognition is algorithmic are therefore
cast in a dubious light. If it is true that the computer is a special kind of machine-tool—a preprogrammed apparatus—and it assists humans with thinking tasks, then in order to design
effective computer tools for thinking, an explicit model of mind is required that is informed by
cognitive models that are inclusive of context.
Fifth, discussing context is a slippery undertaking. To uncover the prevalent and implicit
underlying model of mind for which today’s computers appear to be designed, the philosophical
tradition of Western culture offers clues. There is a strong interdisciplinary connection in the
cognitive sciences to the philosophical tradition, since philosophy is the original discipline to
investigate the properties of thought and of mind. Within this tradition there is a concept of
givenness, a composite of attributes conceived as embedded in the object as given to the subject.
A brief examination of the development of the notion of givenness in Western philosophy and
underlying connections to language may provide a new path to consider context, and this can be
undertaken by examining the location of what is considered as given.
Sixth, the location of givenness may aid designers in construction of a strategy of where
to look for a model of mind. This is not in the object, as claimed by reductionist theories which
limit the mind to the confines of the skull, nor in an algorithm that by analogy confine the
mind to a kind of software of the brain. Such models are antiquated. A new model of mind is
substantiated by a person who uses a tool in a particular context, in society with others. The new
model is directly connected to history, culture, and society. For a model to be true to the mind
itself, it can acknowledge a neurological model of brain functions but does not limit mind to the
brain: The model must be able to articulate context. This includes embodiment, tool use, history,
society, and culture—contextual constituents of mind which have been missing from design
discourse. Thus, a new model of mind for design is ecological.

4
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To advance technology design, a discourse is required that possesses an explicit model
of mind; it should foster contextual methods to aid in the construction of joyful designs. These
methods should be established by example of what already occurs in the world and from
determining cultural practices of tool use, how these practices originate, and how they are passed
to others. Practices in anthropology are already in place that do this. Ethnographic methods offer
designers the means to study technological tool use in culture and society. Let the whole wide
world of interaction, in all forms of human activity, inform future technology design.

Technology: Object or Tool?
Discussion begins with a brief survey of some cultural views of technology. Technology
first and foremost should be considered a tool, and therefore at the least is intended to serve its
user while doing a given task. This view is not prevalent today. In contrast, all those calculations
performed by a fleet of computers in 1969 during NASA’s space shot to the Moon, indirectly
transformed humankind’s physical reach into a giant leap from Earth. This inspirational feat
makes obvious a view of computer as a tool because of its intended outcome. Yet, as computers
have gotten smaller and more powerful, there has been over the years a trend to see the computer
and computer tools as decontextualized objects, whereby their utility, while ubiquitous, is not as
intuitively obvious. There are reasons proposed for this transformation of tool into object.
Unlike machines where it is possible to observe a person using a saw to make a log into
boards or using a sewing machine to stitch fabric together, computers are black boxes; a person
provides input commands for particular outputs. Intermediary processes are not observable
as with machines. A command may not provide the desired outcome and to know this is not
perceivable until the operation is complete. Moreover, to an observer, all computer users
interact within a narrow selection of choices, whether one is writing a novel, editing video, or
completing statistical analyses, the mouse and the keyboard funnel a user’s physical interactions
identically. Hence, all computer users behave the same. This was not true when these actors
used different, distinct non-digital tools, such as paper and typewriter, videotape and editing
machine, or abacus and ledger.
5
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In addition, one cannot assess well-made software just by looking at it, as might be
surmised from a well-crafted piece of furniture. Software can take the physical form of CDs
or DVDs, though with increasing Internet use, software is now reduced to a downloaded icon
on the desktop. Yet the appearance of the icon tells nothing about the quality of the software.
Furthermore, the actual quality of software has two sides: the quality of interaction as it appears
on the screen, and the quality of programmed designations for computer resources, both which
are contiguously deployed to complete commands. They are separate functions. Indeed, users
must provide blind trust that the computer will do what it was commanded to do. Unless designers
have built particular interaction cues to signal to the user that the computer is processing the
given command, it is difficult, if not impossible, to know what the computer is doing. Cues are
placed to advocate for the user, but do they truly advocate for the user? Input interactions are
triggers prepared in advance and are so constrained, that a single interaction—such as hitting
the return key—completes multiple operations. This is how computers are made. It is how they
are embodied. It is what makes computers machines that aren’t.
On a typewriter, a key correlates one-to-one to a letter; on a piano, a key to a musical
note. In a car, the brake pedal is used for braking, the steering wheel is used to turn front-wheel
suspension. The brake is never used to steer and the steering wheel is never used to brake. Thus,
a single operation is constrained to a single interaction, and a single interaction is constrained
to a single operation. They are one. This is not so with computers and computer tools. It is this
separation between interaction and operation that robs the person’s sense of context. Whether
hardware or software, this is one of many properties that distinguishes the computer from a
machine and what causes computer technology to manifest as decontextualized object.
Machine tools are far easier to interact with because discrete operations are less common.
For example, it is not necessary to know how the engine works to drive a car, but this is because
interactions and operations remain unified. In addition, the functionality and the context in which
a machine tool is used cues its user to its utility and purpose. For the most part, the body of the
machine and the location where it resides instantiates its use. The computer, on the other hand,
6
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does not rely upon any context to instantiate its utility or to cue its user. This conceptual distinction
between objects and tools is an important one and lays the foundation for this discussion.
Furthermore, there is a deeper layer beneath this comparison between object and tool
than conceptual difference. Tools, as well as symbols, are necessary adjuncts that are required to
mediate human cognition during interaction with the world and in society with others (Vygotsky,
1978). Tools do not solely aid in the performance of physical tasks, such as building houses,
or amplifying our physical abilities, such as seeing germs or planets. Tools also function as
anvils for thought, with the products of this thought-smithing being cognitively appropriated
and internalized for future use.
Can the same be said of objects? What can be said about objects except that they are
abstract things? What is the purpose of an object? What do objects do? What can be done
with them? They can simultaneously do anything and nothing, but not something. Activity or
conveyance are not intrinsic to objects as it is for tools. Tools have purpose, they have actors,
they have contexts, they do something. What conceptually differentiates tools and objects is
that objects possess no inherent context. Tools hold a unique relationship to humans that objects
cannot possess: Tools aid cognition; Objects do not. Once a computer ceases to be a tool, the
value to a person and to society dissipates.
When computer devices are intimidating, or their function or purpose is opaque, cognitive
friction arises (Cooper, 2004). Thinking becomes slow and laborious, and for some even painful.
Computer devices become as incomprehensible and cryptic as a strange and foreign language.
On the other hand, the more adept one becomes at using tools, the more sophisticated one’s
thinking becomes within that domain of tool use. In fact, results born of this kind of mediation
is what distinguishes experts from novices. In this sense, computer devices as tools, if they
facilitate thought processes without hindrance—if they provide transparency—will mediate
thought in a similar way that words do. This symbolic property explains the success, but more so
the failure of computers used as tools. A word is a kind of symbol, not a thing itself, and it does
not function as a decontextualized object floating in space (or in the mind). Words rely upon
7
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other words, their speakers, their listeners, and other environmental factors. They are symbolic
tools that only function effectively within contexts. It is the same with computers: when utility
is familiar and transparent, cognition is immediate, and even unconscious; when computers
impose opaque interactions upon users, this is an indication that context is absent.
Consequently, to conceive technology as tool instead of as object means that instead
of functioning as creators of superficial objects, designers become architects for cognition.
Architects are responsible to design properly-engineered structures. They integrate human scale
into the spaces they design, with the final concern that inhabitants will engage with their buildings
meaningfully. Architecture for cognition follows this directive to foster aesthetic experiences
that elicit a deeper conveyance than a fashion statement. This enlightened role portends an
unconventional responsibility than what designers are used to and it carries ethical implications
and obligations. The new role requires not only to examine a tool’s purpose, or a design method,
but also one’s own adopted philosophy. This (re)introduction of context displaces traditional
responsibilities of designers with new directives that safeguard what it means to be human
(Buchanan, 2010). Designers, in time, will become authors of their own philosophy of design.
Philosophy’s influence upon design is not novel. Any designer’s view of the world is a
consequence of an adopted philosophy. This reflects not only in the end product, but also in the
processes and methods in which a design is pursued. This is evident in the different schools of
thought in architecture. The work of Frank Lloyd Wright of the Prairie school is different from the
work of Mies Van Der Rohe of the Bauhaus school, even though both schools have their roots in
th

the Arts and Crafts movement of the early 20 century. This worldview, which relates to a school
of thought, becomes individualized in the designer. Products by the designer are instantiated as
a conceptual amphitheater that conveys that particular worldview for those who interact with
the design. Thus, the actor, as the tool user, is constructed by the worldview. During the Arts
and Crafts movement, its worldview was a philosophical response against industrialization and
a desire to live in harmony with nature. Evident in the work of both architects are manifest
aesthetic experiences that integrate personal connection with nature, and which culminate
8
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Figure 1.1

Figure 1.2

Frederick C. Robie House
Chicago, Illinois 			
Frank Lloyd Wright, 1909

Farnsworth House
Plano Illinois
Mies Van Der Rohe, 1951

physically in the prevalence of horizontal lines, an attribute of landscape. An architect’s
philosophy constructs his or her worldview, which becomes the compass to determine and to
create particular embodied interactions. If the design is faithful to the worldview, inhabitants
of the Robie and Farnsworth houses (Fig. 1.1 & 1.2) should experience more intimacy with
nature from interacting in these architectures. Thus, design interactions reconstruct worldview
for others and implicitly express its underlying design philosophy.
How is a designer’s worldview conveyed through a computer interaction? Is it expressed
from the typing on a keyboard, an echo of the typewriter? In the operating system? Screen
resolution? Is it folding a laptop to carry it like a notebook? Or that users must be seated and
sedentary while using them? Then, what if one does not understand the metaphors of the office
desktop? How do all these pieces connect? What is the underlying worldview? The answers to
these questions point to presumptions about which cues users already know, but also about how
a user thinks. How people think is a long-standing project of philosophy and there are various
developments that have commented upon this topic for centuries. This will be discussed below.
Predominantly, today’s computer technology sanctions a philosophy of design that
is strangely antiquated. As will be shown, it possesses a dualist worldview of mind separate
from body, that hearkens to Descartes. This worldview posits that thought is disconnected from
embodied experience. Thought does not arise from interaction with others, or in cultural context,
but solely alone at a desk. Does the user have a body? Does this explain eyestrain and carpal
9
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tunnel syndrome, and many other health issues that arise from hours of sitting? It appears that
the body is ignored and even burdened by such interactions, while the mind is “enhanced” by the
linear and logical presentation of data. Yet a person is more than data on a Facebook page. Here,
thought manifests step-by-step without heed to circumstance or feeling: Checking email at a desk
is no different than checking email from a car. Might there be less distraction at the wheel if they
were? Moreover, as decontextualized object with equally decontextualized modes of use, the
computer is glamorized and fetishized and suggests the device is only for certain kinds of people.
This message is distinct in contemporary marketing images of Apple products as shown below:

Figure 1.3

The Redesigned MacBook Air, from The New York Times (Grobart, 2010).

Figure 1.4

Promotional Image for MacBook Air (Apple.com, 2011).

10
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The object depicted is lifted from its environment; it is shiny and holdable. The first
image (Fig 1.3) highlights how thin Apple has made the laptop—a manufacturing feat. Even
the product name Air, that transparent substance humans depend upon to live, suggests ubiquity
without place. The second image (Fig. 1.4) claims everyone should have one. This seems to
be more the manufacturer’s wishful thinking than that of the user’s. While air is still free, a
thousand dollars is still very expensive for many people. New and faster are cues to signify
needed and better since, even if one has been an ardent Apple customer, one’s current laptop is
now old and slower. An answer to, “But why?” is not provided by these images.
Now, consider the $100 sturdy XO laptop and its educational program spearheaded by
Nicolas Negroponte of MIT Media Laboratory. The organization’s website one.laptop.org states:
We aim to provide each child with a rugged, low-cost, low-power, connected
laptop. To this end, we have designed hardware, content and software for
collaborative,joyful, and self-empowered learning. With access to this type of tool,
children are engaged in their own education, and learn, share, and create together.
They become connected to each other, to the world and to a brighter future (2011).
Notice the use of the word tool. The XO’s designed utility for children’s education in third-world
countries is explicit. This is also indicated from vivid website images (Fig. 1.5, 1.6, & 1.7) which
show the tool in situ:

Figure 1.5

The XO laptop “in the classroom” in Paraguay (one.laptop.org, 2011).

11
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Figure 1.7

Figure 1.6

The XO Laptop “at home” in Nepal
(one.laptop.org, 2011).

The XO Laptop “in the field” in Peru
(one.laptop.org, 2011).

Is the typical mainstream laptop computer designed for such far-flung environments? The
author dropped a MacBook Pro, dented it, and lost data. This happened in the bedroom, where
it just slipped off a bed, and not from falling out of a knapsack while tramping in the Brazilian
rainforests on a trip to investigate linguistic anomalies of an indigenous tribe. Yet, why is the
MacBook Pro far more expensive than the worldly and self-sufficient XO? How might designers
transform interaction from isolated use to a more integrated experience in the world?
Computer-as-tool is designed. However reliable methods to ensure this approach seem
to be off the map, making design efforts arbitrary. Similar to explorers traveling uncharted
territories, designers should plot the recent past—“Where were we?”—while examining present
circumstances—“Where are we now?”—and then determine desired destinations—“Where do
we want to go?” This continuity of past-to-present-to-future is a method not usually followed in
technology design and may explain why computer-as-object appears to be inevitable accidents
and disruptive to everyday experience. Consider for example, the worldview that promotes
technological determinism (Kurzweil, 2005; Friedman, 2005). This view suggests any steering
of technology is left to anonymous, inexplicable forces with no priority given to design
whatsoever. Not only must people forego any resistance to technology—even if it does not
work—they should surrender without question and “become Roman.” Technology by its mere
presence “knows best” and its effects are inevitable and inescapable.

12
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Fortunately, many have critiqued this position and have deconstructed the myth of
inevitability (Nardi & O’Day, 2000; Postman, 1993; Winner, 1978; Ellul, 1967). As they have
done, preservation of historical context assists in the critical examination of those worldviews
which perpetuate computer-as-object design methods. Worldviews come from somewhere.
They are not accidental. Interactions are constructed from presumptions about users. These
presumptions connect to a wider worldview, which in turn implies a philosophy, specifically a
philosophy of mind, whether realized or not. For this reason, it is germane for designers to acquire
a general familiarity with Western philosophical traditions since they have said much about
human thought. More informed designers are thus better equipped with a system for analysis. It is
System for Analysis of Technology Design
General

Speciﬁc

Abstract

Abstract
Philosophy

Cognitive
Model

Worldview

Interaction

Concrete

Concrete

General

Speciﬁc

Figure 1.8

System for Analysis of Technology Design

a circular, bottom-up to top-down method for assessment: Interaction to worldview; worldview
to philosophy; philosophy to cognitive model, cognitive model back to interaction. Since the
best that computers have to offer is when they function as tools for thinking, designers must
understand the underlying cognitive model, worldview, and philosophy that they presume when
designing interactions for computer tools.
13
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A Computer is a Machine which is Not a Machine
Unfortunately, the development of most computer technologies today is market driven,
which does not guarantee the best designs. Software development projects are difficult to
manage and frequently fail (Dennings & Dargan, 1996). Experts in business, programming,
and design, even within the same organization, tend to project their own definitions of the user
and often these definitions do not coincide with one another. The result is software that is
difficult to build, to market, or to use (Cooper, 2004). Furthermore, the rule of thumb known
as Lehman’s Law, indicates that expenditures to maintain software are as high as 70-80% of a
company’s application development budget (Lehman, 1980). Because of organizational and
market pressures, short-term results override any intent to possess a clearer understanding of
subjective human tool use in a larger social context. These goal-driven undertakings extract a
higher cost and drain on resources (Ordoñez et al, 2009).
Would anyone own a car if 80% of the initial cost was required to maintain it each year?
Looking back at the history of the machine, it is the most ergonomic designs and, more
importantly, consideration of the environments where they are deployed, that are far easier to
use and which have a higher rate of success in the market, than those designs which do not.
For example, when the automobile self-starter motor was invented, not only did engines start
more reliably, there was an immediate reduction in chauffeur’s thumb, an injury caused by the
kickback of hand-cranked starters installed in early automobiles (Lang, 1975).
With regard to computers, while it is true that computer keyboards cause less fatigue
than those of manual typewriters, there is more to computer design than how computers are held,
carried, or stored. A computer is more than a typewriter; it is a machine, but then again, not. The
truth is, computers are difficult to use not because of their mechanical attributes, but because of
the cognitive demands made within the diverse environments where users interact with them.
The absence or weakness in conscious design of cognitive interactions for heuristic
computer use is perplexing. Tasked to build structures that last, an architect is usually
not asked to start work after the contractor pours the cement. Why is it so for technology
14
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designers working with software engineers? Development and manufacturing of today’s
computer is much like the early days of any machine: Designers do not usually lead in
product development, but must make do with what is handed to them by hardware engineers
and software programmers. In such cases, designers are tasked like farmhands who run
around the barnyard to apply “lipstick on pigs” (Cooper, 2004).
The computer is something intrinsically different from the mechanical device. Its
qualities transcend the machine’s accomplishments to minimize physical labor, because the
computer does not lift, it calculates. It is pre-programmed. To gain insights about parallels
and differences between the development of the computer and the machine, the onset of the
Industrial Revolution should be surveyed. Analogous insights can be gleaned from that earlier
time, and wisdom from these observations can be brought into practice faster than realized
through the hard knocks, litigation, and human suffering experienced in the past.
A traditional 19th-century capitalist worldview suggested that building a factory by using
“tools whenever possible instead of a man” (Wells, 1890) manufactured a better machine, which
then arrived to market faster. Yet in 1886, reports by the Director of the U.S. National Bureau of
Labor reported that the maximum economic disturbance resulted where
…the employment of machinery, the efficiency of labor, the cost and the
standard of living, and the extent of popular education are the greatest; and
the minimum in countries like Austria, Italy, China, Mexico, South America,
etc. where the opposite conditions prevail. (report as cited by Wells, 1890).
Is there a parallel in more modern times with the adoption of computers? Given the use
of computers in today’s Wall Street trading, and the financial economic disturbance of 2008
and Occupy Wall Street protests of 2011, would this market collapse and social distrust have
manifested if the ways in which computers were adopted in trading houses were better matched
with traditionally established banking ethics that are based on trust? Is faster always better? There
is a definite link between automated computer trading and dramatic market swings, as illustrated
in the sudden market dive of May 6, 2010 “when prices dropped by 700 points in minutes and
recovered just as abruptly” (Bowley et al, 2010), and this development has instigated regulators
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to heavily fine traders who employ computers in high-speed trading and engage in a practice
called layering, “which involves issuing and then canceling orders they never meant to carry out”
(Bowley, 2011). There may be other questionable practices waiting to come to light. Unmitigated
technology cannot be shrugged off as inevitable. It is not possible to have a wait-and-see attitude
when the effects strike more quickly then ever before, and the circle of people who are harmed is
wider and the disruptions are more difficult to overcome. These are not new lessons.
There are also historical parallels to automobile manufacturing: It was not until consumer
advocate groups and government protection agencies pushed back in the 1960s and 1970s that
manufacturers became more circumspect about product design and thinkers began to examine
underlying business ethics more aggressively (Birsch & Fielder, 1994). However, change was
not necessarily immediate even if an auto manufacturer insider suffered directly from design
flaws and attempted to make improvements:
…Arjay Miller was driving home from his office in Dearborn, Michigan, in
the four-door Lincoln Continental that went with his job as president of the
Ford Motor Company. On a crowded highway, another car struck his from
the rear. The Continental spun around and burst into flames. Because he was
wearing a shoulder-strap seat belt, Miller was unharmed by the crash, and
because his doors didn’t jam he escaped the gasoline-drenched, flaming wreck.
But the accident made a vivid impression on him. Several months later, on
July 15, 1965, he recounted it to a U.S. Senate subcommittee that was hearing
testimony on auto safety legislation. …[He expressed] an almost passionate
interest in controlling fuel-fed fires in cars that crash or roll over. (Dowie, 1994).
Miller declared that a new fabric tank design would soon become a standard safety feature.
Yet seven years later, passengers died in accidents involving Ford Pintos that were caused by
this very design problem. The mistake was to sell and market the design before it was ready,
which resulted not only because of competitive market pressures, and ethically questionable
cost-benefit analyses pertaining to the monetary value of human lives, but arguably because
of a culturally-based American worldview toward capitalism. These influences, even if they
are outcomes of mechanical production, are not direct outcomes of mechanical engineering
per se, but instead outcomes of sociocultural dramas that play out in history.
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If great social disturbance, which causes human suffering, is the aftermath of a
particular technological outcome, then perhaps the cause is attributable to bad methodologies
in technology design. History shows that once the ills of poor applications of technology are
explicitly addressed, there can be relative beneficial outcomes for all involved: manufacturers,
users, and society overall. This is how it should be. Division of technology from its context
has repeatedly generated long-standing problems that over time become more complex, if not
impossible to solve, especially when technology is integrated into everyday use and people
become increasingly dependent upon it. The reliance upon fossil fuels and the combustible
engine are exemplars of technology-use-gone-wild. Global warming, energy collapse, and
economic frailty are issues that have no easy solutions and it will take a collaborative effort from
many kinds of experts in order for human society to face these issues head on. Designers cannot
act alone; as much as they have invested their identities in originality and difference, they must
abandon the notion of heroic design (Buchanan, 2010).
Moreover, the present development of computers does little to apply a scientific approach
that is inclusive of human cognition, specifically a design science that integrates the ways in
which humans think and work in a larger context of a society of others. Why? The history of the
development of computer science technology begins rudimentarily with Charles Babbage, an
English mathematician from the late nineteenth century who attempted to create a calculating
machine based upon much earlier work of mathematicians Pascal and Leibniz. In the early 20th
century, Alan Turing contributed further to the development of the computer, but in an idealized
form (Wang, 1981). He recognized that algorithms could abstract logical rules for computation
via the manipulation of a symbol system. In the mid-20th century, practitioners of artificial
intelligence, an application of computer science, viewed machine computation as a means to
analyze human cognition and to break it down to its constituent functions (Gardner, 1985). This
is the legacy of first-generation cognitive scientists and is evident in the work of Newell, Simon,
Anderson, and others (Newell & Simon, 1972; Anderson, 1996). Such research was typically
undertaken in laboratories, not the wider world, with computers limited to narrow applications,
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such as playing chess and algorithmic problem solving. While these developments have made
significant contributions to the advancement of computation, and particularly to artificial
intelligence, they are mute concerning computer use in social contexts. Is it possible that context
is not acknowledged because context was not considered an integral part of technology use? Or
is it because all contexts are seen as identical in nature and so the ways in which contexts affect
technology use are nominal and therefore inconsequential?
There are social patterns by which innovations are adopted within culture. The above
examples, in which machines have impacted the well-being of individuals, cultures, and
societies, show that there is work to be done to clearly comprehend similar outcomes that are
emerging in computer tool use. The gap in discourse concerning these developments might
be explained because technology’s evolution was slower and less harmful than today, or more
difficult to detect than today; consequences caused by constant change are not identical to
those caused by accelerated change. A first step in design is to name the dynamics that dispatch
these different kinds of change.

Projected Utility Overlap
A phenomenon of continuity is present in all advances in technology. Despite the
surprise of novelty and the fascination evoked from innovation and discovery, the history of
technology shows an ordered process of development, adoption, and dissolution much like
the development of the sciences (Rogers, 1962; Kuhn, 1962). Similarly, there appears to be
a predictable overlap concerning the ways a new technology is used, and it also appears this
is the direct result of the ways in which similar, yet older, technology was used. This utility
can occur without an awareness that the new technology is gaining prominence and its older
counterpart may be falling away into disuse. The ways in which a new technology is used may
not fit with its latent intrinsic qualities, since it is the old-technology utility that developed from
the intrinsic qualities of the older technology. This transition from the old utility to the new
utility can be significant and it is frequently not obvious when it is happening.
Ideally, experimental playtime, which is the leisure time to interact with a new tool and to
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decipher its meaning and utility (Vygotsky, 1978), assists in the positive discovery (technological
experiences brimming with aesthetic value) of the intrinsic qualities of new technologies. Yet,
it is more likely that hurried or blind interactions combined with an absence of comprehensible
heuristic or contextual cues by which to act, generate negative discovery (technological
experiences void of aesthetic value). Personal and social casualties arise from the loss of the older
technology’s intrinsic qualities that no longer present themselves in the newer one. Likewise,
other possibilities for negative discovery come from forced or unexpected impositions presented
by the new technology’s intrinsic qualities. Intrinsic qualities of the new technology may be
recognized, but can also be intentionally resisted or ignored. People do not want to dispatch
apparent benefits derived from intrinsic qualities of the older technology. Hence, the author
identifies this transitional dynamic and the many ways in which it manifests as projected utility
overlap. Whether in a society or in an individual, for all instances of this phenomenon, worldview,
the collection of approaches and influences that constitute how the world is seen and how sense is
made, play a pivotal part in how smooth or turbulent this transition will be.
To illustrate an instance of projected utility overlap, photography and painting are
compared and contrasted. This example is provided because of its simplicity and lack of technical
vocabulary. Early photography was used to capture landscapes and portraits largely because of
the status given to landscapes and portraits in the tradition of painting. Only the wealthy classes
could afford to commission painters to render family countenances or battlefield events, but after
the invention of photography even the poor could afford to sit for the “mirror with a memory”
(Holmes, 1859). The status conferred upon painting influenced the ways in which photography
was initially utilized. It was contemporary traditions of painting at the inception of photography
that generated the initial worldview for photography (Newhall, 1982). This cross-interaction of
worldviews propagated projected utility overlap and this is due to the general similarities within
the imagistic qualities of photography to those of painting. The contrast is particularly clear in
Figure 1.9 - Historical Painting and Figure 1.10 - Historical Photograph. Both are considered
historical record but each expresses a different worldview about war.
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Figure 1.10
Figure 1.9

Figure 1.11

Historical Painting
Napoleon on the battlefield of Eylau
Antoine-Jean Gros, 1808
Musée du Louvre
Paris, France

Allegorical Painting
Young girl defending herself
from Eros
William Bouguereau, 1880
North Carolina Museum of Art
Wilmington, NC

Figure 1.12

Historical Photograph
Incidents of the war. A harvest of death,
Gettysburg - July, 1863
Timothy O’Sullivan, 1863
Library of Congress
Washington DC, USA

Allegorical Photograph
Venus chiding Cupid and
removing his wings
Julia Margaret Cameron, 1872
J. Paul Getty Museum
Los Angeles, CA

While they mimicked painterly soft-focus techniques upon tableau subject matter (Figs.
1.11 & 1.12), it took time for photographers to realize photography’s intrinsic qualities of sharp
focus, stop motion, framing, and up-to-the-second historical documentation, for its own merits
and aesthetics (Figs. 1.14 & 1.15). Photography also came to influence painting. Projected utility
overlap is not unidirectional: As photographers became better at recording historical events,
even to the point of stopping action, painters began to borrow the ways the camera “saw light”
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Figure 1.14

Figure 1.13

Event Recorded In Real Time
Lewis Powell (Alias Payne),
Conspirator, Seated and
Manacled, April, 1865
Alexander Gardner, 1865
De Young Memorial Museum
San Francisco, CA

Figure 1.15

Framing Events To Stop Motion
The Horse in motion. “Sallie Gardner,” owned by
Leland Stanford; running at a 1:40 gait over the
Palo Alto track, 19th June 1878
Eadweard Muybridge. 1878
Library of Congress
Washington D.C.

Event Recorded as Real Time (from Memory)
The Aftermath of Bloody Lane
Hope, James, c. 1862-1892
US National Park Service
Antietam, Maryland

Figure 1.16

Framing Objects To Stop Time
Little Girl in a Blue Armchair,
Mary Cassatt, 1878
National Gallery of Art
Washington, D.C.

and to imitate the intrinsic qualities of the photograph. Historical painting became less staged,
as depicted in Napoleon on the Battlefield of Eylau (Fig. 1.9) and more prosaic, as evident in
the The Aftermath of Bloody Lane (Fig 1.14). Moreover, Bouguereau’s Young Girl Defending
Herself from Eros (Fig 1.11) emphasizes the detailed line quality prescribed by academic
painting standards of earlier generations. In contrast, painters divided objects with the frame’s
edge and their techniques depicted impressions of light, as seen in Cassatt’s Little Girl in a Blue
Armchair (Fig. 1.16); painting became reinvigorated from photography, despite the fact that
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topics of traditional painting receded in status. A multitude of other examples reveal projected
utility overlap in technological history, such as carriages to automobiles, radio to television,
trains to planes, and today, books to e-readers. Projected utility overlap is a phenomenon that
requires explicit naming and further rigorous study.
How might an examination of projected utility overlap in the information age be
conducted if the computer is a machine that isn’t? Is there an intermediary programmable device
that possesses properties of the machine, while more complex than machine, yet issues forth in
a simpler manifestation than the computer? Could such a device aid in the search for clues that
reveal where to look for connections between computer tools and their contexts?
Photography is again useful to this discussion. Vilém Flusser argues for such a connection
between camera and computer in his proposal for a philosophy of photography (2000). To him,
both are instances of the apparatus. The apparatus in his definition possesses a static function.
It is pre-programmed. Apparatuses are
…not super human, but subhuman—bloodless and simplistic simulations of
human thought processes which, precisely because they are so rigid, render
human decisions superfluous and non-functional. Whereas ‘humanistic’
criticism of apparatuses, by calling upon the last vestiges of human intention
behind apparatuses, obscures the danger lying in wait within them, the criticism
of apparatuses proposed here sees its task precisely in uncovering the terrible
fact of these apparatuses, in order to get a hold over them…(Flusser, 2000).
In response to a loss of freedom in a post-industrial world, Flusser suggests an
examination of the practices of photographers and to consider their innovative use of the
camera. It is photographers who creatively pushed the limits of exposure times, aperture ratios,
film qualities, and darkroom methods. By such experiments, photographers benefitted from the
ways in which the static function of “point and shoot” did not limit but liberated creativity born
not from technology but from technology use. Each innovation of camera technology created
different kinds of photographs. Thus, photographers are foremost users who “are attempting to
create a space for human intention in a world dominated by apparatuses” (Flusser, 2000).
Projected utility overlap reveals that the kinds of freedoms furnished by older
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technologies may be forfeited by choice or by force when new technologies develop. Enough
recorded history has now passed to allow designers the means to anticipate initial frictions
between nascent and older designs, and to reflect upon them long before new technologies leave
the drawing board. This allows a more careful evaluation for adoption of the new and a gentle
retirement or, as in the case of 19th century painting, a transformative reinvigoration of the old.
The hypothesis proposed here is that, if such a philosophy should succeed
in fulfilling its task, this would be of significance, not only in the field of
photography, but for post-industrial society in general. Admittedly, the
photographic universe is only one of a whole number of universes, and
there are surely more dangerous ones amongst them. …the photographic
universe can serve as a model for post–industrial society as a whole and
that a philosophy of photography can be a starting point for any philosophy
engaging with the current and future existence of human beings (Flusser, 2000).
In popular culture, most technophiles or technophobes represent our social futures
with a sunny immortal physically merging with computing machines (Kurzweil, 2005), or as
dystopian and fatal inevitabilities (Orwell, 1949; Toffler, 1984). How is this useful? Flusser’s
proposal is rare for its contextualized position of the camera qua apparatus (here, the computer
qua apparatus). He highlights domains for theoretical examination: the camera’s historical
developments and its integration into human society. The challenges are not only described, but
there is thoughtful search for solutions within reach that transcend dichotomous alternatives of
glorious revolution or resigned oppression. Flusser asks how the problem of the pre-programmed
apparatus, in this case the camera, has been negotiated by those who use them well. These are
not camera manufacturers, but photographers. How do photographers surmount the obstacles of
pre-programming? By surveying photography’s not-so-recent technological developments and
the ways in which photographers negotiate the camera’s utility—in history, in culture, and in
society—Flusser connects past, present, and future. This is useful. The conversation can be made
richer with additional even-headed proposals of what might be done to steer the relationship with
technology more consciously. Inclusion of more voices such as Flusser’s will create conversations
that depart from the brave-new-world narratives which dominate technology discourse, the future,
and humankind’s place in it. From this, authentic solutions will emerge in human consciousness.
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Design Based upon the Antiquated Model versus the Ecological Model
Worldview is loosely borrowed from the German Weltanschauung, and derives from
German philosophy (Thomson, 2005). It is the internalization of an adopted philosophical
position shared by individuals and societies. In this discussion worldview is appropriated
because it accommodates for people’s presuppositions about the nature of things in the world
and how they use these presuppositions to order their lives. Worldview is an adopted process to
see and to interpret the world as a whole. Unless one is predisposed to reflection, worldview is
unconscious. Without knowing, a worldview may derive from a formal philosophical position
with which one does not agree. How might worldview be explicitly facilitated in technology
design methods?
To structure the discussion of worldview in design, the Antiquated model and the
Ecological model are explained. Each expresses its own worldview and have been implicitly
discussed so far. A model is defined as a scheme of definitions—a paradigm—which references
an encompassing viewpoint, the worldview. The model groups perceivable properties, attributes,
and patterns that tend to cluster together. Though different, model and worldview may be used
interchangeably, since a worldview informs a model, and a model expresses a worldview: To
touch the wave is to simultaneously touch the entire ocean.
The Antiquated Model Defined
The Antiquated model describes technology as object-based or object-centric. The
technological object resides nowhere in particular. It floats in space as a separate entity apart
from its environment. The Antiquated model similarly represents the human mind: The psychomechanics of the mind are divided from the biomechanics of the body. Each entity is atomized
by function and dualistically organized with the mind-as-brain to one side and the body-asmachine to the other. The history of this interpretation of the individual commences with
Cartesian philosophy in the 17th century (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999).
In the 1600s, scientific inquiry was a sociocultural breakthrough which was gaining
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influence for its predictive description of the physical universe. As a result, theological beliefs and
the influences of religion were increasingly questioned. In Meditations on the First Philosophy
(2010-15/1641) in order to establish the existence of God and the soul, Descartes addresses
these religious concerns using his method of rational inquiry. His approach was innovative and
provided the basis for methods of inquiry still practiced today. Descartes deftly walked a razor’s
edge between the burgeoning cultural practice of science, and the historical consequences
suffered from challenging basic tenets of the church’s authority. From medieval times, scientists
were targets for political persecution and religious social control. Very conscious of his position,
Descartes wrote to a mathematically-inclined Catholic father, “I would not want for anything
in the world to be the author of a work where there was the slightest word of which the Church
might disapprove” (as cited in Hersh, 1997). Supplication to the church is clearly evident in the
preface to Meditations:
… I doubt not, if you but condescend to pay so much regard to this Treatise as to
be willing, in the first place, to correct it (for mindful not only of my humanity,
but chiefly also of my ignorance, I do not affirm that it is free from errors); in the
second place, to supply what is wanting in it, to perfect what is incomplete, and
to give more ample illustration where it is demanded, or at least to indicate these
defects to myself that I may endeavor to remedy them. (Descartes, 1901/1641)
Prior to the Meditations, Descartes wrote The World, a book that subscribed to Copernican
views. Upon learning of the persecution of Galileo, whose work also held Copernican assertions,
Descartes suppressed the publication of this work (Shea, 1978; Araujo, 2003). It is debated
among today’s philosophers whether Descartes’s act of self-censorship is positive evidence that
he was highly aware of repercussions with the church because of the example made of Galileo.
Descartes’s famous assertion I think, therefore I am appears in several of his texts. For him,
it was so profound a realization that “was so certain and so assured that all the most extravagant
suppositions brought forward by the sceptics were incapable of shaking it” (Descartes, 1637,
as cited in Damasio, 2006) and subsequently became the basis for his philosophical work. This
observation illustrated to him that humans were “thinking things.” However, extending from the
incontestability of existence he made the error of separating mind and body:
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From that I knew I was a substance, the whole essence or nature of which
is to think, and that for its existence there is no need of any place, nor
does it depend on any material thing; so that this “me,” that is to say,
the soul by which I am what I am, is entirely distinct from body, and is
even more easy to know than is the latter; and even if body were not,
the soul would not cease to be what it is (Descartes, 2010-15/1641).
Cartesian philosophy is not the first instance of dualism. It was present in Plato’s work
and there are also examples in ancient East Indian philosophies. The problem created by
Descartes’s dualism is caused by its lack of explanation for feeling and emotion in cognition,
since he relegated them to the body and the body was not required for thought. Reason was
given preference because thinking and awareness of thinking have the appearance of being
independent of bodily experience: “There is a great difference between the mind and the body.
Every body is by its nature divisible, but the mind can’t be divided.” (Descartes, 2010-15/1641).
Thought was also private and internal—“for Descartes the rest of the world could be an illusion,
but his thought, he maintained was real” (Gillespie & Zittoin, 2010). In the end, his meditations
persuaded contemporaries that ideas were more substantial than the perceivable world, and for
many generations after him, that the mind ruled the body, and that reason ruled emotion.
According to Damasio (2006), while findings in neuroscience show that feelings manifest
from the body and reason appears to depend upon brain function, there is an important caveat—
reason requires feeling in order to process. This is particularly evident in brain injury where loss
of affect causes the subject to make decisions that are harmful to personal well-being (Damasio,
2006). Such discoveries provide missing pieces in a Cartesian system, and these illustrate the
relationship of mind and body and the dependency of reason upon emotion and feeling.
Descartes’s work need not be dismissed. In his time, his philosophy made a sociocultural
peace at a time of necessity: To divide mind from body, science was free to focus upon the physical
world, while leaving the church to reign over the invisible mind, then considered a constituent for
the immortal soul. To assert that the mind was material was to suggest that the mind died with the
body. The metaphysical outcome of this argument called into question the afterlife and religious
practices which depended upon beliefs for an eternal hereafter (Stewart, 2006). Heresy was a
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serious capital offense, and people were still burned at the stake as punishment. Descartes’s
claim that mind was not matter fits neatly into a larger social system that was more harmonious
with religious notions of God as they were defined by the church. Without Descartes, would
the early developments of the scientific revolution have been thwarted by further systemic
persecutions?
Moreover, although Descartes was a devout Catholic, his dualist philosophy did not make
him immune to religious controversy. He was still accused of being an atheist (Stewart, 2006). In
context of this discussion, Descartes’s lifework illustrates that the degree of intellectual freedom
has a long-standing effect during the scaffolding of a model, which in turn expresses a worldview.
If the claim is legitimate that Descartes’ philosophical considerations were directly influenced
by a fear of political persecution, and if the dualistic construct he laid out was constrained by
religious worldviews of his time, then residual effects of the Inquisition still influence modern
day intellectual freedom in general, and worldviews concerning human cognition in particular.
Cartesian philosophy and its legacy is a case study that reveals how a worldview has shaped
and informed a model of the human mind. Then, the manner in which worldviews originate is
significant, because they determine what sorts of models they support or recognize. This process
is sociocultural. Furthermore, this has direct bearing upon technology design since this definition
for a model of the mind has also defined a model for all human activity.
In recent times, these notions about the mind still have roots in what Lakoff and Johnson
(1999) describe as disembodied mind. In medicine today residual artifacts of disembodied mind
are present and has separated health care for mind and body in medical practice (Damasio, 2006).
Disembodied mind is Descartes’s legacy. Its historical influence in subsequent philosophical
work to the present time extends also to early days of cognitive science research. For that
domain, disembodied mind originated metaphors for software-as-mind and brain-as-hardware
(Damasio, 2006; Lakoff & Johnson, 1999; Searle, 1980) and explains the ease in which early
cognitive scientists could assert that just as humans were thinking things, computers were
thinking machines.
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During the rise of artificial intelligence in the 1950s and 1960s, the mind was shifted
from the ether to the material brain. Materialism, combined with a backlash against Psychology
in the late 19th century and early 20th century, resulted in supplanting the disembodied mind with
the material brain. In this interpretation, the brain functions as the “chief operating officer” of
the body. For the mindbrain, all thought initiates action like a homunculus directing action from
a central control room. Mindbrain does no better job at representing the human mind than the
disembodied mind because there is still a barrier existing between the mind (as brain/master)
and the body/world (as everything-else/slave). In this discussion, the construct of the mindbrain
is viewed as a modernized version of Descartes’s disembodied mind even though for the
materialist’s worldview the brain is the reification of mind and is not technically disembodied.
The Antiquated model then is a paradigm for anything that objectifies, idealizes, and
focuses attention to the parts of things rather than to whole things. By the same logic, context
is unrepresented, and so the relationships between things, and systems that emerge from many
things into even larger systems, cannot be addressed. When a design has an idealized form,
whereby one design instance stands in for every other instance, despite contextual dependencies
or restrictions, chances are that the Antiquated model is implicitly present and that it is expressing
a worldview that observes the world as a collection of decontextualized objects.
The Ecological Model Defined
For the second model, the Ecological model considers mind and body holistically.
They are unified in one person: The mind is reliant upon perceptions and sensations of the
world, which the body provides and in which the body is located, in order to think. At the
same time, the body is reliant upon the mind to perform intentional tasks, such as deciding
to walk right or left, as well as unconscious bodily processes, such as breathing, digesting, or
balancing. There is a person always present participating in these activities or enjoying the
benefits of their functions, consciously or unconsciously as a total being. Without the organs
of perception, which are embedded in the body, humans are incapable of learning language
from caregivers, of discovering the world with the help of teachers, of communicating or
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receiving intentions to and from others, or of simply moving through the world. The person
in this model is viewed as an individual system of embodied processes and activities that
occur spontaneously and in unity, and usually with the minimum amount of awareness and
effort. What is perhaps the most important in this model is that the mind-body-sense complex
is someone.
Seeing the person as a whole being in mental/physical homeostasis, the Ecological
model not only considers biology, but for purposes here, also considers three important
elements: 1) the environment in which the person is located; 2) the society in which the person
participates; 3) the culture in which the person identifies or must negotiate. The worldview
that informs this model is multifarious because it accommodates history, genetic disposition,
education, language, sociocultural mien, physical location, even one’s state of mind or level
of wellness. Any factor that could influence what makes the person a person is a constituent
of the model. Hence, relationships with others are also implicated, since an individual is
influenced by others in an infinite number of ways. Physical environments are considered,
such as the place where one lives or works. Environments can be immediate, such as working
at a desk or in the cockpit of a plane. The totality of influence and involvement from the
environment necessitates tool use. Tools are anything extending human reach and facilitating
human actions to do more complex tasks than what can be accomplished with the five organs
of perception, the bare hands and feet, and, of course, the bare mind. Concerning tool design,
the Ecological model may be used to organize the myriad of influences upon the person. It
enables analysis for interaction in more meaningful and constructive ways than the Antiquated
model, which, as has been described earlier, is silent concerning contextual influences.
The Ecological model is not an updated or innovative form of the Antiquated model,
because they have derived differently. The Antiquated model emerged out of philosophical
traditions of rational thought, while the Ecological model emerges from empirical findings
in cognitive science. For some time now, there has been plenty of available research in
cognitive science that legitimizes the Ecological model over the Antiquated model. There
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are numerous developing theories that can be integrated into the Ecological model, however
this thesis will concentrate upon Lev Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory, Edwin Hutchins’s
distributed cognition, J. J. Gibson’s theory of affordances, and Lakoff and Johnson’s theory
of metaphorical reasoning. These theories will be examined more thoroughly in Chapter Two.
Interestingly, converging evidence from today’s research in cognitive science also
aligns with other “pre-Cartesian” worldviews evident in other cultures and traditions.
This suggests that when humans think and act, they do so holistically in their experience
as a unified effort between mind and body interacting in the world with others, and not as
isolated events that are cognized piecemeal, chronologically, or algorithmically. As such, the
Antiquated model is not antiquated because it derives from antiquity, but because claims
inherent in its worldview do not empirically measure up to actual human experience (Lakoff
& Johnson, 1999; Barsalou, 2008). The author claims that the worldview of the Antiquated
model has been the leading cause for harmful design methods and harmful products because
of an absence of context. Even PowerPoint can kill (Tufte 2003; Bumiller, 2010).
It is conceivable that a design informed by the Antiquated model can project its utility
onto another informed by the Ecological model, and vice versa. The models presented relate to
projected utility overlap through the instantiation of object or tool designs because projected
utility overlap specifically concerns interaction with actual items or physical systems in
the world. A design instantiates the model; the model is an abstraction of the design. As an
investigative device, projected utility overlap can help extricate the model from the design.
It can explain a unique twist arising from objects or tools in designs that specifically possess
anthropomorphic qualities, such as statutes, automata, or artificial intelligence. The mind
was projected upon the computer as a thinking machine, and by inference the brain was
separated from the body and seen as a computational organ (Searle, 1980; Lakoff & Johnson,
1999). Perhaps at no other time in history has a technological tool so effectively projected
the simulacra of cognition. Regardless, the computer is still a tool and to consider it anything
else is a fallacy.
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The Problem of Worldview and Givenness
Up to this point, examination of the inherent problem of technology design is characterized
by its absence of context. Things are things without a place or a purpose, or for all places and all
purposes. If the Ecological model departs from worldview presented by the Antiquated model
by expression inclusive of context, not only into a designed tool, but also an entire system in
which this tool is utilized, then by what methods should context be incorporated in design
practices? Absence of context in the Antiquated model arises from an emphasis of ideas over
circumstances. Historically, when transitions in technology might occur after the passing of
generations, it was common that a thing was a thing for all places and circumstances. The world
was a much larger place, where choices were few, social roles were fixed, time was deliberate,
for all people nature and God were feared, and humankind’s reach was limited.
Fast forward to today, when technological change accelerates to such a degree that several
transitions in technology occur in one lifetime. The world is smaller, choices are many, social
roles are fluid, time is an instant, and for some people nature and God are dismissed as irrelevant
entities from a bygone era. The only thing that perhaps has not changed is that humankind’s
reach is still limited, albeit in different ways than centuries ago. Context has become far more
prominent because these rapid shifts have created newer challenges in society, work, personal
relationships, political identities, and cultural expression. Diversity and globalization challenge
older views that arise from homogenous circumstances. For this reason context must be studied.
New vocabularies must be formed and designers must feel empowered to use them.
With this in mind, how should context be examined? Which conceptual tools are on
hand which might assist to craft a better understanding of world as a whole? The problem of
seeing versus not seeing the world-as-it-is is a long-standing project in philosophy. As discussed,
Descartes’s division of the mind from the body subsequently generated a worldview void of
context. It was in the early 20th century that Heidegger, the protégé of Husserl, reexamined
the Kantian concept of ontotheology, which investigates how one’s beliefs in metaphysics are
linked to and determines how one understands objects in the world. In formal philosophical
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discourses, an instance of an ontotheology is what is meant by worldview (Thomson, 2005).
With regard to absence of context, the history of philosophy and worldviews derived
from philosophical work contribute insightful clues. Topics presented earlier discussed the
origins of disembodied mind and the ways in which that worldview pervades technology design
today. What kind of approach might smoothly shift technology design from the Antiquated
model to the Ecological model? The fact that the Antiquated model maintains influence after
four-hundred-and-fifty years suggests it is difficult to let go. Many are invested in maintaining
its legacy. Its expressed worldview which defines human cognition sprang from metaphysical
beliefs and historical contexts that simply do not apply today.
Is it possible that an alteration of the worldview that instead defines human cognition as
distributed and embodied within particular social and cultural contexts could provide an avenue
for the Ecological model to emerge? It may be worthwhile to examine the absence of context
and the ways in which decontextualized objects map to disembodied minds. For this reason, the
development of the philosophical concept of givenness is examined next. Could an examination
of givenness in the world provide an antidote for absence of context in design?
If context is invisible in the experience of technology use, like the air that one breathes,
or, even gravity that keeps one from floating off into the ether, in other words, if context is
hidden because it is ubiquitous, is it possible that this givenness of context, as the backdrop of
experience, relates to what was considered the ineffable in the analytic tradition of 20th century
philosophers? The ineffable is a thing that cannot be described with words. It is also a thing
which shouldn’t be described with words. A famous Wittgenstein quote states, “Where one
cannot speak, thereof one must be silent (Wittgenstein, 1922).” Might the dynamics of givenness
provide some insight to understanding context more formally? Why not speak of it by speaking
around it, such as describing what it is not? Or by describing circumstances where it takes
place? Or by use of metaphor to indicate what it is like?
The development of a formal conception of givenness begins in the 18th century, with
Kant, continues later with Husserl in the late 19th century, in response to Kant. The thread resumes
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Traditional Givenness

with 20th century analytic philosophers, such as Frege and Russell, in search of formal definitions
in the structure of language (Livingston, 2008). Both Kant and Husserl define givenness as what
is embodied in the object as it presents itself to the subject (Fig. 1.17 - Traditional Givenness).
Following is a brief overview of givenness and how aspects of the concept evolved.
For Kant, a separation exists between experience of the world in-itself and man’s
experience of the world. As such, the experience of any object is merely an appearance from
a perspective (Fig. 1.17 - Perspectival Givenness), rather than an experience of the essence of
the object, an ontological view inherited from the days of Aristotle. Kant argued that issuing
from this limited perspective, one can never have full realization of an object’s essence via
direct experience. It is only from the viewpoint from all perspectives (as for an omniscient
being), that all could be known about an object; such bearing in relation to the object would
constitute the ability to possess total knowledge of an object’s essence, and only from such
bearing. Kant’s position was that the human, as subject, can know only as much as what is
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given by the object and only what it appears to be from the point of view of the subject. The
distinction between the essence of the object and the appearance of the object, as well as the
relationship between essence and appearance being connected and determined by perspective
is a significant philosophical achievement.
In design, perspective is evident with all tools. A single object can be cognized differently
by two different subjects, particularly a novice and an expert. The novice sees the surface
properties, while the expert sees intrinsic ones. What is given to the expert is not evident to the
novice. A young teenager will use Facebook differently than her grandmother, who might see it
as a waste of time and who is more likely to pick up the phone.
Husserl’s continuation of this project was to extend the basic tenets of Kant’s perspectival
concepts and to generalize them. Kant’s assertions of not knowing the world’s essence but only
its appearance troubled Husserl. To him, the object, having an appearance, presents givenness
as a dynamic that is evident in the presence of all objects. The subject, in the presence of the
object, experiences the appearance of the object. This exchange is a dynamic that arises for all
subjects. All objects have appearances and each has givenness to present to all subjects. This is
not to say that all objects have identical givenness-to or appearance-of to all subjects, as would
be the case for an ontology dependent upon essences. The content of what is given or what
appears differs between object to subject and subject to object, respectively, and this depends
upon perspective. It is not the content that generalizes, it is that the object has givenness, which
Husserl generalized. That it appears in a particular way to the subject is also generalized in a
world of subjects and objects.
To realize essence, Husserl’s position rejects the idea that total knowledge of the object
is dependent upon realizing the object from infinite perspectives, such as from the mind of
God. Instead, Husserl argued that the subject possesses total knowledge of the object through
continued exposure to its presence (Fig. 1.17 - Temporal Givenness). Despite this interaction
never being complete, the subject fills gaps via inference, and thereby comes to possess total
knowledge of the object via the inferred idea of it, combined with the continued interactive
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presence of the object (Luft, 2007).
For Husserl, being is not in terms of the essence of an object. Being is due to its giving an
appearance of the object as-such to the subject. Where Kant transformed being as understood in
the philosophical tradition from thing-in-itself—to appearance—to appearance-for-a-humansubject, Husserl moved this transformation further to generalize the dynamic of givenness as it
is revealed by all objects to all subjects, and therefore such a dynamic occurs in all interactions.
Human knowledge is gained from these interactions. Givenness as designated here is meaning
embodied in the object and as that meaning is presented to the subject. This will be referred to
as traditional givenness.
Closer to the present, givenness was also utilized in the analytic tradition of philosophy,
starting with the Vienna Circle in the late 1920s. The quest for the analytic thinkers was to capture
the total structure of language, with an objective that if a series of all rules and regularities
within language could be isolated to their logical forms, these rules could describe what was
considered “normal” or “correct” in everyday use (Livingston, 2008). This particular school
of thought has a direct connection to the mind-as-computer metaphor which predominates in
technology design today. First-generation cognitive scientists during the AI Winter promoted
these concepts as the explanation and structure for human thought. This will be discussed further
in Chapter Two.
The author argues that the limitation of traditional givenness comes from an absence
of context. The object and the subject are abstract, generalized entities, exactly as computer
and user represent all computers and all people who use them. A system of thought which
speaks not of context produces a worldview that banishes context to the invisible realms of
the ineffable. When context is reintroduced, although it has always been present, it becomes
easier to conceive specific instances of objects, of subjects, of interactions in history, society,
and culture. For example, metaphors are instruments of reason that reference context (Lakoff &
Johnson, 1999). An ability to identify context is key to design and will ensure the best of fit to a
situation when a particular tool is used by a particular person.
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For these reasons, givenness does not solely reside in the object but also in the context.
What appears as invisible (or unconscious) in experience, combined with conscious experience
of the object, is the unified location of givenness, which is to say it is diffusive and interactive.
What context offers (its givenness) is reflected in the object to the subject as embodied meaning.
Much the way a prism captures a light ray and focuses its intensity, from the perspective of the
subject, the object embodies a given meaning through a reflection of its surrounding context.
The first formal use of what is given likely appeared in geometry and may have relevance
to traditional givenness, as handled by the analytic philosophers. In mathematics, the given is
laid down at the beginning of a proof, as a method to determine what is known to be true.
In Descartes’s time, mathematics provided a semblance of deriving certainty and order in the
world (Stewart, 2006). This value for mathematics was inherited from antiquity when it was
believed that mathematics possessed reliable methods to reveal knowledge of the world. The
early thinkers looked and saw numbers, and the patterns that were derived from them were
present everywhere in nature; to them it was the language of God (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999).
The author suggests that the answer is to be found in language, but not from a formal language
such as mathematics, nor as formed by a worldview that stands upon a mind/body split and that
represents decontextualized objects to disembodied users. Instead, the answer could be revealed
in natural language and connotive thought, as invoked by embodied experience and within
cultural context.
In linguistics, a conceptual spectrum of what is given to what is new possesses similarities
to philosophical givenness. On one end, what is new is the novel information provided by the
utterance as it unfolds and is expressed by the speaker. On the other end, what is given is that
information derived from previous communications, which may be available in the utterance
itself, or in a broader context (V. John-Steiner, personal communication, August 2, 2011;
Lakoff & Johnson, 1999). To analyze givenness in linguistic form, metonymy is a characteristic
example: “One waitress says to another, ‘The ham sandwich just spilled beer all over himself.’”
If metonymy is “to take one well-understood or easy-to-perceive aspect of something and use it
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to stand for either the thing as a whole or for some other aspect or part of it (Lakoff, 1987),” then
what is well-understood or easy-to-perceive is what is given. What is new is revealed once what
is given is subtracted. This suggests that what is new can only be identified by knowing what is
given. In relation to technology design, the implications are pivotal.
Analysis of the above sentence uttered between two waitresses (not two truck drivers)
shows that context is located not only within the utterance, but also by who speaks and who is
listening. Waitresses frequently speak of customers by what they order, or some other point of
reference in proximity within the environment, say a table number, or an article of clothing. It
is like a secret language between waitresses, commonly understood between waitresses and
only waitresses. Subsequently, what is novel information is not that the ham sandwich has
become anthropomorphic, but that the customer, as given by the food order, has spilled beer on
himself. Givenness in the ham sandwich is not soused with meaning in its appearance from the
perspective of the waitresses or even the customer, as subjects. Meaning is located in the act of
spilling beer by the customer in the restaurant. That it is a point of note from one waitress to
another holds meaning that even from what can be contextually surmised here, is not apparent in
the utterance either. It could mean, “Call the busboy to get a mop,” “Cut off that customer from
buying more beer,” or both. Who can say? Who is listening? Meaning is something private as
given by perspective between two waitresses at a place and moment in time, and this meaning
is derived from what is given and what is new as unified in common context in which the
waitresses speak.
Furthermore, it is unlikely in what was transmitted between the two waitresses that
meaning was derived from the utterance with conscious analysis, as was performed above.
What is given was unspoken. The customer was not mentioned, nor were the implications of
spilled beer. Because they are waitresses, the environment in which they stood is assumed to be
a restaurant. They were likely out of ear-shot from the clumsy or drunken ham-sandwich-eating
customer, since a part of a waitress’s earnings is to acquire tips by being cordial, sincere, and
attentive. Were all these implications in the reader’s conscious awareness upon an initial reading
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above? Probably not. Hence, what is given is not only unspoken, but also not in awareness. This
phenomenon may explain why context is easily forgotten or misplaced in the object.
These conceptually-derived conditions of givenness are not provided as explicit
statements of what comes before, as in a geometry proof. Does this make the given ineffable,
or merely unconscious? or both? What is given and what is novel are surmised here to illustrate
the relationship of context to givenness. Is this inability to describe what is given totally and
completely make what is given ineffable? Or does one simply relinquish what is given? When
it comes to meaning, is givenness taken for granted? Typically, attention is cast upon what is
new, not what is given. This is the point. This attention to the new also coincides with perceptual
processes, so this would make the definition consistent with embodied experience. Givenness, as
laid out here, is located not only in the object, but also in the context. It is interactive (Fig. 1.18).
Like the prism captures light from the environment, context is captured in the object and reflected
to the subject as givenness. In contrast to traditional givenness, since there is an ecological process
that synthesizes what is given from its context, this is referred to as ecological givenness.
There are many situations one interacts within where givenness is dismissed to the
sidelines of one’s attentions, like air or gravity. Just like air or gravity, transparency of givenness
within the experience is total. It is only when something goes awry or surprisingly well that
suddenly the object of dislike or of desire, respectively, is highlighted by the spotlight of attention.
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What went wrong? Can that be repeated? In technology use this experience is quite familiar, but
it seems that more frequently it is when something goes wrong. For example, when the Internet
connection goes down, the printer cartridge is out of ink, or there is no more space on the hard
drive. Technology breakdowns are very object-centered. Technology is great—when it works.
On the other hand, one doesn’t celebrate that email continues to land in the email client, or when
pressing the A-key the letter A appears on the screen. This is not novel. It is given. It is this
givenness which has an appearance of being situated in the object. As argued earlier, despite one’s
experience of the object, givenness actually initially derives from interaction within a context.
When the downloaded “app” required to register for cell phone insurance will not accept
a customer’s credit card because registration is one day past a draconian 30-day registration
window, does it mean that a very expensive 31-day-old phone is considered too old to insure?
What is the solution for the customer service representative if there is no checkbox in the help
system for “Fails to address customer’s cultural needs,” what then? With regard to these kinds of
technological snags, is a reductionist approach that promotes better algorithmic programming
code the best solution? Which aspect of the device needs repairing? Are computer programmers
trained in cultural dynamics? Are they the best cultural representatives to comprehend the
user’s experience because programmers are undauntedly familiar with computer use? or is there
something about the computer programmer’s experience that causes the end-user’s experience
to be dismissed? Do programmers assume too much? Or do users assume too much? This line
of questioning is not to say that programmers are failures at doing their jobs, or that users are
dim-witted. Though both frequently appear to be the scenario, the job of designing technology
tools is not the same as coding software applications. This is a scenario where attempts are
made to solve the problems of one discipline with the solutions of another. Sometimes this can
work, but just as what manifests with the introduction of new technology, there is a kind of
projected utility overlap and the problem, more often than not, will resist the imposed solution
because the intrinsic objectives of a programmer qua computer user are different from those
of the application end-user qua computer user.
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Response to Pattern versus Response to Instructions in Technology Today
For the Antiquated model, algorithmic processes and their correlation to human thought
are considered central to how the mind works. This comparison between algorithms and human
cognition reveals how the computer and the brain have as-though swapped intrinsic qualities;
computers are intelligent machines (when they really calculate) and people are information
processing subjects (when they really think). As mentioned earlier, a kind of projected utility
overlap has occurred. In comparison to the discussion of painting and photography, whereby
the transition was an progressive innovation in imaging, this overlap was driven by a belief that
human cognition is like mathematical computation, it was not an overlap driven by continuous
innovation of previous technologies. How did this mutual superimposition develop?
To recount a brief history which commences in the seventeenth century, Brown (in
press) indicates that Leibniz, a younger contemporary of Descartes’s, invented his version of
the calculus during his quest for a Universal Language and that Leibniz’s calculus was a byproduct of his work to isolate the principles of generalization required to construct this Universal
Language. There was a noble objective in this pursuit. In matters of religion, philosophy, or
politics, which had resulted in long and bloody wars, it was understood that
there were sincere intellectuals arguing every side of these conflicts. But since
these individuals did not make mistakes in arithmetic (or if they did, knew
how to correct them), perhaps the problem lay in the imprecision of the natural
languages in which this warfare was expressed. Therefore, if a language could
be designed on rational principles, so that the conclusions it was possible to
draw using it were obtained by procedures more like those of arithmetic, such
conflicts either might be avoided or easily settled. Leibniz sincerely believed
in this possibility, and his view was shared by others. (Brown, in press).
In the 20th century the analytic philosophers were intrigued by the Leibniz’s work on
the Universal Language (Livingston, 2008; Lakoff & Johnson, 1999). First-generation artificial
intelligence researchers were equally intrigued by this project, and similar to Leibniz, these
20th century computer scientists viewed the formal structure of mathematics—and following
this, computer programming languages—as a path to attain the achievement of a Universal
Language (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999). This is largely based upon their conviction that the symbol
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was the form of thought and that formal rules provided these symbols a certain structure. This
view of mental representation was a central concept that Leibniz, and the others mentioned,
inherited from Cartesian philosophy because thought was considered to be disembodied (Lakoff
& Johnson, 1999). This concept still influences research in cognitive science today. It probably
was not the pursuit to create a final arbiter of conflicts that motivated 20th century researchers,
but a preoccupation with mathematical form as the means to represent human thought, as well
as to demonstrate principles that could be applied as a “hard science,” which psychology as a
“soft science” could not do (Newell & Card, 1985). This modernized worldview, originating in
“Descartes’s error” (Damasio, 2006), continues to uphold an imaginary boundary between mind
and body. It perpetuates the mindbrain worldview, whereby mathematics reveals the mind’s true
structure as formed by symbolic representation and that this activity is located and constrained to
the brain, like a computer motherboard. Such a model of mind infers that the body and emotion
are inimical to human reasoning, which thanks to studies in neuroscience, is now known to be
false (Damasio, 2006).
In the state of design today, the role of artifacts and the role of access in computer
technology should be evaluated by user response. Users should have the means to advocate for
themselves and to do so directly to technology designers without a middleman entity. In the
way that computers have various protocols to communicate to one another, political movements
and user advocacy groups that traverse these technology platforms can function similarly
(Galloway, 2004; Galloway & Thacker 2007). There could be a contiguous human protocol
by which people who use technology can congregate and discuss the liabilities and the benefits
of technology tool use. As consensus is gauged for a particular topic, grassroots action can
manifest accordingly in cooperation with technology designers and software programmers. This
is particularly important in the development of social networks where personal information is in
jeopardy of exploitation by government and non-government entities which still have no legal
structure to contain their “economic creativity” (Wikipedia, 2011).
Unfortunately, in market-driven design, which is the predominant method of technology
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design today, it is how many people purchase a device that determines its success. Markets can
only evaluate groups of populations that can afford the artifact. Well-designed artifacts and the
access to them, when considered in reference to traditional givenness, would translate then to
products that are popular in the markets and those who can afford them. Such an evaluation
cannot indicate how well the artifact maps to human cognition, nor how much success the
artifact provides to the user in a particular context. In fact, it is impossible to know from this
approach. Such is the result of technology as designed from the worldview of the Antiquated
model. Because of the form of mathematical computation, the notion of decontextualized
algorithmic processes—instructions—has become the underlying basis to determine how
a device is designed, built, accessed, and used. Markets being abstract, disembodied, and
decontextualized representations of interactions between people, have also become the way
that artifacts are accessed by users and the way technological success is evaluated.
In contrast, for a successful implementation of the Ecological model, technology
design should rely upon patterns as its underlying basis, in order to determine how a device is
designed, built, accessed, and used. Since patterns are distributed and are by their definitions
contextual, it becomes possible to examine the role of the artifact (as tool) and the role of
access (as tool use) in a different light. The ways that patterns of tool use converge and how
they reference the actor in relation to the tool used in context, is a more effective means
to evaluate tool use than employing a calculation of quantity or statistical probabilities.
Ethnographies are necessary to study how computer tools are used in the modern world.
The author argues that a careful examination, concerning the role of the artifact, the role of
access, how well the two roles map to human cognition, and how well they provide cognitive
success, will reveal a disheartening disparity between people who use computer tools today.
Any instance of a technological device is a cultural artifact. It comes from some
place, it has a history. It does not arise from a vacuum. It develops and derives out of cultural
necessity. It inherits from pre-existing technologies. The initial discussion of projected
utility overlap shows that cultural expectations connect one technology to another. Here is
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a pattern. The manner that tool use is learned is determined by a cultural context. This is
education. Yet, education is not measured by the time one has access to a book, though that
is a contributing factor to learning and why there are libraries. Education relies first upon the
prior understanding of a language and then literacy. If one is not literate, it does not matter
how much time one has access to books. The way a child learns to read greatly depends upon
the attentions and values of caregivers and teachers. This interaction is cultural. It is called
school. This is where children acquire a value for books and are shown the subtle ways in
which reading reveals opportunities to succeed in the world.
If the book is also a cultural artifact, then the comparison between books and computer
devices provides another window to ways to think about access to computer devices and why
some populations, such as older generations, are frustrated by them. Access is not only the
quantity of time allowed with the artifact, and this may explain the reason why computers sit
unused in many of today’s classrooms. In the same way there are no instructions indicating how
to read embedded in the book itself, there also are no embedded instructions indicating how to
use a computer device. Instructions are not given or embedded within an object. Where is the
school located for computer devices? Tool use learning is given by the tool’s context. Tools
are adopted within a society of others: one is shown, one plays, one experiments, one shares,
one utilizes, one becomes agile in tool use. Such interactions reveal various patterns. It is this
sociocultural context that gives the tool meaning and gives its users the means to understand (or
to read) the tool’s utility to complete desired tasks.
Moreover, just as for books and the act of reading, those not privy to these cultural and
social interactions, which are inclusive of computer tools and tool use, will be illiterate. Illiterate
people rarely succeed, which does not have bearing on their intelligence, but on their education
and their ability to provide for themselves and to contribute to society. Computer devices cannot
but reflect culture in the same way books do. They too are cultural artifacts.
The identified problem for design then is that computer devices today are designed
not from a worldview of ecology, but derived from an antiquated worldview of disembodied
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mind, a long-standing fallacy about human cognition with a problematic history about which
few designers are knowledgeable. Users and designers who have been implicitly “educated” in
the Antiquated model will succeed more or less because the Antiquated model is a product of
Western historical culture, its own context. Yet, not everyone makes sense of the world in the
manner proposed by the Antiquated model, even those within Western cultures. And so, those
not privileged enough to catch nuances and cues that are encoded in computer technology will
be left behind.
On the other hand, the Ecological model derives from embodied and distributed cognition
as experienced in an historical, social, and cultural context. Designs which are informed by the
Ecological model will reveal more utility to tool-users and this will enable them to cognitively
succeed. This new model underlying computer devices and tool use promises to be more
egalitarian for all persons in all societies than is the case today. There is much work to do—so
many investigations and explorations are required to contemplate and understand this vastly
uncharted frontier. Consequently, there appears to be an imperative to adopt a new model of
mind in technology design.
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Chapter Two
The Cognitive Theories Defined
It should be apparent that the current worldviews in technology design possess limitations,
but few designers understand why these limitations exist (Buchanan, 2010). For a new design
theory, whatever it may be, a defensible contextual model of mind is the starting and the ending
point for good computer-tool design. In Chapter One, a model of mind for technology design was
argued as necessary because unlike machines, which simplify physical tasks, computers are tools
for thinking. Today’s human-computer interactions do reference an underlying model of mind
and is embedded in many computer tools. Further examination of contemporary representations
of technology reveals that this underlying model of mind does not include context because of
historical and philosophical influences: the model’s properties originate in Cartesian philosophy,
whereby the mind and the body are divided, and context is absent. That model, prevalent in
mainstream design methods, was shown in Chapter One to be antiquated. Because of its
endorsement of context, the claim is that an Ecological model of mind is a better alternative. Yet,
what should the theoretical basis be for this new model? Chapter Two presents four established
theories from cognitive science that suitably fulfill criteria required for a new model of mind.
These are: Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory, Hutchins’s approach to distributed cognition, J. J.
Gibson’s theory of affordances, and Lakoff and Johnson’s theory of metaphorical reasoning.
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For all the research to date in the cognitive sciences—philosophy, linguistics, psychology,
anthropology, artificial intelligence, and neuroscience—many relevant theories of mind are
available to survey, however this thesis cannot provide analysis for them all. Each of the
four theories presented empirically explains human cognition from different yet cooperative
aspects. Their employment is not considered definitive, nor exhaustive. To introduce the
theoretical foundations for a new model of mind, it is easiest to understand the four theories
in their historical contexts as they were developed, or minimally to know their theoretical
parents. Because they are older and somewhat complex, the theories by Vygotsky and by
Gibson are introduced more deliberately than the other two. Especially in Vygotsky’s case,
it is anticipated that the reader will benefit to hear the scientists’ voices directly, since in both
cases sociocultural theory and the theory of affordances are frequently misunderstood and
misrepresented. The theories by Hutchins and by Lakoff and Johnson are relatively recent and
it is fairly easy to find accurate discussion about their work in the literature, so their theories are
more generally presented.
Now, by what criteria are these theories relevant to design? The theories are selected for
three principal reasons: First, because of their converging views of the embodied human mind;
second, that the world itself is an active constituent to a person’s cognitive activities; and third,
because of the ways in which context are preserved in the theories’ explanations for cognitive
processes. These criteria are important in design because not only do they shape informed
questions for problem spaces, they are essential in identifying a person’s interaction with the
world (Moore, 2010). This new approach “is a repositioning of design as a central agency
of being human in contemporary culture” (Buchanan, 2010). Later discussion explains how
together the theories forge a suitable foundation that should afford the designer a streamlined,
effective means to navigate the complexities of cognition when contemplating design problems.
The core theories do share some historical characteristics. Three of them — distributed
cognition, affordances, and metaphorical reasoning — emerged in response to the legacy laid out
by first-generation cognitive science of the 1950s and 1960s, because classic theories residing
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under the umbrella of the Antiquated model could not explain phenomenon revealed by
research in contemporary domains of study. The fourth theory, developed in the 1920s and
1930s, is sociocultural theory and is depicted here as an ancestor theory. It is older and there are
some aspects of which the other three have directly or indirectly inherited from it. For this reason,
sociocultural theory is used to unify the contributions of the other three. All four theories are
not individualistic and atomistic, but pluralistic and systemic. There are no definitive divisions
between mind with body, person with others, person with tools or symbols, because the
apparent barriers between them are fluid and the manner that these barriers move are dependent
upon processes that are themselves intertwined with other processes. Consequently, for a
robust design theory, constitutive elements of these models, specifically representations within
the mind, are considered here dynamic reflections constructed from external influences, because
symbols do exist in the mind, but are internalized after interaction with external symbols first.
This dynamic travels the course of perceptual processes (Gibson, 1977) which then generate
cognitive ones, such as metaphorical reasoning (Lakoff and Johnson, 1999). Thus, symbols
reside outside first, then inside (Hutchins, 1995). Moreover, interactions are bidirectional and
all constitutive elements are candidates for change and transformation (Vygotsky, 1978). This
departs from the Antiquated model, which asserts that internal representations in the mind are
independent of the world and that context appears to be inconsequential.
Before acquainting the reader with the cognitive theories just mentioned, the AI
Winter is discussed to illustrate what happens when worldview trumps empirical work. This
period substantiates why the Antiquated model came to dominate computer design. Its
consequences still reverberate today. This is important to the discussion for a few reasons. First,
it shows in fairly recent times how sociocultural factors of the academic community can deeply
influence legitimate research and keep from the public good important work performed in the
quest for knowledge. Second, when worldviews are entrenched, their constitutive paradigms
take time to shake free and they thwart many expressions of intellectual freedom. When this
occurs, more innovative paradigms, which reveal novel ways to look at old problems or to
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use new tools, are rejected or censored. Of the cognitive theories discussed here, sociocultural
theory and the theory of affordances were directly subject to these sociocultural dynamics,
though in different ways. Third, the author argues that the AI Winter is an outcome of
hardened worldviews and theoretical adventures that derived from a decontextualized model
of mind. It is an example of tragic distortions that result when large bets are waged to pledge
the viability of a model of mind, now known to be unsound.
Proponents during the AI Winter held convictions that a model of mind must be definitive
and thereby monolithic, implying that no understanding of environmental context was necessary
in its theoretical construction. Fierce competition for absolute views, as informed by what
the author designates the Antiquated model, were considered the only means for authentic
discovery and discourse enrichment. There are philosophical factors which contributed to this
period as well. For designers, the AI Winter is a poignant lesson concerning the importance
of context, or rather its absence. Hence, during evaluation of the four theories the significance
of context was a criteria. Combined, the four theories’ convergence upon an Ecological model
together construct a sound theoretical platform upon which a new design theory can stand.

The Historical Influences of First-Generation Artificial Intelligence
One way to (re)introduce context back into design methods is to analyze how it was left
out in the recent past of artificial intelligence (AI). The development of today’s computer-tool
design methods has a direct correlation to the ways that human cognition has been studied,
which also has a direct correlation to how the computer was historically developed, that is,
designed. Since it was first conceived, the computer became the metaphor for the mind and the mind
became a metaphor for the computer (Dreyfus, 1992; Hutchins, 1995) What is bewildering about
this mutual superimposition is that the metaphors are taken too literally (Lakoff & Johnson;
1999). It is this particular legerdemain that made the circuit of influence by these metaphors
complete and closed. This superimposition functions like a Möbius strip of metaphor, and it
is this confusion which perpetuates the frustrating breeds of technology available today.
The way into this circle is to view the computer as a thinking machine, a machine
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that supplants human work by replacing the human brain, what was referred to earlier as
the mindbrain. This construct erects unnecessary barriers between people, all while extending
abstractions of activities further away from grounded physical contexts. Today, it is becoming
increasingly rare for people to interact with one another without the mediation of digital tools.
These should offer transparency not opacity between people. The way out of this circle is to
(re)cognize the computer as a tool used in a particular context in service to a person who interacts
with others in sociocultural contexts. Tools are used some place by someone for some reason.
The AI Winter was a period when researchers “with their grand illusions and ambitions
dashed,” suffered from “shrunken budgets and general indifference” to their work (Wired.com, 2007).
The intellectual detour generated by the influences of the worldview prevalent in AI at that
time may have censored new voices in research for as long as twenty or thirty years. Curiously,
AI texts in popular awareness rarely discuss why this wintery environment came to be, and it is
only after persistent searching that a more complete cultural story comes to light, as in the Daniel
Crevier’s AI: The tumultuous history of the search for artificial intelligence (1993). In Ben Coppin’s
college textbook, Artificial intelligence illuminated (2004), after a nod to Crevier, he states,
Throughout this book, details are given of other books that can be referenced to
learn more about the material covered herein. The following books are general
Artificial Intelligence texts that cover almost all of the topics covered by this
book and also provide excellent introductions to the subjects as a whole.
Each of these books takes a different approach to the material, and it is worth
selecting the text that best suits your personal preferences in studying this subject.
For example, Russell and Norvig present the material in terms of intelligent
agents, Winston explains his material with a great deal of examples but tends
not to go into a great deal of detail, while Luger goes into greater depth, but
fewer examples. Schalkoff gives a good coverage of Artificial Intelligence using examples in PROLOG and LISP; it also therefore serves as a useful text in
those languages.
Computation & Intelligence edited by George Luger, contains a number
of extremely important papers collected from the whole history of Artificial
Intelligence. It includes papers by such pioneers of the subject such as Alan
Turing, Marvin Minsky, John McCarthy, Allen Newell, and Herbert Simon.
There is no intent here to dismiss the entire field AI, but it must be noted that some voices have
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been. Not mentioned in this passage are the critics of AI, such as Herbert Dreyfus, John Lucas,
John Searle, and Joseph Weizenbaum. Each held their own reasonable arguments and articulated
valid reservations for ungrounded and optimistic claims for the imminent utopia that the early AI
proponents promoted without restraint. These critics are simply ignored. Inclusion of these
voices is far a more accurate rendering of the history of AI, since the total picture has much
to teach. Moreover, it was domineering dynamics in the academic environment of AI beginning
in the 1950s and 1960s, in which researchers attacked any work or philosophical critique not
adhering to what this author identifies as the Antiquated model. Frank Rosenblatt’s research on
neural networks is a particular special case that comes to mind.
To Rosenblatt the computer was a modeling tool that simulated neuronal interactions in the
brain. A vocal group opposed that notion, led by Simon, Newell, Minsky, Papert, and others, and
viewed the computer exclusively to formalize and to manipulate symbolic representations, which
they attributed as occurring in the mindbrain. AI scientists who purchased the manipulation of
internal symbols as the model for cognition are referred to in other texts as the symbolists, while
those in Rosenblatt’s camp were called the holists (Dreyfus & Dreyfus 1988; Hutchins, 1995).
The holists saw cognition as dependent upon perception, learning, and interaction and were not
so rushed to fix a location for the mind in the brain. Unlike the symbolists, Rosenblatt
reasoned that since intelligent behavior based on our representation of the world
was likely to be hard to formalize, AI should instead attempt to automate the
procedures by which a network of neurons learns to discriminate patterns and
respond appropriately (Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 1988).
However, the symbolists believed that mental functions resided solely in the brain. To them,
these are internal processes with no connection to the environment. The body in this model
appears to be a passive receiver of symbolic information sent from the brain. These symbols are
manipulated and delivered as instructions though channels of information processing, a very
computational sounding term, with no reference to actual biological or neurological functions
whatsoever. This is the way motherboards are configured. Nor is there discussion concerning
the roles of emotion and feeling in the symbolist model of mind. Like the critical voices of AI,
these elements so active in mental experience are simply ignored. In Discourse on the Method,
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Descartes’s second precept is “to divide each of the difficulties under examination into as many
parts as possible, and as might be necessary for its adequate solution” (Descartes, 2008/1673).
Emotion and feeling were left out most likely because of the Cartesian method of reductive
logic—that is, to pick off the low-lying fruit—with the intent to deal with these more complicated
problems later (Gardner, 1985). However to reintegrate embodied operations, which are
experienced as emotion and feeling, back into the model of mindbrain were cumbersome
and led to dead ends (Hutchins, 1995).
In the mid-1960s, in response to the holists, Minsky and Papert (1965) published a book
that excoriated any research in pattern recognition and learning. Dreyfus & Dreyfus (1988) also
claim that Minsky and Papert’s position became a “philosophical crusade,” and that
Minsky and Papert were so intent on eliminating all competition, and so secure
in the atomistic tradition that runs from Descartes to early Wittgenstein, that
their book suggests much more than it actually demonstrates. They set out to
analyze the capacity of a one-layer perceptron, while completely ignoring in
the mathematical portion of their book Rosenblatt’s chapters on multilayer
machines and his proof of the convergence of a probabilistic learning algorithm
based on back propagation of errors (Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 1988).
For those not aware of the philosophical reference, the atomistic tradition promulgates
a reductionist approach to problem solving. These assumptions and methods are directly
inherited from Descartes (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999). For the symbolists, problems are
attacked by breaking them into basic parts. Problem solving, generalized as a series of
algorithms, pieces these parts back together with best-of-breed rational strategies (Newell
et al, 1959; Newell & Simon, 1972). For the symbolists, logic and form contained true
knowledge. Emotion, feeling, and especially metaphor, were considered deviant body processes
and were seen as suspect resources of information (Lakoff and Johnson, 1999). This echoes
medieval Vanitas constructs that claim that the body is not to be trusted and is sinful and
unclean (Binski, 1996; Rasolnikov, 2009). To the symbolists, the environment—instrumental
to Rosenblatt’s work in neural nets—is inconsequential. Yet in a system, especially one as
complex as the human mind, such an approach cannot work and still has not. In fact, no evidence
for this depiction of amodal thought has ever been empirically found (Barsalou, 2008;
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Lakoff & Johnson, 1999). The mind is not a set of logically-based thought forms. Rosenblatt
was fully aware of this from the very beginning:
The models which have been produced all fail in some important respects
(absence of equipotentiality, lack of neuroeconomy, excessive specificity of
connections and synchronization requirements, unrealistic specificity of stimuli
sufficient for cell firing, postulation of variables or functional features with no
known neurological correlates, etc.) to correspond to a biological system. The
proponents of this line of approach have maintained that, once it has been shown
how a physical system of any variety might be made to perceive and recognize
stimuli, or perform other brainlike functions, it would require only a refinement
or modification of existing principles to understand the working of a more
realistic nervous system, and to eliminate the shortcomings mentioned above.
The writer takes the position, on the other hand, that these shortcomings are
such that a mere refinement or improvement of the principles already suggested
can never account for biological intelligence; a difference in principle is clearly
indicated (Rosenblatt, 1958; emphasis added).
By modeling upon probability and multiple layers inherent in natural systems, Rosenblatt
derived a means to understand the ways in which learning arises in systems.
The important feature of this approach is that there is never any simple mapping
of the stimulus into memory, according to some code which would permit its
later reconstruction. Whatever information is retained must somehow be stored
as a preference for a particular response; i.e., the information is contained
in connections or associations rather than topographic representations. (The
term response …should be understood to mean any distinguishable state of
the organism, which may or may not involve externally detectable muscular
activity. The activation of some nucleus of cells in the central nervous system,
for example, can constitute a response, according to this definition.) (Rosenblatt,
1958; original emphasis).
The work was blatantly dismissed; the symbolists were convinced that complexity was understood
by generalizing to the smallest abstract part. That part then became representative for all parts in
the system. This is a tenet for efficient computer programming. This does not recognize solutions
dependent upon systems or interactions between systems, hence the apparent tunnel-visioned focus
upon the one-layer perceptron in the Dreyfus & Dreyfus quote referenced above. To make matters
worse, the group of researchers who adopted a more holistic view of mind lost research funding:
Rosenblatt was discredited along with the hundreds of less responsible network
research groups that his work had encouraged. His research money dried up, and
he had trouble getting his work published. By 1970, as far as AI was concerned,
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neural nets were dead. In his history of AI, Newell says the issue of symbols
versus numbers “is certainly not alive now and has not been for a long time.”
Rosenblatt is not even mentioned in John Haugeland’s or Margaret Boden’s
histories of the AI field (Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 1988).
This impedance placed further study of neural networks on hold until the late 1980s and
early 1990s when the holist approach experienced a kind of renaissance not only in computer
learning but also in areas spanning the control of chemical process systems to the study of
electric fish (Lippman, 1987; Bhat & McAvoy, 1990; Heiligenberg, 1991; Weiss & Kapouleas,
1990; Weiss & Kulikowski, 1990). As seen by today’s discourse in AI, probabilistic modeling,
derived from environmental learning, has been a legitimate path to follow all along.
What has been society’s loss from this sort of science? The individuals in the symbolist
camp did not believe they were not practicing bad science. But were they? Science is not solely
driven by research, it is a cultural practice (Hutchins, 2008). The tragedy is that the symbolists
held an almost religious allegiance to a worldview (represented here in the Antiquated
model), which left no room for any other. The author suggests that worldview prevailed for
three reasons: First, for its adversity to context; second, for its reductionist methods which
depict mental processes as solely internal; and third the ease in which to map these methods
to software programming. Yet context is history—“from Descartes to early Wittgenstein;”
it is culture—Western traditions of reduction of the world to logical expressions and formal
categories; value for competition over collaboration. These have direct influence upon many
worldviews prevalent today.
How is it that context can be ignored? Winner-take-all as an acceptable stance in science
is encouraged by the Antiquated model and does not accommodate plural voices or counter
worldviews. Nor is this good science. The position coincides with the Cartesian adherence to
Reason as king (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999). The Antiquated model stands on a four-hundredand-fifty-year tradition, when kings did rule the earth. It is ironic that contextual models were
dismissed so vehemently because in the end not only did the symbolists eventually concede to
the inherent difficulties of the problem space, they could not explain why it was so hard.
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The AI Winter illustrates why it is important to remember that empirical finding is not
the only force to determine the formulation of scientific theories. Questioning the underlying
tenets of Western thought was not for the faint-of-heart, unless one wanted to risk one’s
academic career. There are powerful cultural and social forces at work, conceptual in nature,
and these contribute to the ways in which humans work. It is hard to know if the Rosenblatt
story had direct effect on the development of later theories, such as distributed cognition,
affordances, and metaphorical reasoning, though it must have had an indirect one. The AI Winter
contributed to an antagonistic academic environment and it appears that the only antidote has
been to wait for those proponents to retire from the amphitheater of thought.
As more time passes, it may become more conspicuous that the symbolists, in promotion
of the Antiquated model did contribute to a singular crisis by forcing an old worldview
onto research methods, and how this caused blindness in the cognitive science community.
Therefore, a new design theory should possess methods and tools of description so that its
resulting designs are shaped as reflections of actual human cognitive patterns. An approach like
this might actually subdue the kinds of cultural interactions that stymie intellectual freedom
and might in turn encourage diversity of thought exchanged in honest, respectful discourse.

Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory
Obstruction of intellectual freedom in the history of science is not novel. It is a kind of
pattern (Kuhn, 1996/1962). Largely unknown today outside the domains of child development,
education, and language acquisition, sociocultural theory—the first fundamental theory
presented for the Ecological model of mind—also fell victim to academic suppression. Although
decades before the AI Winter controversy, the historical factors pertaining to sociocultural
theory presents a special case because obstructions to its development still has relevance. The
theory was developed at a time of crisis, when psychology was widely doubted to be a true
science. Lev Semyonovitch Vygotsky, the author of the theory, persevered to uncover empirical
methods to overcome this skepticism, though it has taken eighty years to realize the importance
of his achievements.
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Vygotsky’s work is incomplete and did not come to light in the West until the 1950s and
early 1960s, after the death of Stalin. Because it is difficult to understand sociocultural theory
without understanding something about the man behind it, some time will be spent upon his
background since it provides contextual reference to the ways in which sociocultural theory
came to evolve into what it is today. Developed in collaboration with colleagues and students
in post-revolutionary Soviet Union of the 1920s and 1930s, Vygotsky advanced from a premise
that the best way to learn about the human mind and action was to examine their genesis,
development, and resolution, in other words their historical development (John-Steiner & Mahn,
1996). Most of his work centered on child development, since to understand how the mind of
the child develops is to acquire fundamental understanding of human cognition overall.
Vygotsky was a tireless researcher: He founded a center for the mentally disabled, and
also studied patients with congenital blindness and aphasia. Although the term is modern, his
efforts in adult education significantly contributed to eradicate the enormous levels of illiteracy
among the Russian peasantry as the Soviet Union modernized from an agricultural society.
During his entire career, Vygotsky was a voracious reader of academic work and a sophisticated
critic of the contemporary psychology literature. He leveraged experiments conducted by the
researchers of his time to inform his own. In addition, Hegel’s theory of the dialectic, Darwin’s
theory of evolution, Marx’s theory of historical materialism, along with Köhler’s studies on
apes and tool use, and the work of many other thinkers, provided fundamental and guiding
influences throughout his professional life, methodological approaches, and writings.
It is unfortunate that Vygotsky also suffered political persecution for his interpretation
of Marx, which strayed from the Stalinist ideology, and which caused him to lose appointments
and for his writings to be monitored. Vygotsky's career spanned a brief ten years; his life was cut
short from an early death, at the age of 37, caused by tuberculosis. Even after his death, his work
was suppressed for political reasons and many of his writings were clandestinely preserved by
ardent academic devotees. Posterity may thank them for providing a more complete picture of
an as yet unfinished theory by a gifted thinker who maintained a compassionate, yet rigorous
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approach to his scientific pursuits. Despite its incompleteness, its long internment from public
view, its restricted translations from Russian, and frequent misinterpretations, once Vygotsky’s
work began to be published and to gain exposure in wider circles, his work flourished in the West
and continues to inspire many thinkers all over the world (John-Steiner & Mahn, 1996).
Sociocultural theory's robust explanation for human cognition offers a credible and steadfast
foundation for a design theory that is modeled upon a person interacting in a world of tools and
in society with others.
How does the Ecological model correspond? That humankind is social is evident
throughout the world. The Ecological model appropriates the sociocultural view that human
cognition arises within a social and cultural environment, but with a particular emphasis:
Thought is constrained by a cognitive economy resulting from a person’s interactions with
others, which begins in childhood with parents, caregivers, and teachers and continues in more
generalized forms throughout one’s adult life. It is ecological, there is no waste; when there is
an imbalance, there is movement to regain it by employing the most ecological pathway. When
barriers obstruct these processes fostered by this balancing movement, the author argues that
a kind of damage takes place in the environment causing harm to all life forms involved.
Sociocultural theory offers the means to observe, within this overarching assertion of ecology,
human cognition as an interactive exchange and as mediated through language and tool use.
Language and tool use each generate in their own ways systems of meaning that simultaneously
straddle the internal and the external. Vygotsky’s contribution identifies the psychological
importance of interactive tool use and symbol use to the development of mind, the ways that it
occurs, and “in this way he rejected the Cartesian dichotomy between the internal and external”
(John-Steiner & Mahn, 1996).
Sociocultural theory also maintains that social and cultural interactions, as transposed
through thought and speech, possess a transformative force. Vygotsky wrote extensively about
the connection between thought and speech and their influence upon one another. Concerning
the unit for analysis, in “Thought and Word", a chapter from his book Thought and Language
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(1987/1934), the metaphor of the water molecule is a device used to critique past methods of
research, which will be discussed further in Chapter Three:
…it would be incorrect to represent thinking and speech as processes that are
externally related to one another, as two independent forces moving and acting
in parallel with one another or intersecting at specific points and interacting
mechanically. The absence of a primal connection between thought and word
does not imply that this connection can arise only as an external connection between two fundamentally heterogeneous forms of the activity of consciousness.
On the contrary, the basic methodological defect of nearly all studies of thinking
and speech—that which underlies the fruitlessness of this work—is the tendency to view thought and word as two independent and isolated elements whose
external unification leads to the characteristic features of verbal thinking.
…those who begin with this mode of analysis are doomed to failure from the
outset. To explain the characteristics of verbal thinking, they decompose the
whole into the elements that form it. They decompose verbal thinking into
speech and thinking, elements that do not contain the characteristics inherent to
the whole. This closes the door to any real explanation of these characteristics.
We have compared the researcher who takes this approach to one who decomposes
water into hydrogen and oxygen in the attempt to explain why water extinguishes
fire. …this researcher would find to his surprise that oxygen sustains
combustion, while hydrogen is itself combustible. …decomposition into
elements is not analysis in the true sense of the word but a process of raising
the phenomenon to a more general level. It is not a process that involves the
internal partitioning of the phenomenon which is the object of explanation. It
is not a method of analysis but a method of generalization. To say that the water
consists of hydrogen and oxygen is to say nothing that it relates to water generally
or to all its characteristics. It is to say nothing that relates to the great oceans and
to a drop of rain, to water's capacity to extinguish fire and to Archimedes' law.
In the same way, to say that verbal thinking contains intellectual processes and
speech functions is to say nothing that relates to the whole of verbal thinking and
to all its characteristics equally. It is to say nothing of relevance to the concrete
problems confronting those involved in the study of verbal thinking.
From the outset, then, we have tried to frame the entire problem in a new way
and apply a new method of analysis. We attempted to replace the method based
on decomposition into elements with a method of analysis that involves
partitioning the complex unity of verbal thinking into units. In contrast to
elements, units are products of analysis that form the initial aspects not of the
while but of its concrete aspects and characteristics. Unlike elements, units do
not lose the characteristics inherent to the whole. The unit contains, in a simple,
primitive form, the characteristics of the whole that is the object of analysis.
We found the unit reflects the unity of thinking and speech in the meaning of
the word. …word meaning is a unity of both processes that cannot be further
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decomposed. That is, we cannot say that word meaning is a phenomenon
of either speech or thinking. The word without meaning is not a word but an
empty sound. Meaning is a necessary, constituting feature of the word itself.
It is the word viewed from the inside. This justifies the view that the word
meaning is a phenomenon of speech. In psychological terms, however, word
meaning is nothing other than a generalization—any formation of a concept—is
unquestionably a specific and true act of thought. Thus, word meaning is also a
phenomenon of thinking. (Vygotsky, 1987/1934; original emphasis).
Recall that for Vygotsky language is a cultural, symbolic tool. Tools and symbols
mediate between emergent and abstract thinking. His use of the water molecule metaphor is to
assert that these transformations do not arise in a vacuum. The nature of water cannot be learned
through an extensive analysis of oxygen and hydrogen as separate entities. In its context, it is
from the unit, which appears in nature as water as a molecule that the nature of water can be
fully understood. To search for the unit in thinking and speech is to find the unit that unites them,
not the elements that decompose them. What is the molecule of human interaction?
Another revelation within this quote is that generalization, on its own, does not ensure a
pathway to concrete solutions. It is the unit’s relationship to the whole system that provides the
basis for fruitful analysis. Again, what is it that unites thinking and tool use? How might the
study of this unit, as interacting within a whole system, provide for more productive, honest,
and even joyful designs? Vygotsky’s caution is to choose the unit for analysis wisely or all
subsequent study will lead to theoretical doldrums. Technology design today is adrift in such
doldrums and the author argues that design has focused too heavily on the object as its unit of
analysis, when it should be upon the relationship of the tool to its surrounding environment as
its unit for analysis and not upon the object in a blank, cultural void.
While the discussion above introduces general points in sociocultural theory, additional
salient points follow, which are typically misunderstood or misrepresented. In Vygotsky’s
Psychology: A Biography of Ideas (1990), Kozulin defines these concepts as 1) Higher mental
processes; 2) From action to thought; 3) Mediation; 4) Internalization; and 5) Basic processes.
These are examined next, along with their possible connections to a new design theory.
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Higher Mental Processes
Verbal thought, logical memory, and selective attention are described as higher mental
processes in the Vygotskian framework of human thought. These differ significantly from the
lower mental processes of basic memory, attention, and intelligence. Vygotsky indicates that
higher mental processes are qualitatively different from their lower counterparts. In other
theories, higher mental processes are viewed as extended versions of the lower processes,
however Vygotsky refuted this. Higher mental processes intertwine with lower ones, and when
this occurs each process, higher and lower, is transformed (Kozulin, 1990).
An example to illustrate this transformative process is that of a child who counts upon
her fingers. This in-the-world experience of counting is an expression of lower mental processes:
Memory, attention, and general intelligence. Counting can go only as high as her number of
fingers. Similarly, her concept of number system is identical to the number of fingers and toes
she possesses. The same child at school age learns the number system from her schoolteacher,
parent, or other caregiver (outside before inside). She then will possess an abstract representation
of counting that extends far beyond the finite number of her fingers and toes. As she gets older,
she does not lose her ability to count with her fingers, but instead will dispatch the higher mental
processes of verbal thought, logical memory, and selective attention, along with a handy pencil,
paper, and eraser, to work out decimal systems, multiplication tables, and longhand division.
What appears on the paper is not representative of her thinking, as the fingers were representative
of a number. What she writes on the page assists the generation of her thinking, she mediates
between what is on the page and what is internal, the boundaries shift so quickly that cognition
becomes distributed, it does not occur in one place. Thought is mediated. Consequently, her
concept of the number system has transformed her experience of counting, and her experience
of counting has transformed her concept of the number system.
Put another way, finger counting is a bottom-up process; the concept of the number system
is a top-down process. Vygotsky named the products of these forms of thought: Concepts, like
finger counting—derived from personal experience—he called everyday concepts. Concepts
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like the number system—derived from formal instruction, since they are abstract systems of
thought verbally introduced to the child—he called scientific concepts. This model of cognition is
a theoretical innovation because Vygotsky’s two-level interactive process of concept development
explains the connections between internal to external and how concepts develop. Scientific concepts
are products of systemic thought and these are always introduced verbally and abstractly by a
more knowledgeable other in a formal venue, such as the classroom. Everyday concepts, on the
other hand, are those concepts derived from personal experience and informally introduced in
spontaneous venues, such as in play or at home. Concept constructions begin as social gifts.
In Development of scientific concepts in childhood (1987), Vygotsky explains that the
concept of brother is unique for each child, whether or not the child actually has one, many,
or no brothers. The concept develops from the ground up through everyday exposure and will
become ripe with meaning for the child because of its specificity. Yet, the concept may not be
attached to verbal language, in the sense of declarative knowledge that generally defines a word.
In fact, if asked “What is a brother?” a young child will most likely state her specific experience,
“John is my brother.” This answers the question “Who is your brother?” not “What is a brother?”
Therefore, brother is an everyday concept.
What is novel about Vygotsky’s theories pertaining to conceptual development, is that
the everyday and scientific concepts will merge and unite with one another. Perhaps this the
moment of insight. One’s experiential meaning of brother is transformed after acquiring more
general meanings of brother, such as those meanings located in the concepts of brotherhood or
fraternity. This transformation progresses in stages and are dependent on many factors which
mediate between the child, internally, and her environment, externally. This illustrates the
transformation of an everyday concept, as it grows upwards to its counterpart, the scientific
concept, to unite into a system of meaning (Mahn, 2008). How does the transformation occur
in the opposing direction? Furthermore, what qualities do the concepts have and how do they
differ? Vygotsky explains the way Archimedes’ law, a scientific concept, differs from brother:
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First, we cannot ignore the fact that the internal and external conditions under
which development occurs differ for these two groups of concepts. Scientific
concepts have a different relationship to the child’s personal experience than
spontaneous concepts. In school instruction, concepts emerge and develop
along an entirely different path than they do in the child’s personal experience.
The internal motives that move the child forward in the formation of scientific
concepts are completely different than those that direct his thought in the
formation of spontaneous concepts. When concepts are acquired in school,
the child’s thought is presented with different tasks than when his thought is
left to itself. In sum, scientific concepts differ from spontaneous concepts in
that they have a different relationship to the child’s experience, in that they
have a different relationship to the object that they represent, and in that they
follow a different path from birth to final formation.
Second, similar empirical considerations force us to recognize that the strengths
and weaknesses of spontaneous and scientific concepts are very different in the
school child. Just as the strength of the scientific concept is the weakness of the
everyday concept, the strength of the everyday concept is the weakness of the
scientific. When we compare the child’s definitions of everyday concepts with the
definitions of scientific concepts that he produces in school, we find that the latter
are immeasurably more complex. A difference in the strengths of these two types
of concepts emerges clearly here. The child formulates Archimedes’ law better
than he formulates his definition of what a brother is. This obviously reflects the
different developmental paths that have led to the formation of these concepts.
The child has learned the concept of “Archimedes’ law” differently than he has
learned the concept of “brother.” The child knew what a brother was, and passed
through many stages in the development of this knowledge, before he learned
to define the word “brother” (if he ever had the occasion to learn this). The
development of the concept, “brother,” did not begin with a teacher’s explanation
or with a scientific formulation. This concept is saturated with the child’s own
rich personal experience. It had already passed through a significant part of its
developmental course and had exhausted much of the purely empirical content it
contains before the child encountered it in definition. Of course, this was not the
case with the concept that underlies “Archimedes’ law.” (Vygotsky, 1987/1934).
To flesh out more fully how the concept of Archimedes’ law would “grow down” to
merge with an everyday concept, first the teacher defines Archimedes’ law in the classroom.
For the child, the initial contact with this concept is solely verbal and unconnected to experience.
The teacher might then recount the Eureka! story of Archimedes and how he gained his insight
about water displacement while bathing, to determine how much gold was in King Hieron’s
crown. That evening at home, the child might notice how the water is displaced in the tub while
bathing and might modulate the level by playfully submerging different bath toys. The next
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day in class the teacher continues the lesson and illustrates water displacement with same-sized
objects, while encouraging explanations from the child and her classmates as to why these
objects cause different levels of displacement. Hence in three different ways, the scientific
concept of any floating object displaces its own weight of fluid comes alive in experience. The
scientific concept is transformed from connecting, through mediation, a meaningless sentence
of abstract words to a meaningful intimate experience and everyday concept of bathing. This
process is the best of breed in learning and development in education and can also inform best of
breed design. The author claims that when digital tools work in harmony with innate processes
of human cognition, they assist in the development of higher mental processes; when tools
obstruct these processes, systems of meaning cannot form and instead they will foment the
kinds of cognitive breakdowns witnessed in digital tool use today.
From Action to Thought
More than “a simple extension of a natural process originating in biology,” action-to- thought
is a higher mental process “of socially meaningful activity” (Kozulin, 1990). Action-to-thought
poses a complete reversal to the rationalist’s model of thought-to-action. This notion of
directional movement directly pertains to the Antiquated and Ecological models. For the
Antiquated model action is initiated by thought, while for the Ecological model higher mental
processes can only initiate from social activities.
The everyday concept of brother possesses different strengths and weaknesses than
the scientific concept of Archimedes’ Law. The concepts do not arise abruptly in a vacuum,
but they develop first from the external world and second as internally appropriated systems
of meaning. Scientific and everyday concepts become unique systems which are activated and
mediated through language and tools and are connected through meaning, but this connection
occurs in different, opposing directions. The elements of attention, memory, and intelligence,
which together make up higher mental processes, become qualitatively differentiated through
language or through experience. What the two lines of concept development have in common
is that they arise initially from the outside and their genesis is sparked by social interaction and
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activity. Then the concepts are appropriated and internalized. How such conceptual imprints
are constructed depend upon how they have been introduced: as a scientific concept derived
from abstract thinking or an everyday concept derived from emergent thinking. The means by
which these concepts travel from outside to inside is mediated for both the scientific and
everyday concept through tools and symbols. Sociocultural theory’s analysis of tool use and
its significance to the development of higher mental processes coordinates the other theories to
be subsequently presented and will constitute the framework for the Ecological model of mind in
society. To understand the nature of good design, designers must understand the ways in which
tools and language, as external mediating symbols, influence internal mental processes.
Mediation
From what is indicated above, there may be the notion that sociocultural theory merely
reverses the direction of thought as initially considered in the Cartesian premise that thought
generates action. This is not the case. While the cycle starts outside first, interaction between
thought and action within the person continues as a progressive cycle, but as stated already,
these cognitive processes are mediated by tools and others in society.
According to Kozulin (1990), Vygotsky appropriated the notion of mediation from
Hegelian dialectics. His own contribution was to apply mediation to the psychological realm in
unity with the material world, not only the material world as did Hegel. Development of higher
mental processes cannot manifest without mediation. The various learning examples presented
which substantiate Archimedes’ law into personal experience illustrate that mediation can take
place through many venues. It may be verbally presented, physically demonstrated, enacted
through play, or any other form of embodied interaction.
Mediation creates context. In the worldview of the Antiquated model, where mindbrain
and body are separate, mediation does not exist, because reason (as king) directs the body to
perform in the world. In the worldview of the Ecological model, the mind and the body, which
includes the brain, constitute a system of systems, and the person possessing this same mind
and body mediates temporally, culturally, and socially with the world using language and
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tools. Hence, external interactions are not separated from internal ones and the movements
between them are fluid and bidirectional. However,
Vygotsky himself warned that parallels between material and symbolic tools
should be drawn with utmost caution. The only reliable foundation for such
an analogy is the mediatory nature of both instrumental and symbolic action.
Whereas in instrumental action the tool mediates human action directed at nature,
in the symbolic act a psychological tool mediates man’s own psychological
processes (Kozulin, 1990).
In this sense, mediation is the engine for thought. From the standpoint of the Ecological
model, by tracing the path of mediation, as defined by sociocultural theory, context emerges as
an undivided host for the aggregate of these interactions, the persons involved, the environment,
the culture, the tools and symbols, the intentions, and so forth.
The most essential feature distinguishing the psychological tool from the
technical tool, is that it directs the mind and behavior whereas the technical tool
which is also inserted as an intermediate link between human activity and the
external object, is directed toward producing one of another set of changes in
the object itself (Vygotsky, 1930, as cited in Kozulin, 1990).
These different kinds of mediations may explain why computers are so difficult to
accurately assess. Would Vygotsky have appropriated the idea of mediation in the same way
if he had cut-and-pasted it from Hegel’s blog? What kinds of mediations occur when posting
to friends on Facebook? Is nature mediated? or the realm of thought? What kinds of mediations
occur when building a virtual house or costuming an avatar in Second Life? Is nature
mediated? or the realm of thought? Were Vygotsky to have witnessed the particular challenges
faced in the design of digital tools, he might be confounded by the fact that the computer
“mediates human action directed at nature” (consider the Apollo missions), while at the same time
“mediates man’s own psychological processes” (consider the WikiLeaks missions). Tools are
anvils for thought-smithing, but tool use also generates thought for further improvements upon
the tool, and not solely improvements on the environment. This is the obvious endowment
of technology. The invisible endowment of technology that is often overlooked is that tools
impact thought and thereby change who we are.
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Internalization
The notion of internalization in Vygotskian theory was not entirely new either. Others
before him, such as Piaget, claimed that internalization is an important aspect of cognitive
development. Internalization per se is the process of appropriation that starts during mediation
with tools, the environment, or others. It is the way in which the individual owns the products
resulting from mediation. According to Kozulin (1990), what is different about Vygotsky’s
interpretation of internalization is that it maintains its social aspects, or in the case of tools,
the interactive aspect, in which they are taken in. When tools create isolating experiences,
people’s sense of self responds accordingly to these isolating experiences. This may explain
the critique of technology in popular media, such as in movies like The Matrix Trilogy (Silver
& Wachowski Bros.; 1999/2003/2003).
Internalization has no home in the Antiquated model because in that model, individual
interaction commences from the inside first. Mental activity is spontaneous and originates from
an unknown, mysterious place. This has not really been accounted for in the Antiquated model
and it is a clue to its weakness. Social or interactive impressions cannot exist in a cognitive
model that is unidirectional. In the Ecological model these social and interactional residues are
clearly seen because the patterns of interaction always start from the outside first, then inside.
There is a way to track them because interactions in the Ecological model are observed as they
arise in real time. These interactions provide an impression and correspond to the nature of its
external counterpart. The difficulty is understanding the physics of these imprints. What sticks
and what does not? These are important design questions that show more research is required.
An objection by those unfamiliar with sociocultural theory might be that nothing
creative can transpire in the individual, that the human mind is merely a passive repository
absorbing patterns from the external world. In response—which should calm designers, people
who care about creativity—consider the theory of evolution as an analogous model for
explaining the creative process in the sociocultural paradigm. The theory of evolution claims
there are phylogenetic and ontogenetic elements present in the organism that are interacting
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with the environment as the organism lives. Hence, there is a three-way pressure acting upon
the organism: genetic expression from its species (phylogenetically), genetic expression from
its own individual constitution (ontogenetically), and external pressures from the environment
(ecologically). Depending upon particular attributes of this interaction—for example time or
place—the individual will respond in the manner most appropriate for its survival.
Similarly, creative interaction during internalization does not diminish individual
expression because it starts outside first—individual creativity can only occur if there is first
something to internalize or to transform, and this substance or concept comes from culture and
society at large (phylogenetically), from previous personal experience (ontogenetically), and
from other nearby individuals, tools, and symbols (ecologically). In addition, in the way that
the theory of evolution accounts for diversity and individuation, sociocultural theory follows suit.
Innovations are mutations. Appropriation during internalization therefore is not disconnected
objectified collections of unrelated data, but integrally systemized into the individual
by the individual with mediating processes, and then preserved internally. Creativity is
expressed when the individual externalizes these conceptual innovations derived initially from
external influences. These innovations are shared with others through the mediation of tools or
symbols, whether this is paint, word, movement, sound, mathematical notation, or any other
mediating material of cultural value (John-Steiner, 1985).
When considering technology design, internalization as defined by sociocultural
theory takes on a different light. Tool use changes us as much as we change the environment
by using tools. This may explain why younger folks take so easily to the technology of their
own generation, and older folks gravitate to the innovations of their youth. The author does
not believe that impressions made by the technology of our youth are definitive or unchangeable.
In fact, this may be an area of study that could unlock the mystery of why generational gravitation
seems to occur. It is possible that instances of technology make different impressions upon
the mind. There are claims that the brains of kids of today are being wired differently than
previous generations, for example by playing video games (Prensky, 2001). If this is true,
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then Vygotsky was not wrong in his conception of internalization. Still, without Mary Shelley’s
alarm, it may be worthwhile to be as watchful for the effects of the computer devices that are
used in play and at work, as the FDA is about the foods, drugs, or materials present in the
environment. There may be unknown cognitive toxicities yet to be understood. Technology
use should not be harmful, but full of joy and discovery.
Basic Processes
The last concept to cover from sociocultural theory is that of basic processes. This is
to say that in addition to higher mental processes and basic processes that together construct
everyday and scientific concepts, there also exist intermediary processes as these transformative
operations take place. What is key is that concepts develop. As Kozulin (1990) writes:
These intermediate forms testify to the dynamic nature of the developmental
process: higher mental processes are acquired neither through a one-time
insight, nor through the copying of adult behavior. Symbolic operations emerge
from behavior which initially is not symbolic.
Vygotsky and his colleagues devised a particular experimental model that made way
for the discovery of these intermediate mental processes. Without knowing what would be
found,Vygotsky devised the experiment precisely to examine how the developmental process
manifested, rather than to focus upon the end result once that process had matured to its end. Below,
the method is explained in his own words as the “functional method of double stimulation:”
The task facing the child in the experimental context is as a rule, beyond his
present capabilities and cannot be solved by existing skills. In such cases a
neutral object is placed near the child, and frequently we are able to observe
how the neutral stimulus is drawn into the situation and takes on the function of
a sign. Thus, the child actively incorporates these neutral objects into the task
of problem solving. We might say that when difficulties arise, neutral stimuli
take on the function of a sign and from that point on the operation’s structure
assumes an essentially different character.
By using this approach, we do not limit ourselves to the usual method of offering
the subject simple stimuli to which we expect a direct response. Rather we
simultaneously offer a second series of stimuli that have a special function. In
this way, we are able to study the process of accomplishing a task by the aid of
specific auxiliary means; thus we are able to discover the inner structure and
development of the higher psychological processes.
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The method of double stimulation elicits manifestations of the crucial processes
in the behavior of people of all ages. Tying a knot as a reminder, in both
children and adults, is but one example of a pervasive regulatory principle
of human behavior, that of signification, wherein people create temporary
links and give significance to previously neutral stimuli in the context of
their problem-solving efforts.
We regard our method as important because it helps to objectify inner
psychological processes; stimulus-response methods are objective, but they are
limited to the study of external responses that are usually in the subject’s repertoire
to begin with. We believe our approach to objectifying inner psychological
processes is much more adequate, where the goals of psychological research
are concerned, than the method of studying preexisting, objective response.
Only the objectification of the inner process guarantees access to specific forms
of higher behavior as opposed to subordinate forms. (Vygotsky, 1978)
Intermediary processes are unheard of in technology design methods. However, game
developers do seem to be better at capturing the principles that construct enjoyable experiences
in digital gaming (Shodhan et al, 2005) than in other kinds of technology design. Game
developers seem to intuitively detect these intermediary processes. These rich experiences
are not replicated as frequently in other forms of technology because the state of humancomputer interaction design is goal- and object-oriented rather than process-oriented. This
reflects a primary differences between the Antiquated model and the Ecological model. When
people perform activities for specific ends, it is rarely algorithmically. Interruptions, change
of heart, or other kinds of interactions may inspire different activities in the midst of the initial
flow of activity. This is certainly the case during entertainment, play, or any other immersive
activities sought out for their intrinsic properties, such as time spent reading fiction, or playing
a game: The outcome is not as important as the process because entertainment and play are
valued for their lack of structure. The author claims that it is difficult to design interaction for
immersive activities largely because intermediary mental processes in particular kinds of
technology interactions are still invisible to designers. Unless there is a method that draws them
out for scrutiny, there is no current means to detect the nature of these intermediary processes.
Newer approaches to technology design cannot exist if designers are limited by the
worldview of the Antiquated model. One must have the understanding that intermediary
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mental processes exist, before studying them, much less designing for them. Additionally,
a typical expectation in the interactions as designed today is for a wide variety of individuals
to interact with digital tools in an identical manner. Actors are constrained to a limited
number of interaction pathways that do not accommodate interruptions, improvisation, or
user modifications. A central complaint about computers is that they fail to address
unstructured experiences. Because people possess a variety of cognitive processes which
are generated and informed by sociocultural influences (John-Steiner, 1995), unless the
technology’s sociocultural influences (those of the designer’s) coincide closely with the actor's,
there is vulnerability for the user to be shut out from understanding how to interact with said
technology. How do designers design for folks who do not think as they do?
New design theories built upon the Ecological model could address this gap, first by
identifying the underlying patterns that people gravitate to under particular circumstances.
These combined patterns create contexts. For example, intentional design of broken tools may
offer insightful discoveries to learn pathways users follow to meet their needs in real-world
circumstances. This design method would reveal intermediary mental processes that arise
during tool use and would prove invaluable when designing tools that must safeguard human
life. These tools would fail safely. World competitions for beautiful failures in technology
design could celebrate this approach and instill more trust in technology for the public good.
To review, the five mainstays that accommodate mind in society that will be employed to
delineate the Ecological model of mind are:
1.

Higher mental processes develop, as evident in the systems of meaning
that spread between scientific and everyday concepts;

2.

Thought emerges from activity;

3.

Mediation through tools and symbols is the engine for thought and
concept development;

4.

Internalization is the appropriation, sometimes unique and innovative,
of social and cultural influences that also adopt and maintain impressions
from the originating process; and
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5.

Basic processes in the course of all these cognitive developments pass
through intermediary stages and cannot be easily detected unless
symbolic operations, typically performed unconsciously, are given the
time and space to emerge so that they may be studied.

Sociocultural theory’s central contribution to the theoretical foundation for a new model
of mind is the assertion that cognition develops from social and cultural interaction. Thought is
not an isolated activity, but one that derives from interaction with others. In the case of technology
design these social interactions are undertaken through mediation with tools and symbols.

Hutchins’s distributed cognition
The next theory to be presented is distributed cognition, a younger sister to sociocultural
theory. It is an approach which first claims that cognitive processes themselves do not occur
in isolation in a single person, nor are they limited to the confines of the brain, but that they
are always distributed across individuals, groups, cultural systems, and tools. Edwin Hutchins,
author of distributed cognition, lays strong claims that those assertions which say that human
cognition occurs only in the mindbrain (such as those from early AI) are fallacies that must
be corrected in cognitive science research if the actual processes of human cognition are to be
properly understood (E. Hutchins, personal communication, April 7, 2011).
Distributed cognition accepts that individuals in society have specific roles to play and
that when these roles are in concert with others, a unified, yet distributed cognition emerges.
Communities display a kind of memory, intelligence, or wisdom that do not locate in any one
individual, even in strongly typed hierarchical cultures, such as the military. Hutchins came upon
this insight during his study of marine navigation in the mid-1980s while he was on the bridge of
a US Navy ship as the power failed upon its entrance into the San Diego Harbor (Hutchins, 1995).
After watching the crew work together under incredible pressure to bring the ship under control,
Hutchins realized that the crew, their navigation practices, and even the ship itself, “the whole
system was a cognitive system” (E. Hutchins, personal communication, April 7, 2011). But to say
that distributed cognition reduces to “two heads are better than one,” or that social interactions that
contribute to distributed cognition are inherently cooperative, is misleading. Social pathologies can
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also arise in which no one cause is responsible, such as the financial collapse in 2008. “The entire
system could be constructed in such a way that each person acting rationally produces, at the
collective level, irrational outcome” (E. Hutchins, personal communication, April 7, 2011).
The approach of distributed cognition has roots that reach into several traditions.
Hutchins has been influenced by Darwin’s theory of evolution and the Naturalist tradition;
Durkheim’s observations on the ways in which societies maintain their coherence and integrity
(Durkheim, 1997); John Roberts’s studies on the self-management of cultures, the way that
memory is distributed throughout society, and how different social organizations imply
different memory processes (Roberts, 1964); and Bateson’s anthropological theories on ecology
of mind (Bateson, 1972), though there are other additional influences from anthropology
(E. Hutchins, personal communication, April 7, 2011).
Early cognitive science is mute about the importance of traditions, libraries, institutions,
and communities of practice. Each contribute differently to the ways in which an individual
functions cognitively. All of these socially-constructed influences also provide groups of
individuals, or even groups of groups, the sophisticated means to behave cohesively. Hence,
cognition cannot be seen as solely an internal mental event occurring within one person. Not
only concerned with the study of interaction among individuals, distributed cognition also
examines cultural practices and tools (Hutchins, 2008). Context, an important consideration
for the Ecological model of mind, is strongly determined by cultural construction:
Human beings are adaptive systems continually producing and exploiting a rich
world of cultural structure. In the activities of the navigation team, the reliance
on and the production of structure in the environment are clear. This heavy
interaction of internal and external structure suggests that the boundary between
inside and outside, or between individual and context, should be softened. The
apparent necessity of drawing a boundary is in part a side effect of the attempt
to deal with the individual as an isolated unit of cognitive analysis without first
locating the individual in a culturally constructed world. With the focus on a
person who is actively engaged in a culturally constructed world, let us soften the
boundary of the individual and take the individual to be a plastic kind of adaptive
system. Instead of conceiving the relation between person and environment in
terms of moving coded information across a boundary, let us look for processes
of entrainment, coordination, and resonance among elements of a system that
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includes a person and a person’s surroundings. When we speak of the individual
now, we are explicitly drawing the inside/outside boundary back into a picture
where it need not be prominent. These boundaries can always be drawn in later,
but they should not be the most important thing. (Hutchins, 1995)
In response to material evolutionists who see intelligence solely as an expression of
genetic disposition, the approach of distributed cognition maintains that intelligence may also
derive from cultures that evolve and that the “material” of the human being, such as the organ
of the brain, need not change in order for this evolution to occur:
Cultural practices are as much apart of the story of cognitive evolution as are the
changes in the brain structure. This means that important milestones in cognitive
evolution could, in principle, have been achieved without any particular genetic
adaptation being associated with them (Hutchins, 2006).
"Things that make us smart” (Norman, 1993) are not solely biological, but also arise
from participation and improvement of cultural practices, and from an ability to appropriate
and to manipulate tools. The objective to employ the Ecological model of mind is to capture,
describe, and faithfully represent tool use and their practices, so that the ways that computer
tools or digital systems function and serve people are explicitly rendered. The representations
of patterns, as opposed to instructions, offer yet another venue for designers to discuss the
problem space and to collaborate more effectively as they facilitate designed solutions. The
pattern, as the representation of an interaction, also becomes an additional artifact, or tool,
within the designers’ community, its own elaborate web of distributed cognition.
Another important claim of distributed cognition is that human cognition should be
studied in the wild (Hutchins, 1995). Cognitive research conducted in the laboratory, or
constrained to computer simulations, as during the AI Winter, will not reveal the way cognitive
processes actually occur in the world. Such studies are vulnerable to unconscious enframing
or interpretations constrained by worldviews. This has relevance to the Ecological model of
mind, since one of the practices the model encourages is for designers to utilize ethnographic
practices to capture patterns of interaction. This means going out into the world to observe tool
use and cultural practices in those locations where they are employed.
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During the study on maritime navigation, Hutchins employed video to record interactions
on the ship. This medium offers rich data for analysis, even today over twenty years later
(Hutchins, 2006). Rich descriptions not only provide the original researcher data that “keeps
giving” to further future research, but it also allows posterity a means to study the same data
using not-yet-invented research methods or yet-to-be-formulated theories. Such allegiance to
ethnographic description by the original researcher allows for distributed cognition that
extends over time across generations. This kind of inter-generational exchange promotes
research that is less vulnerable to interpretations that are constrained to worldview, because
data always can be reviewed with new eyes. Data libraries could be searched over the Internet
with infinite possibilities for discovery. This could emerge from correlating historical data that
is easier to access and interpolate into future research.
The main points of distributed cognition that pertain to the new model of mind for design
and that correspond very well with sociocultural theory are:
1.

Human cognitive processes are not solely internal, nor do they occur
singly as neurological processes confined in the brain of an individual.

2.

Cognitive processes are spread over cultural systems and these can
include many combinations of interactions between individuals, groups,
cultural practices, and tools.

3.

Distributed cognitive events are self-organizing and these interactions
spread across larger systems are not necessarily summative of the
behaviors of smaller more discrete elements or interactions. Therefore,
cognition does not occur as an algorithmic process of input-functionoutput, but as a system of many influences and pressures that move,
shift, and evolve. This allows for single novel events to occur that do
not rely upon single causes.

4.

Culture determines influences that construct contexts for a person and
the boundary between the person and the context he or she is situated
within is fluid and constantly changing. Interactions and mediations
are transformative in at least two directions, but possibly more and this
depends upon how many elements are involved in the interaction. Thus,
transformation can occur at the individual, group, cultural practice,
tool, and environmental, as well as temporal level. This epitomizes the
manner that ecological systems form and evolve. This notion of cultureas-context, distributed in space over several constituents transcends a
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linear or algorithmic construct of causality that is inherited from Cartesian
worldviews.
5.

Tools are used to externalize cognition so that cognitive processes are
simultaneously external and internal. Similar to sociocultural theory,
cognitive transformations are driven by the person’s engaged mediation
with the tool.

6.

To be able to fully examine the processes that manifest during distributed
cognitive processes it is essential that researchers go out into the world
to witness cognition in the wild (Hutchins, 1995).

7.

Ethnographic methods, such as those present in the Naturalist tradition,
provide datasets with fine-grain resolution, that if faithful to the topic
(or system) of study, permits rich resources for research not only for the
original researcher, but also for researchers not yet born using methods
and theories not yet devised.

What the distributed cognition approach contributes in concert with sociocultural
theory to an Ecological model of mind is further methodological scaffolding by which patterns
of interaction can be hypothesized, identified, investigated, recorded, stored, and shared. While
sociocultural theory explains that mind develops in society, distributed cognition pursues an
examination of complex processes that spread widely over cultural contexts. It also provides
the means to capture the profiles of these processes through descriptive ethnographic methods
as inherited from the Naturalist tradition.

Gibson’s theory of affordances
For the Ecological model of mind, affordances offer guidance to examine fine-grain
mediations as negotiated through perception. Today in cognitive science the topic
of affordances is still debated, particularly in circles of ecological psychology. Part of this is
because the theory, as formulated by the psychologist James J. Gibson in the 1960s and early
1970s, is still incomplete. Another part, the author suggests, is due to the worldview of
particular researchers, how they interpret what Gibson proposed. As such, the concept of an
affordance can be somewhat difficult to pin down, and it is equally as difficult to achieve consensus
once it has been. However, before arguing the relevance of affordances to the Ecological model
of mind, a discussion is presented to introduce the concept of the affordance, as well as historical
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events that contributed to its theoretical development.
As described by Gibson, whose initial preoccupation pertained to the ways in which
direct perception connected to behavior (and near the end of his life, to cognition):
The affordances of the environment are what it offers the animal, what it
provides or furnishes, either for good or ill. The verb to afford is found in
the dictionary, the noun affordance is not. I have made it up. I mean by it
something that refers both to the environment and the animal in a way that
no existing term does. It implies the complementarity of the animal and the
environment (Gibson, 1977/1986).
Gibson recognized the difficulty to fully appreciate affordances and that it would take
time to disentangle its significance into a complete theory. Jones (2003) believes this to be the
case since Gibson at the outset was nonspecific when articulating the concept, as evident in the
above quote. For these reasons, the development of the theory is included here. Gibson’s hope
was to establish the affordance as constituent to a wider natural law of behavior (Gardner, 1985),
similar to the way gravity relates to laws of physics. Commencing with his initial work in the
U.S. Army in the 1930s and 1940s, Gibson concluded that perception is not captive inside the
brain. Does this sound familiar? Instead perception is dynamic: the information that his model
of perception required to function efficiently is widely available in the environment, and it is
picked up once perceived by the agent, such as an animal situated in an open plain.
Information used in reference to affordances differs significantly from the information
referenced in early artificial intelligence. Information is not transformed and manipulated, though
it does contain significance for the organism. Information during pickup is not reconstructed in
the head as a one-to-one representation, but used and offloaded on a need-be basis; particular
cues in a particular environment as perceived at a particular time by a particular agent determine
whether an affordance is present. For the animal on the plain, the ground is stood upon; the
grass is hidden in, thus stand-on-able and hide-in-able are affordances. An important criteria of
an affordance also is how it relies upon the abilities of the agent. Biological factors, such as size,
diet, limb length, whether one flies, swims, crawls, or walks will determine if an affordance
is available to that agent, in a given environment. There is no absolute inherent property which
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makes an affordance available to every organism.
What is meant by an affordance? …Subject to revision, I suggest that the
affordance of anything is a specific combination of the properties of its
substance and its surfaces taken with reference to an animal. The reference
may be to an animal as distinguished from other species (Gibson, 1977/1986).
Information pickup occurs for example while watching a movie like Jurassic Park
(Kennedy et al, 1993). The audience quickly understands that small niches are places where
protagonists hide to escape notice of the larger, albeit hungry, tyrannosaurus rex in hot pursuit.
The immediacy in human ability for information pickup contributes to the affordance of
suspense in the movie theater (i.e., the movie is suspense-making-able). An affordance is the
relationship of the environment and the animal, specifically the relation between the abilities
of the animal and the features of the environment (Chemero, 2003). As Gibson elaborated:
An important fact about affordances of the environment is that they are in a
sense objective, real, and physical, unlike values and meanings, which are often
supposed to be subjective, phenomenal, and mental. But actually, an affordance
is neither an objective property nor a subjective property; or it is both if you
like. An affordance cuts across the dichotomy of subjective-objective and helps
us to understand its inadequacy. It is equally a fact of the environment and a fact
of behavior. It is both physical and psychical, yet neither. An affordance points
both ways, to the environment and to the observer (Gibson, 1977/1986).
Gibson's handling of the subject-object dichotomy resonates with previous discussion of
ecological givenness in Chapter One. For now, affordances glue humans to their environments,
like suspense glues viewers to chairs in movie theaters; They seem intangible but are derived
from physical features and tendencies in the environment and in the human body, combined.
For example, as experiential creatures, humans tend to shy away from some elements of the
environment, such as cliffs, and are drawn to others, such as shady trees. The ways in which
humans determine these environmental cues will be predominantly through vision. For
Gibson, vision was the most immediate perception for empirical study. Consequently this is
where he began. In a study about driving (Gibson and Crooks, 1938) one can detect evidence
of his emerging ideas concerning perception and how they relate to behavior (Jones, 2003).
Yet how would he communicate the positive and negative potentials for what would be later
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contained within an affordance? Initially, Gibson used the term valence:
Within the boundaries of the road lies, according to our hypothesis, and
indefinitely bounded field, which we will name the field of safe travel. It
consists, at any given moment, of the field of possible paths which the car
may take unimpeded. Phenomenally it is a sort of tongue protruding forward
along the road. Its boundaries are chiefly determined by objects or features
of the terrain with a negative “valence” in perception—in other words, obstacles.
The field of safe travel itself has a positive “valence,” more especially along its
midline. By valences, positive or negative, we refer to the meanings of objects
by virtue of which we move toward some of them and away from others
(Gibson & Crooks, 1938; original emphasis, as cited by Jones, 2003).
Another important precursor to aid the conceptual development of the affordance was
mentioned in the same paper, which posited the importance of the “behaviorally relevant ratio
of factors.” Gibson and Crooks first observed that for the car to stop effectively and safely,
there was a minimum stopping zone, but above all the driver’s behavior was influenced
by the ratio of safe travel combined with the minimum stopping zone (Jones, 2003).
These observations were the commencement for an understanding that properties particular
to the agent and properties particular to the environment held a relationship, and that this ratio
between the two bore a two-way influence.
The cognitive models that Gibson had to work with at the time were largely those
developed within the school of behaviorism. The cognitive model as proposed by the symbolists,
discussed in the AI Winter, had not yet emerged and would not predominate for another twelve
to fifteen years. As such, initially his interest was in the precision of visually guided behavior.
Besides his study of driving, he also “studied visual components of aviation during World
War II, particularly the activity of landing airplanes” (Mace, 1977). As the investment in his
work grew, Gibson postulated that in order to explain the complexity in visual phenomena, a
psychophysical system was required to describe laws of perception. However, he came to the
conclusion that stimuli, as was understood by the behaviorists, was not a good fit. Stimuli was
traditionally defined as an object, but he saw it more as a function, and not a function present
solely in the subject, but simultaneously as a function in the environment. For example, how
is it that space is perceived?
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Spaces are determined by their surfaces. …A space is a surface; at least an
environmental space always has a floor or a ground. …In general, a space is an
unbounded surface. …The biggest space we are capable of seeing is the surface
of the terrain. …The sky, paradoxically, presents scarcely any stimulation for
space perception although it is what psychologists have been tempted to call
space (Gibson, 1959, as cited by Mace, 1977).
Space is not something that is experienced as described by physicists. The agent
interactively perceives space, to detect and to pickup visual information conveyed passively
by boundaries in the environment. It is a perceptual function. Gibson became increasingly
disappointed with the theoretical holes he found. As Mace so aptly states,
For Gibson, one cannot realistically expect to synthesize a general theory of
perception from patching together a theory of the physical world constructed
by physicists who are primarily interested in the imperceptible microstructure
of matter with a theory of optics developed for lens makers, astronomers, and
microscopists with a theory of image recording developed for painters and
geometers with a theory of neural functioning developed for communication
engineers so as to yield a unified theory of adaptive perception for ecologically
minded psychologists (Mace, 1977).
By that time, the prevalent theories available argued that perceptions were indirect
things and that they were processed internally. This also did not sit well with Gibson, as he
saw that perception was something direct and unmediated. More poignantly, he saw that
“one could only have direct perception if the environmental and organismic components of
perceptual theory are compatible” (Mace, 1977). In a painstaking description of the step-by-step
evolution by which Gibson came to deduce from scratch his theory of perception (i.e., that of
affordances), Mace explains how it was that Gibson finally let go the concept of stimuli, and
instead upheld that it was visual information as provided by light that would elicit anything
like stimuli does in the behaviorist paradigm. Stimulation information did not come from a
specific object, but it was a composite of information available in a visual array. In order to be
ecological, information was picked up and acted upon, and that this event depended upon a
constellation of elements: the environment, the available light, and the abilities of the animal
that picked up the information from the visual array.
For Gibson an affordance was perceptually detected, not constructed as asserted by the
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symbolists, who had since appeared on the stage of cognitive science. By that time, researchers
held that visual perception was reliant upon the retinal image. From that image, perception
was constructed and decisions were triggered accordingly. Gibson disagreed. According to Mace
(1977), for such a system, Gibson listed five criteria that would have to result for an indirect
perceptive system to be in effect. These criteria were unsustainable and only supported his arguments
for direct perception. For a retinal image to be processed (a function of indirect perception):
1.

This suggested an observer within the eye. This can only lead to infinite
regress in a futile attempt to reach the final homunculus.

2.

The theory does not explain what specific aspects of the retinal image
account for visual perception. How is it in the causal chain that the
retinal image explains perception more so than would the nervous
system? This reintroduces the Cartesian problem of duality between the
mind and the body.

3.

It is known that the retinal image occurs upside-down and in reverse
from perceived reality. So how does one judge orientation for a retinal
image if a homunculus sees a mirror image that is wrong side up? This
would create additional internal processing than would be required for
direct perception since a frame of reference would be required to “make
sense” of true north, or even finding up. This is not ecological.

4.

The horseshoe crab behave to light stimuli in the same way as other
creatures with eyes, however these crabs “have no retinal images
because they have no retinas” (Mace, 1977).

5.

Finally, the same argument of indirectness is not made concerning
perception for haptic or auditory percepts. Skin does not indirectly
contact objects in its sphere of perception.

Mace (1977) summarizes that there may be further points, but these observations were
enough to give Gibson cause to reject indirect perception and to propel him to deeper insights about
his own theory. It ends up that just as with Rosenblatt, the pesky symbolists did not take kindly to
Gibson’s theories. A great debate ensued between the likes of Ullman, Fodor, and Pylyshyn against
Gibson and his followers (Gardner, 1985). The symbolists advocated that inferential, not direct,
information was acted upon. Rather than arguing Gibson on the merits, Fodor chided: “The category
affordance seems to me to be a pure cheat; an attempt to have all the goodness of intentionality
without paying any of the price” (Fodor, as cited in Gardner, 1985). In Gibson’s defense against the
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offenders, Turvey and Shaw, both Gibsonian psychologists in their own right, objected that
The approach focuses squarely on organism-environmental relations, never on
what might be in the organism’s head. Indeed, many issues can simply be
bypassed: for Gibson “awareness” is always “awareness of some property” and so
there is no need to posit inferences or symbolic calculations. Secondary become the
issues of what counts as perception, of whether perception should be construed as
judgment, of whether perception is direct or indirect, and of how inference figures
in the scheme of things (Turvey and Shaw, as cited in Gardner, 1985).
To the end, Gibson argued for direct perception by agents performing information pickup;
interactions in the environment are entirely dependent upon those affordances that the agents can
perceive. Gardner points out that movement in the world is also critical to perception:
Gibson also stressed the important contribution to perception made by a
person’s motions in the world. So long as one is forced to sit passively, any
scene will appear ambiguous. But if you are free to walk about, changes in
the optic array will be precisely tied to the voluntary movements of your
body. As you continue to explore, information is routinely obtained and that
information in turn yields more relevant information. Moreover, the changes
in the optic array that result from motions initiated by the individual, make
it very easy to figure out what is occurring in the visual world. Thus, active
exploring individuals exploit a perceptual system that is maximally informative
about space and distance (Gardner, 1985).
These observations open the door to cognitive panoramas for further research. Arguments
for embodied cognition, or embodied mind, assert that cognition would not be possible if brains
were not connected to nervous systems inside bodies that move through the world. The brain, as
the body’s most re-configurable organ, must collect perceptual information via a nervous system,
which is connected to environments, and in a sense, even other bodies, so that it can learn.
In more contemporary writings, Gibson (1966, 1979) argued that perceptual
systems have evolved to facilitate our interaction with a real, three-dimensional
world. Perception does not take place in the brain of the perceiver, but rather
is an act of the whole animal, the act of perceptually guided exploration of the
environment. The function of vision, for example, is to keep the perceiver in
touch with the environment and to guide action, not to produce inner experiences
and representations. At any given moment the environment affords a host of
possibilities: I could grasp the object, sit on the char, walk through the door.
These are examples of affordances: relations of possibility between actor and
animator (Gibbs, 2005).
Furthermore, distributed cognition complements embodied mind. Shared cultural
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practices distribute across persons who possess nervous systems. Affordances dovetail with
these domains because they imply a model that does not limit perception nor cognition,
human or non-human, to internal symbolic manipulations. Cognition, like perception, is a
dynamic process, dependent not only upon internal and cultural systems of meaning—far
less constrained in their structures than those of internal representations—but also upon
actual events and traditions that are unfolding in a larger society and evolving environment.
The author claims that affordances function as functional torchlights or conditional triggers
that identify and activate distributed cognitive events expressed through tools, symbols, and
cultural practices, which then in turn mediate the development of mind.
According to Kirsh in Metacognition, Distributed Cognition, and Visual Design (2005),
Gibson’s framework provides the means to evaluate the visual landscape of technology design.
Affordances are spotlights of opportunities; they suggest and elicit action.
In his later writings, Gibson extended his interpretation of affordance well
beyond functional/dispositional properties…to symbolic properties, such as
the meaning of stop signs, post boxes and other structures whose identities are
essentially cultural and symbolic. The suggestion that a mailbox affords letter
posting, to some readers, has seemed reductio ad absurdam of the Gibsonian
position. No one denies that humans respond adaptively to semantically and
culturally laden stimuli. Our environment of action is obviously rich in semantic
structures. The part that Gibson’s later theory that alienates people is the
claim that those semantic attributes can be perceived rather than processed by a
different processing path, one which explicitly involves semantic retrieval,
lexical priming, and so forth (Kirsh, 2005).
As a constituent of the new model of mind, the author argues that affordances provide
the means to trace the connections of culture to cognition and to cognitive expression within an
embodied mind. Yet, what is curious is that in a recent discussion among well-meaning ecological
psychologists in an issue of Ecological Psychology (Heft, 2003; Michaels, 2003; Stroffregen, 2003)
amounts to a reductionist debate concerning Gibson’s affordances, and their temptation to divide
the concept up into parts. This is a haunting of Descartes’s ghost. Arguing about the location of the
affordance goes against the grain of Gibson’s raison d’être. Such a search fails to be theoretically
useful because affordances are neither subject nor object; they are both. Remember Gibson’s
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transcendence of the subject-object dichotomy. As Chemero elegantly explains, an affordance
…is like taller-than in this respect: It is neither of the person, nor of the
environment, but rather of their combination. Second, the affordance is not
an extra thing in any of the usual senses of “thing.” Yet it exists nonetheless,
and, like the fact that Shaquille is taller then Tony, is quite perceivable
(Chemero, 2003, italics added).
Instead of arguing for a theory of an affordance-reduced-to-parts, the objective for research
should move outwards to its context in order to examine and then to generalize ecologically valid
interactions. By generalize, the author means to indicate that Gibson intended affordances to
constitute a method for what Vygotsky described as analysis into units (Vygotsky, 1978).
Affordances are relational units to help to understand perception in living things and their behavior
in the environment that they inhabit. This is not reductionist, but holist. It may well be impossible
to conduct computer science without reductionist methods, but it is not appropriate for humancomputer interaction design. Designers should investigate how affordances keep the chains of
interaction intact in a larger cognitive ecology of tool use in environments. These investigations
must begin in the real world, as required by the distributed cognition approach. Affordances then
become units for analysis to see how the system relates to its conceptual parts. Affordances could
prove instrumental in the understanding of the way perception triggers cognition in digital tool use.

Lakoff and Johnson’s theory of metaphorical reasoning
The final theory is metaphorical reasoning. It is a product of collaboration between
George Lakoff, a cognitive linguist, and Mark Johnson, a philosopher, who together maintain
that traditional tenets of philosophy in Western thought, such as those proffered by the Cartesian
paradigm, do not agree with the converging empirical findings of recent cognitive science research
concerning the way the mind works. For them, primary epistemological pathways that humans
use to understand the world are not via disembodied, rational thought, as set out by the Antiquated
model, but via embodied experience that is then subjected to reasoning through metaphor.
…complex, everyday metaphors are built out of primary metaphors plus forms of
commonplace knowledge: cultural models, folk theories, or simply knowledge or
beliefs that are widely accepted in a culture (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999)
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It is the grounding of meaning in embodied experience that provide access to constructs
that convey more complex concepts. This is facilitated through cross-domain mapping, and
this is illustrated in Lakoff and Johnson’s analysis of the metaphor of Love is a Journey and
their presentation of the ways that attributes of journeys are used to reason about attributes
of love. A journey cannot be understood without embodied experience. Certain attributes of
journeys, such as the fact that they take time; that they have beginnings, detours, incidents, and
destinations; that surprising things can happen, all of these attributes correspond to experiences
in love relationships. Love is an extremely abstract concept. They even go as far to say that
The metaphors for love are significantly constitutive of our concept of love.
Imagine a concept of love without physical force—that is, without attraction,
electricity, magnetism—and without union, madness, illness, magic, nurturance,
journeys, closeness, heat, or giving of oneself. Take away all those metaphorical
ways of conceptualizing love, and there’s not a whole lot left. What is left is
the mere literal skeleton: A lover, a beloved, feelings of love, and a relationship,
which has an onset and an end point. Without conventional conceptual metaphors
for love, we are left with only the skeleton, bereft of the richness of the
concept (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999).
Evidence for embodied metaphors is located throughout everyday language, especially
in the ways in which embodied experience is used to talk about invisible complex things like
time, causation, the mind, and the self (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999). Below are their examples of
everyday language illustrate how events correspond to causes:
States are Locations
Changes are Movements
Causation is Forced Movement
Actions are Self-propelled Movements
Purposes are Destinations
Means are Paths
Difficulties are Impediments to Motion
Freedom of Action is The Lack of
Impediments to Motion
External Events are Large, Moving Objects
Long-Term, Purposeful Activities are
Journeys
Table 2.1

"He is on the edge of madness.”
"The clothes are somewhere between wet and dry.”
"A sudden drop in prices hurled the farm belt into
chaos.”
"He flew through his work.”
"We’ve reached the end.”
"Do it this way.”
"We ran into a brick wall.”
"I don’t want anything to tie me down.”
"Things took a turn for the worst.”
"We were on the highway of love.”

Examples of embodied metaphors (Lakoff and Johnson, 1999).
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Given that this is the way that humans speak about things and understand one another,
what is at issue here? Unfortunately, the way that philosophical traditions in the West explain
metaphor as something that equivocates and therefore cannot be seriously employed in
discourse about truth or reality. Hence, the areas that have free use of metaphor are contained
within poetry, rhetoric, and fiction. It isn’t “taken seriously by science, mathematics, and
philosophy, which are seen as truth-seeking enterprises.” (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999)
Yet metaphor, as seen from the examples above, does make sense to people in everyday
experience and does get across basic-level concepts. But according to traditional Western
philosophy, in order to be objective, ideas must be literal. This means that metaphors can’t be
ideas, since they are never literal, and so they are just words. Conceptual metaphors that infer more
than one kind of object or function are too squishy; they do not provide the concreteness required to
decipher reality. Reality, according to the Antiquated model, is truth and truth is absolute.
Consider an analysis of the metaphors used in the last paragraph: above, make sense, get
across, too squishy, concreteness, and decipher. It is presumed that the idea of what metaphors
were believed to be, compared to how they are used in everyday experience, was effectively
communicated. To the reader the context, which is the power of metaphors, is that which binds
all of the employed metaphors together. This holds significance for a new model of mind, and
illustrates why reductionist methods cannot unlock the meaning of systems or fully represent
dynamics of change. The definitions of the metaphors employed above are inferential to the
reader’s assumed experience of metaphors as employed in everyday language. When dealing
with complexity, the range that the Antiquated model possesses when considering change is
at best mechanistic. Machines as metaphors for everyday experiences do not fully describe
the reality in which we live. Since change is the only consistent aspect of reality humans can
count on, especially considering everyday experiences in an age of computer technology, the
tools of understanding that derive from form and logic, which are inherited from the Cartesian
paradigm, have limited reach. As is said frequently with carpenters, “use the right tool for the
job.” It is the lack of conceptual tools, which causes the Antiquated model to be antiquated.
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Compare the demonstrating paragraph to the very concise and exact “Ideas must be
literal; Metaphors are just words,” as asserted by the Cartesian paradigm. Both of these phrases
are definitional, they are objective, and they also are very disconnected from embodied experience.
This is not by accident, but by design. Unless one is educated in the Western tradition of
philosophy, access to the meaning of these phrases are minimal if non-existent. These phrases
are extremely abstract and could be rendered like mathematical equations:
Ideas = literal things;
Metaphors = words;
literal things ≠ words;
∴ Ideas ≠ Metaphors;
If this is true, then how is it that the reader is able to understand the meaning the
author has employed in the paragraph above to convey the idea of what was thought to be the
flaw of metaphor in the Western tradition of philosophy? According to Lakoff and Johnson
(1999), this is by referencing embodied experience through the device of metaphor. The fact
that humans have bodies and through the ownership of bodies humans not only experience
them, they use them to do things and carry themselves through space, and therefore the body
is the doorway through which a person fields and assimilates perception and other embodied
experiences of the imminent world. To talk about abstract concepts such as time or causation,
humans have no other means of reasoning about them except to use embodied experience.
Another supporting argument for ways in which humans understand the world comes
from sociocultural theory. Abstract ideas sit within systems of thought and they cannot provide
meaning until they are connected to everyday experience. Unless a more knowledgeable other,
such as a teacher, can introduce through language the meaning of the words by connecting
them to everyday concepts present in personal, everyday experiences, the phrase “Ideas are literal
things,” are just words. They make no sense. In addition, meaning comes from some place, it
doesn’t simply spring forth from definitions. The teacher who introduces the concept “ideas
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are literal things,” was taught by a teacher herself, with language, using texts that were handed
down from yet another teacher. Educational experiences are cultural, and if one is not schooled
in Western philosophy, but in some other educational tradition, such as Asian or Native American
worldviews, then “Ideas are literal things,” are closed circles, since those worldviews do not
entertain such constructs in their cultural concepts of mind. Chances are, however, that
a person schooled in a non-Western tradition would be able to understand the above
demonstrating paragraph that conveys the idea of why Western philosophers did not think
metaphors to be useful things. The reason being that all humans have bodies, and they use them
to reason through metaphorical language. Embodied metaphors cross cultural boundaries.
Distributed cognition also supports metaphorical reasoning, because the metaphor
references something not in the head, but out in the world. The reference is conveyed through
a cultural practice, since education and language are primary cultural practices. Cultural practices
such as music, dance, and imagery convey meaning in non-linguistic ways. They function
metaphorically quite frequently. Also processes of tool use are frequently used as metaphors
to illustrate more abstract concepts, this is especially present in Navy vernacular, such as
not enough room to swing a cat, which means being confined in close quarters. Any exercise
of inference to get the point across is itself an act of distributed cognition.
What about affordances? How do they meet up with metaphorical reasoning? Actually
quite well. Just as snug as a bug in a rug. Affordances appear to be inferred in metaphors all
the time. Metaphors do suggest the relationships of organisms and their contextual bearings by
what these agents are doing, for example it is clear when adding -er to the ends of verbs. He
was a flyer; She is a sweeper; They were readers. The environments—the sky or space, the floor
or ground, the places texts are read or words appear, such as libraries, or universities, books or
papers—are implied respectively in the activities performed by the agents, since flying can’t be
done underground; they also imply the tools that are used, since sweeping isn’t done without a
something used as a broom; or in some cases both, since reading cannot happen without artifacts
that possess texts, or places where such artifacts are housed. This is not meant to be universal
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or definitive, however affordances, which are suggested in metaphors, while not universal, do
seem to convey more universally when they are embodied: He is a jumper; She is a runner; They
are sitters. The activities of these agents cannot be conceived without the space that these
activities are performed (space, a flat space, a flat space perhaps a distance of the knee from the
ground).
Metaphorical reasoning is used a great deal in human-computer interaction design, just
not very well. The computer screen is complex arrangements of colored pixels. Outside of
color, every pixel is like every other one. The only way to engage with computer screens is
for them to simulate what things look like, as well as to animate them in ways that real objects
animate in the wet world, a vernacular for the embodied world. The problem is that choices
made for interaction metaphors are usually not embodied, but specifically cultural, or even
subcultural. This is particularly the case with button labels or icons. Another example concerning
metaphors that may not carry over well culturally are desktop metaphors, like file folders, or
trash cans. If one doesn’t work in an office do these metaphors work? If not, what might be the
theory of metaphorical reasoning better provide to a more informed theory of design?

The Ecological Model of Mind
In this chapter, four theories from cognitive science research were presented to create
the foundation for an Ecological model of mind in society for technology design that is
constructed upon empirical findings concerning human cognition in the world. This model is
the basis to construct new methods in technology design. The requirement for the model arises
from today’s inadequate design methods. The author claims this is a result of a worldview
concerning the mind, which is antiquated, ineffective, and results in digital tools that do not
perform well to assist users with thinking tasks. The manner that the discussed theories would
interleave is not intended to be definitive nor exhaustive, but investigative.
As supported by the four theories, the model of mind is bounded by sociocultural
theory’s assertion that mind emerges from historical, social, and cultural interaction as mediated
through symbols. More so than thinkers who adhere to what is identified in this discussion
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as the Antiquated model, Vygotskian scholars emphasize the social sources of development,
hence outside first, then inside. If symbols are mediated through language, then immediate
social influences are imminent. These originate from caregivers, teachers, peers, colleagues
and others. If symbols are mediated through tools, then activity is imminent. This may derive
from cultural practices, training, education, work, play, and other areas in which tools are
necessary to accomplish tasks. Additional influences also arise contextually, from history and
from culture, and will reflect in the social- or activity-driven use of tools. The human mind
is immersed in this rich world of infinite interactions, and it is this environmental source of
stimulation, engagement, and development that identifies the model as ecological.
Other principles appropriated from sociocultural theory for the model of mind are that
higher mental processes develop from activities, both from emergent and abstract thinking in
the form of everyday and scientific concepts, which in time merge with one another to form a
system of meaning for the individual, and by inference for societies. In addition, action is the
engine for thought; interaction directly influences how people think about things in the world,
and such interactions assist in the ways that concepts are appropriated and internalized for future
use. This means that tools as mediating devices function as a fulcrum for these interactions, or
as indicated earlier as anvils for thought where thought-smithing occurs. Internalization is cued
and influenced by the kinds of interactions, through tool mediation, while they are completed
in particular contexts. In addition, because concepts develop, there are intermediary processes,
which depend directly upon contextual factors. Developing mind that is mediated by tools and
subsequently internalized with impressions from those tools allow for unique and spontaneous
interactions and counterpart thought processes to emerge. No two minds are alike.
As the second theory, distributed cognition’s contribution to the Ecological model of
mind extends sociocultural theory’s principles by asserting that not only is mind dependent upon
society, but also that cognition is distributed. Groups of people can act as a cognitive system
and an individual’s thinking processes can be distributed over an environment, such as when
utilizing tools, libraries, and other resources. Cultural practices also contribute to the model,
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and these are passed from individual to individual, such as an expert to a novice; or they are
institutionalized, such as within universities, or disciplines of science. They may also be more
informal, for example when cultural traditions are passed from one generation to another. All
these activities act as a memory for a given culture. Another principle for the model is that tool
use and interaction in the wild must be studied out in the world, and not in the laboratory. Data
must be captured and represented as closely as possible with its contextual aspects left intact. This
suggests that an adoption of ethnographic methods are germane to computer tool design practices
and that academic disciplines have much to offer in numerous established traditions of research,
data collection, and analysis. The Naturalist tradition, following in the footsteps of Darwin, is a
sterling exemplar of these modern ethnographic methods and emphasizes the importance of finegrain description of contextual systems to be studied when undertaking tool design.
The third theory’s contribution to the Ecological model of mind pertains to perception
and how designers should integrate what is known about perceptual processes and systems
into design analysis. Affordances as explained by J. J. Gibson, shows that there is an underlying
process that pertains not just to humans, but to all organisms as they interact within their
environments. Affordances are present in both the environment and the organism, and are
interactive. Information is not processed but acted upon through direct pickup and prompts
interactive and cognitive processes in the organism, in this instance the actor-as-computer-user.
Such a design method would not make tremendous cognitive demands upon the agent (creating
cognitive friction), but allow for offloading, a cognitive process in which interaction is efficient,
lightweight, and expends the least amount of energy in the actor to promulgate cognition and
activity. Valence is also appropriated into the lexicon of the Ecological model of mind, since an
affordance may or may not be beneficial for the organism. Valence provides a way of determining
the level of goodness that the affordance possesses for the actor-as-computer-user. Clearly
such an evaluation is in relation to the organism and the environment, more specifically, the
abilities of the actor combined with the features of the environment. Conceptually, the theory
of affordances provides the glue to connect interactions as embodied experiences to cognitive
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processes and vice versa; affordances lay the tracks for specific triggers that initiate otherwise
latent opportunities for distributed cognition. Affordances emerge at many levels that range from
object-perception, as low-level interaction, to cultural signifiers, as high-level interaction, and
anything in between along that spectrum. It is important to note that Gibson’s theory was
unfinished when concerned with cultural signifiers, but it is clear that he was headed in this
direction in the final years of his work. For this reason, a search to bridge to connect sociocultural
theory to affordances by employing the approach of distributed cognition and the theoretical
findings of metaphorical reasoning may endow the Ecological model of mind with a robust
and comprehensive methodological basis upon which to develop a larger design theory.
The fourth theory, metaphorical reason as presented by Lakoff and Johnson, contributes
to the model of mind on the premise that metaphor is not a deviant contrivance of thought, but
an intrinsic component. Metaphor is necessary because it cannot arise but through embodied
experience. It dispenses cognitive interactions by making comparisons and speaking to what
things are like, which can also speak to what things are not. Metaphors allow engagement
without the requirement to understand fully what things are, and consequently they provide the
means to take in context as a whole without arresting the process of thought. The implications
for a design theory that incorporates metaphorical reasoning in a model of mind are considerable
because metaphorical reasoning provides a venue for heuristic discovery among tool users who
possess different levels of expertise, distant branches of knowledge, or contrasting sociocultural
backgrounds. This particular utility of metaphor can support goodness of design when it
issues from embodied experience, a common denominator of all human experience regardless
of cultural bias. Instances of metaphorical reasoning are no doubt cultural, but the question
can be asked whether or not there are metaphors that cross all cultures and if those should be
employed over more specific or isolated metaphors that attach directly to cultures of privilege.
Studies that offer analyses of the kinds of metaphors that users gravitate to in the real world can
explain those that are more transparent from those that are opaque. There need not be perpetuation
of metaphors that continue to confound novice users, such as desktop office metaphors which
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are highly specific to offices and nowhere else.
All the theories presented—Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory, Hutchins’s approach of
distributed cognition, Gibson’s theory of affordances, and Lakoff and Johnson’s theory of
metaphorical reasoning—provide four pillars by which to structure the Ecological model of
mind. Further discussion is required beyond this thesis to flesh out the relationships between
them, while at the same time allowing space for future inclusion of additional relevant theories
that can further develop the model’s robustness. Accordingly, the author does not claim the
model is complete, since as more is learned about the ways in which the mind functions, the
model will become clearer and more detailed. The design of this model is purposeful in this
sense, because it acknowledges that knowledge is never complete, and incremental discoveries
will lead to large paradigm shifts, which could in time make this theory threadbare and tired. If
the theory affords designers a means for intellectual freedom in the world, to study, to discuss,
to share, and to realize more sophisticated models of mind and to express those models within
penetrating and invigorating designs for computer tools, then the Ecological model of mind
has fulfilled its purpose.
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The Ecological model of mind, though central to new conceptions of design, is not
enough. To embody a wider theory, it is necessary that the model connects research methods to
design methods for practical application. Therefore to ground the model this chapter sets out to
identify and to argue for the model’s unit for analysis, as defined by Vygotsky’s sociocultural
theory. The unit for analysis becomes a reference point of not only where to look but how to
look. The thought is a natural candidate for a unit of the mind, and so for the model of mind an
examination of the structure of thought is undertaken. An ancient history of thought discusses
how an ancient culture, long before Descartes, viewed the mind, the body, and the thought. An
immediate history of thought evaluates realtime thinking processes. The two histories suggest
ways to conceive a structure of thought that is free of Cartesian influences. Because the Ecological
model accepts mind in society and cognition is distributed, that it arises from a person’s perception
of affordances in the environment, and that it conveys through metaphorical reasoning, evidence
of patterns in the world show that people already engage with patterns to solve problems and to
complete tasks. After consideration of current trends in interaction design, an attempt is to define
the pattern as the structure of thought. The pattern as the Ecological model’s unit for analysis is
promising and issues wider implications for future work upon a larger Theory of Pattern.
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In Search of an Ecological Unit for Analysis
A unit for analysis differs from a unit of analysis because the unit from a Vygotskian
perspective is one that contains the properties of the whole. This is not the case for a unit of
analysis. The limitations of research based upon a unit of analysis are that the unit is usually
disconnected from the whole and somewhat arbitrary. The only predictable assertion that can
be made is that this unit is a small part of the whole. For this reason, the unit of analysis has
embedded within it an a priori preconception of what is important to analyze in the system,
before it is clearly understood what is important about the system.
The common practice to identify the unit of analysis as the part of the whole derives
from the Antiquated model. That worldview maintains that by knowing the smallest part,
larger constructs made of that part will be revealed and understood. But as seen in Vygotsky’s
discussion of the water molecule in Chapter Two (see page 56-58), the smallest division of
the whole tends to pulverize what is unique and vital to the system as a whole. To endeavor a
search for the smallest part is not feasible because the history of physics shows there is always
a smaller part that makes the former part no longer the smallest.
Instead of searching for the smallest part, the unit for analysis is designated by whether
or not it captures the dynamics of the whole. For example, the DNA of the human genome is
a unit for analysis of the human body, but a protein chain within a DNA segment is not, since
it does not reveal enough of the larger system and cannot provide a total picture of the whole.
When considering social systems, instead of isolating the properties of social institutions, the
unit for analysis could be the relationship between two entities, since not only institutions, but
also individuals and groups partake in relationships. To understand the dynamics of relationship
is to understand something about all relationships in the system. Consequently, the unit for
analysis differs from the unit of analysis because it is usually not material, and therefore is not
a part. It is a smaller system that by extension constitutes the larger system, the whole.
Earlier in this thesis, after identifying the limitations of the Antiquated model, an
alternative was introduced. The four cognitive theories were presented and examined because
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of their empirical support for an Ecological model of mind. The model was touched upon
while critiquing the algorithm and instructions as the Antiquated model’s representation of
thought. For the Antiquated model, the thought is an object, as bounded by a symbol. For the
Ecological model, the smallest system within the mind is the thought, which typically has not
been considered a system unto itself. Therefore, concerning the model of the mind, how should
the unit of the model be conceived, if the unit for analysis of the mind is indeed the structure
of the thought?
To explore possibilities for a more authentic structure for the thought than the symbolas-object, a similar method of analysis will be used: If the thought itself is an entity of the mind
in society and arises from distributed cognition, perceptions of affordances, and metaphorical
reasoning, and if the mind develops outside first, then inside, then the thought must be more than
neurological exchanges occurring in the brain, suggesting that the algorithm and instructions
are limited in their application. For the Ecological model, the brain is not the limit of the mind,
however the brain is a constituent system that connects to larger systems, such as the body, and
the other contextual entities that possess historical, cultural, and social influences, which already
have been discussed. To limit the thought to a mental representation (Markman & Dietrich, 2000;
Hall, 1997) as something imagistic or algorithmic, constrained within the boundaries of the brain,
forfeits valuable information located outside the brain, as well as outside the experience of the
mind. If the Ecological model includes history, culture, and society, then the structure of the
thought should possess aspects of these contexts as well.
The mental representation appears to be a common model for the thought in theories that
adhere to the Antiquated model. However, it is used also in ecological theories (E. Hutchins,
personal communication, April 7, 2011). There is an important difference in interpretations.
As implied above, for the Antiquated model that the mental representation is confined to
the mindbrain. How it emerges is not explained, except that it is derived from neurological
events that are bound to computer metaphors of information processing and memory storage
(Anderson, 1996). In addition, the mental representation arises symbolically from internal
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events and then initiates activity. Thought-to-action. In contrast, the Ecological model interprets
the mental representation also in the form of symbols, but they originate outside the mind in the
world (Hutchins, 1995; Kirsh, 2005). The representation arises in action-to-thought. In this
light, representations are as-though made of all substances of the world, as well as possessing
conceptual form. The representation becomes internalized as the person identifies it and
appropriates it for future use.

An Ancient History of The Thought
In what way was the mind conceived in non-Western cultures from long ago, before Descartes
uttered I think therefore I am? Instead of formulating a discussion that is “anti-Cartesian,” two
viewpoints are presented that may reveal a pathway to conceive the structure of thought that is
away and apart from Cartesian influences. There are many non-Western cultural alternatives,
spanning from the ancient Persians to Indian to Asian to Australian Aboriginal to Native American
cultures, if not others. From ancient India there are older systems of epistemology regarding the
structure of thought, which offer similarities that correspond to an immediate history of thought.
This will be presented in this section. While the Vedic systems are complex and deserve more
elaborate discussion to illustrate its intricacies and dependencies, only two concepts will be briefly
investigated here. These are the samskara and the vritti, and they obtain as explanations of
mind as defined in Vedic epistemology, one of several Indian schools of thought. These concepts
are presented because they offer notions concerning the nature of the mind that may be novel
to Westerners and they also contribute valuable insights to the search for an ecological unit for
analysis.
Samskara is a Sanskrit word and loosely translates to impressions in the mind. In Hindu
cosmology, an organism’s originating samskaras are determined by past lives, though impressions
occur in one’s current life as well (Dasgupta, 2006; Baba, 1967/2000). In this system, samskaras
explain why prodigies exist, for example when very young children exhibit talent. Moreover,
samskaras determine the likelihood of future tendencies. An additional nuance to the concept
is that likes or dislikes contribute to deepening samskaras in the mind. An extreme example of
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this would be an addiction, but could also explain a preference for classical music over rock
and roll, or dancing instead of sports. This model of mind not only explains impulses, but also
unconscious gravitation to particular activities or affects, since combined samskaras of one
mind are something in the vicinity to the Western concept of the unconscious.
It is unlikely that Vygotsky was familiar with Indian epistemological systems, however,
there appear to be similarities between samskaras and Vygotsky’s ideas concerning mediation,
internalization, and also action-to-thought. Because the mind and body are considered equally
sacred in Eastern traditions, and they are not separate entities, activities that promote healthy,
happy minds are advocated and explicitly encouraged, while activities that cause distress, grief,
and mental suffering are avoided and specifically discouraged. This is not to say that this is
not done in other societies, but a nuanced difference is that for many Eastern cultures, mental
repercussions are considered just as consequential as physical ones. This is an ideal not always
practiced in those societies, but there is a commonsense understanding in Indian culture
concerning the mind and its relationship to actions that is not prominent in the West. Pursuit
of particular actions are performed with as much focus and motivation to purify the mind
of undesirable samskaras as with athletic training here in the West: There is self-advocacy to
transform a samskara by engaging in activities that are its opposite. This is considered as an
antidote to harmful effects of negative impressions. Thus, participating in caring activities will
overcome hateful samskaras, or feelings of sadness which come from loss might be countered
with actions that offer security. This may explain why our instincts in the presence of a crying
child is to hold the child tight or to distract the child so she may engage in happier thoughts. It
is not possible to eradicate all negative samskaras. They are infinite in number since they result
as natural outcomes in the physics of the mind and actions of the body. However, one is free to
address those samskaras that are problematic if one is inclined. As an alternative structure of
thought, samskaras provide an ancient worldview of the interactive relationship between action
to mind and vice versa, as well as its interpretation of mediation and internalization.
The second concept appropriated from the Vedic system is the vritti. The word-meaning
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in Sanskrit translates to thought-modification. To elaborate more fully what this means, it is
first important to conceive the embodied mind. For the Vedic system, the mind is considered
subtle material and therefore a constituent of the subtle body, which itself resides in the gross
body. When the subtle body enters a gross body, an organism is born; when the subtle body
exits, the organism dies and the gross body deteriorates. This subtle body travels on to its next
incarnation carrying with it its collection of samskaras, which will determine the gross body for
the next incarnation. The subtle body differs from the Western notion of the soul. It is unclear in
the Western paradigm whether the mind is a part of the soul, or a part of the body, or a third
entity, whereas this is explicitly stated as embodied in the Vedic paradigm.
A pedagogical metaphor that is frequently used to depict the interconnectivity of mind
and body in the Vedic system is that of the red, hot iron ball. The weight and the shape of the
ball comes from the iron (symbolic of the gross body), while the heat and the red glow comes
from the fire (symbolic of the subtle body). The loci of the mind and the body are identical
and because of mutual superimposition it can seem that the heat comes from the iron and the
roundness comes from the fire. When the hot iron ball is present to us, it is not possible to
separate the iron from the fire. This metaphor neatly explains the interconnected relationship of
the mind and body. It also explains why the attributes of one can be mistaken for the other and
why a reductionist method cannot work by dividing the mind into a series of functions or parts,
without considering the principles and interactions of the mind and body as a unified system.
With regard to the phenomenon of perception, its nature is debated in the different
branches of Indian philosophy (Datta, 1972). However within the Vedic paradigm, perception
is actively gathered by the mind. In the Western paradigm, the mind is conceived as a passive
receiver of stimuli input coming in from the environment. Metaphorically, this suggests that
trees and rocks and tables reach out to humans to make their percepts known. In the Vedic
model, perception is an act of the mind reaching out through the five organs of perception.
Negotiating the enframing activity of attention, the mind focuses and wields the senses to
examine the object to be known, such as seeing a backlit tree at twilight and asking, “Is that
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a person?” The subtle material within the mind as-though takes the shape of the perceived
object. This manifestation is called the vritti. As-though is indicated because thoughts are only
perceivable internally. The reason the mind can only cognize one thought at a time, is that the
mind, through the frame of attention, has the capacity to form only one vritti at a time.
To classify this as a linear process would not be faithful to the paradigm, because the
material of the mind is considered to be a uniform substance. It is not made of parts that are
mechanically manipulated, it is the shape of the thought which transforms. When a wave arises
upon the surface of the ocean, nothing about the water changes, nor the volume of the wave,
but its shape does fluctuate. Nor can one say that the swell is more wave than the crest, both
are the wave, just that they are different aspects of its dynamic nature. So it is with the vritti.
This has similarities to sociocultural theory’s basic processes, in which the thought possesses
intermediary forms that constitute perceptions and concepts. For the vritti, the thought-form
arises and resolves one instant to the next.
There are commonalities present in both the Vedic model of mind and the four
cognitive theories. With regard to Gibson’s affordances, perception in the Vedic system is a
unified activity performed with the mind, the sense-organ, and the object of knowledge combined,
similar to the interaction of an affordance. Interaction of the mind during perception is especially
evident while deliberating, “is that a tree or a person?” The nature of the vritti also contains
parallels to Hutchins’s approach of distributed cognition. There are active dependencies that
are located internally and externally that must interact for the vritti to manifest. Although the
mind possesses volition as exercised by attention, there must be an imminent world into which
the vritti can be shaped. When all these factors are available, the vritti is immediate since “the
mind takes on the form of the object upon meeting it” (Datta, 1972). This may also explain why
mental imagery offers an internal experience of shape, color, and dimension.
The vritti also pertains to Lakoff and Johnson’s assertions for metaphorical reasoning.
Metaphorical reasoning is a natural consequence of the vritti. For the Vedic system, knowledge
takes place when the vritti is true to the object of knowledge: If the means of knowledge is
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clear, the object of knowledge will be unobscured and knowledge takes place; if the means of
knowledge is obstructed then ignorance remains. Metaphorical reasoning is utilized throughout
Vedic discourse to explain complex concepts, with metaphors being handled very carefully. If
the mind does take on the shape of objects, similar to the vritti, and human cognition facilitates the
shape of the object-in-thought to “stand in for” the shape of concept-in-thought, or function-in-thought,
then it follows that metaphorical reasoning is a cognitive consequence of the vritti and a
vehicle for the development of higher mental processes.
Indeed, all four theories resonate with the wider Vedic system, since the world must be
there first for the mind to interact and engage. This is not solely perceptual, because there are
historical, social, and cultural components that are referenced. The condensation of concepts into
systems of meaning and other symbolic representations of thought is also evident in the nature of
the vritti. This act of condensing the thought into more “streamlined” forms is an ecological process
and is also evident in poetic forms of the Vedic sutras and its pedagogical cultural practices.
In a peculiar way, the total cosmological structure of reincarnation and the role of the
mind in that paradigm is sociocultural in nature, since a single individual is considered an entity
that derives from a larger cosmological system, and the individual’s mind derives from a context
that extends beyond a material body and material world. The same rules for context in
sociocultural theory apply in the Vedic system. The worldview of a vision of the whole, in which
the story of reincarnation is a small part, always remains intact and all the ways of thinking about
human experience are always contained within and connected to this larger context.
The concepts of the samskara and the vritti are not claimed to be without epistemological
challenges. However, they are not handicapped by limitations of Cartesian dualism or Western
philosophical traditions discussed here. Neither of these dynamic cognitive activities as
presented in the Vedic paradigm could manifest from a dualistic worldview. However they do
lend engaging alternative views concerning the structure of thought while a more cohesive model
of mind is empirically established.
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An Immediate History of The Thought
It is not required to accept wholesale ancient conceptions of mind. However ancient ways
of conceiving the mind suggest cognitive properties of immediacy and of pattern matching which
are important in the search for an ecological structure of thought. To contrast an history of the
thought from long ago, an immediate history of the thought is presented to consider dynamics of
thinking in realtime. Keeping the Ecological model of mind in view, the four theories—Vygotsky’s
sociocultural theory, Hutchins’s distributed cognition, Gibson’s theory of affordances, and Lakoff
and Johnson’s theory of metaphorical reasoning—suggests that the structure of thought is dynamic
and transformative. It takes place without possession of a discrete, smallest part. Like the vritti and
the samskara, the structure of thought as the unit for the Ecological model of mind manifests in
response to external influences. It seems possible that there are internal structures, but it is not clear at
this point what these might be like in nature and in form. One cannot open the mind like a sardine can
and look inside. Then, how might it be possible to grasp the structure of thought?
Perhaps this question should be reconsidered. Why is it of import to positively pin
down the actual structure of thought, as though it possesses a perceivable architecture like the
Golden Gate Bridge? Perhaps all that is important is that attributes of the structure are known. To
state, “This is what the structure of thought is like.” To locate and identify a definitive structure
of thought is to say that by structure it takes up space like the Golden Gate Bridge, but perhaps
the thought takes a form without taking up space? Perhaps the power of describing is all that is
necessary to derive the thought? In this way, the structure of thought within an Ecological model
becomes its own responsive and emergent system and that this smaller system ebbs and flows
within continuities that pervade within and without the individual mind.
The Antiquated model posits the structure of thought as consisting of ideas that are
organized by rules of form and logic. These concepts were considered to be externalized in
mathematical notation, and it was believed for a long time that mathematical notation was the
nature of actual thought processes. Today, the manipulation of symbols is believed to be the
structure of thought, analogous to mathematical computation as a series of expressions that are
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chained together. As was discussed in Chapter Two, this is a page from story of the AI Winter. In
the same way that the computer was swapped for the brain, symbols were swapped for thoughts.
However, symbols reference something in the world, not in the head. For such symbols to exist
they must be culturally derived. They do not spring forth like Athena from Zeus’s head. Searle’s
thought experiment of the Chinese room (Searle, 1980), conducted to illustrate the problem of
symbols “residing in the head,” offers a revealing inference about culture, which is aptly pointed
out by Hutchins:
Searle intends his thought experiment as a demonstration that syntax is not sufficient to produce semantics. According to Searle, the room appears to behave
as though it understands Chinese; yet neither he nor anything in the room can
be said to understand Chinese. ...The Chinese room is a sociocultural cognitive
system. The really nice thing about it is that it shows us very clearly that the
cognitive properties of the person in the room are not the same as the cognitive properties of the room as a whole. There is John Searle with a basket of
Chinese characters and a rulebook. Together he and the characters and rulebook
in interaction seem to speak Chinese. But Searle himself speaks not a word
of Chinese. ...The physical-symbol system architecture is not a model of individual cognition. It is a model of the operation of the sociocultural system for
which the human actor has been removed. (Hutchins, 1995; original emphasis)
For the Antiquated model, symbols are representations of meaning residing in the
mind, but the symbols are internal. These symbols are something like perceptions, yet they
are not perceptions, since there is no direct external object that symbols directly reference
like the perception of blue upon seeing the sky, or the melody upon hearing a birdsong. More
formally, symbols are indexical, like letters of the alphabet, but we know that they can also be
spontaneously created, such as the hand-signs of street gangs. These exist outside of the mind,
in the world. Symbols convey meaning only from interaction in the world. They are not objects
that move in the head, like beads on an abacus. Similar to perception, thoughts themselves are
experienced as discrete, private, and reflective. It is the thoughts which animate these symbols,
much like thoughts animate speech, however such animation is not unidirectional: The symbol
also generates thought, much like speech generates thought. But what is clear is that symbols
are external and thoughts appropriate and internalize the inherent meaning of symbols as
derived from the contexts in which they are found.
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If the structure of thought were something architectural, or even algorithmic then
how would new thoughts be created? Prompted by the Antiquated model, the processing of a
mathematical expression will always derive the same output and is dependent upon particular
inputs. In an antiquated conception of the structure of thought, information is manipulated
and different output is dependent upon different inputs. This cannot explain how new inputs
will derive old outputs or old inputs will derive new outputs. But this actually does occur in
realtime thinking. An antiquated structure of thought does not explain how the system learns
and changes based upon external or internal pressures.
What if the structure of thought is something spontaneously evoked from other systems,
whether internal or external, as they present themselves to the thinker? This means that to
recognize is to re-cognize and not to re-compute. To cognize then is to elicit and engage the
systems that evoke the underlying structure for a particular thought. Those systems may be
symbolic, they may be literal, they may be neurological, but once presented and acted upon,
the structure emerges and is immediately recognized as a thought. This cannot be algorithmic
because there is no way to determine in advance which systems will present themselves and
how those systems will influence a particular outcome. This spontaneity can be explained
by an ecological structure because there is allowance for unique outcomes and evolutionary
systems. Therefore, when the word structure is used in this ecological context, it is not defined
as a static structure, but as a dynamic system of meaning that adheres to ecological processes
that organically converge and dissipate as necessary.
It is self-evident that the human mind does not think about more than one thing at once.
Yet how is it that the internal image the reader experiences while thinking transform from
shoe, jumbo jet, slice of Grandma’s pie, in the wink of an eye? Or what about more conceptual
objects like paranoia, gift, absent? They are also not conceived at once, but one at a time. Is this
because the words are linearly presented on the page? Why do the concepts not overlap? Why
do they seem to have “edges?” This appearance of logical sequence may be why the symbolists
believed that the structure of thought was linear like a mathematical equation. Yet there are
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many things in the world that transform in a single location one after the other in a sequence,
one at a time, that are not linear. Think of the ways that seasons are experienced. Spring,
summer, fall, then winter. This is sequential, but is it actually linear? For some places on earth,
there is only one season year round, sometimes two. While no two seasons happen at the same
time, there are transitions, and the boundaries of each season are not distinct, even one year to
the next. When was the first season? When is the last? Answers to these questions are possible
if seasons were linear, but they are not. What can be said is that they are cyclical, and there are
patterns to these cycles that depend upon the nature of the solar system, of weather systems,
and so forth. Seasons arise from and depend upon other non-linear systems. This analogy is
used to suggest that thoughts take time to come into being, even if the time is immediate. This
is experienced by all thinkers while cogitating upon a problem. The structure for the thought is
elusive and transparent, yet once it comes together the immediacy of knowing is instantaneous.
The thought takes a definite shape. This is evident in everyday metaphorical reasoning, and is
also evident in sayings like “it fell into place,” “something clicked,” or “I got it.”
For objects in the world, as with shoe, jumbo jet, slice of Grandma’s pie, these objects
must be known through experience, which derives from perception. One must see or experience a
shoe first combined with the word shoe (in English) provided by a teacher, to know a shoe and to
conjure up the image of the shoe in the mind when the word shoe appears on the page. Shoe is an
everyday concept, the Vygotskian product of emergent thinking. This is not a one-to-one mapping,
like the number 1 maps to one slice of Grandma’s pie. But it approximates to that more so than
the conceptual set of words paranoia, gift, absent if only because the object must be perceptually
available to be learned. On the other hand, paranoia is so conceptual that one may have to refer
to the dictionary to know what it means. This indicates that other words dynamically combine to
become an internal image or representation of paranoia. Or perhaps the concept will arise from
a string of personal experiences combined with an assessment by a qualified expert who says,
“You suffer from paranoia.” For both of these examples that evoke knowledge or understanding,
the actual concept paranoia does not possess a one-to-one mapping at all, because there is no
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object paranoia in the world to access. Paranoia is a scientific concept, a Vygotskian product of
abstract thinking. Concepts are derived from several processes of inference that together create
the representation on the fly. These processes can be perceptual, verbal, experiential, and once
mapped or internalized, come together instantaneously with little effort. This is key. The one
attribute that representations of objects and concepts share is that they are immediate once known.
It is when objects or concepts are unknown that the mind is blank.
Here is a thought experiment to illustrate the structure of thought firsthand: if the author
says “I went to China and saw a musical instrument played one night called a swan-swan,” there
is a likelihood that English speakers might see a white bird, maybe even two, before imagining
a Chinese musical instrument. Of course, if the sentence were translated to Chinese, Chinese
speakers might think, “What is she talking about?” and they would be right to be baffled because
swan-swan in this context is a nonsense word made up by the author.
All this talk of words and internal images flickering across the screen of the mind is to
make the point that the minds of humans immediately represent objects and concepts that are
known, while they do not represent the unknown. Algorithms and symbol manipulation cannot
explain the experience of ignorance, and so ancillary to this is that when there is a blank (caused
from not knowing), like Chinese speakers who draw blanks because they know swan-swan isn’t
Chinese, a strong mapping to something else known may intercede, like English speakers who
picture a swan or two to represent something for swan-swan. In the end the mind gravitates
to what is known. These seemingly different consequences are actually two sides of the same
coin. Representations will arise immediately because the object of knowledge is known. It is
known because it maps to existing patterns that are in the world, or internalized by language,
perception, or embodied experience. If the experience of blankness arises, then representations
are searched for, they are constructed on the fly from available mental patterns combined with
available world patterns. This process is so innate that nothing seems special about it, until an
object of knowledge is unknown. The mind doesn’t sit around and celebrate how fascinating it is
to not know something. Without missing a beat it begins a search for meaning by making matches
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to what is already known, until the time the object becomes known. It is uncomfortable to accept
ignorance as a final state; it is the nature of the mind to continue to search and to match known
patterns or combinations of them (at least, until something more important comes up).
This argument is important for a few reasons. First, people do not respond to instructions.
The sentence was: “I went to China and saw a musical instrument played one night called a
[fake-word].” The Antiquated model would indicate that the symbol manipulation is a function.
Creation of internal representations would work like 2 + 2 = 4. Thus:
1.

I went to China

2.

and

3.

(I) saw a musical instrument played

4.

one night

5.

called a swan-swan

might be how the Antiquated model would depict in the mind, though perhaps not enumerated nor
predicated as is listed above. The parts together construct the whole. If an arithmetical equation
read 2 + 2 = 5, the reader would know, “Well that’s not right, two plus two is four, not five.” This
is not the experience of English speakers who initially read, “I went to China and saw a musical
instrument played one night called a swan-swan,” who trust there is a meaning for swan-swan,
because it dissimulates as a Chinese word. For a Chinese speaker, the experience of not knowing
is not because the sentence doesn’t “add up”, it is because swan-swan isn’t Chinese. The arising
thought may be, “That’s not a Chinese instrument, the speaker must be mistaken,” or “It must
be an instrument that I don’t know about,” Both examples refer to ignorance in some manner.
In both interpretations for English or Chinese speakers, the Ecological model would claim that
patterns of meaning were invoked, not instructions of meaning, or rather instructions to meaning.
Swan-swan is a term that sounds Chinese to English speakers, it matches a plausible pattern,
based upon other patterns evoked from prior parts of the sentence and from patterns evoked
from personal experience. For Chinese speakers, the pattern falls flat initially because the word
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doesn’t hold meaning for them. The immediate next step for them is the search for something
known: someone knowledgeable of Chinese musical instruments (either an English or a Chinese
speaker) might say, “Does she mean the zhuihu or the qinqin?” Both which might sound like
swan-swan and are actual Chinese musical instruments. The reason that the reader knows this is
because the author explained this, who is an external influence from the reader’s sociocultural
environment: outside first, then inside. No one will initially determine, “It must be a made-up
word,” which is what swan-swan truly is. In all these possible scenarios, patterns are matched
and this occurs without conscious effort instantly. This is the structure of thought.

Patterns of Thought in the World
Patterns, as the unit for analysis for the Ecological model, appear to be a far more
useful construct to capture and to convey the nuances of actual thought processes than do
algorithms or instructions. In both the ancient and immediate histories of the thought, properties
of immediacy and of pattern matching interact with existing latent systems of meaning, either
in the world or in the mind. These internal manifestations of mental patterns may be framed
as action-in-thought. Corresponding world patterns could be conceived as thought-in-action,
and are an important counterpart of mental patterns that reveal action-in-thought. When both
interactions, thought-in-action and action-in-thought are deemed to be reflective of one another
they provide the underlying structure for an ecological unit for analysis. Consequently, these
corresponding internal and external expressions of action and thought are unified in a single
pattern.
There are activities in the world which rely heavily upon the pattern as a cognitive tool
for successfully solving problems. Some areas where patterns have been essential to cognition
are medical diagnosis, 3-D visualization tools in earth sciences research, and marine navigation.
These examples illustrate how the structure of thought as a pattern leads to better results in
learning, evaluating information, and other cognitive activities.
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Medical Diagnosis
In medical diagnosis physicians are tasked to recognize particular patterns of symptoms
and signs of illness in their patients. Traditionally the only method to teach novices has been to
engage them in rule-based diagnosis to scaffold their exposure to the subject domain until their
experience rises to a level where pattern recognition is activated. There appears to be a trend
in diagnostic pedagogy that favors the teaching of strategies in pattern recognition. Yet even
though everyone agrees that analytic strategies should not be abandoned, no one believes that
analytic diagnosis alone is sufficient (Brooks et al, 1991).
There have been numerous studies conducted on the pedagogy of medical diagnosis
in order to understand how to shorten the learning curve for medical students, interns, and
residents. It appears that there are three approaches for diagnostic strategies. These are
hypothetico-deductive reasoning, inductive reasoning, and pattern recognition (Coderre et al,
2003). Pattern recognition appears to be the most successful, in that diagnoses are found to
be more accurate and discovered more quickly, but these strategies are mostly available to
physicians with more expertise. This may seem obvious, but the problem for teaching is to
shorten the path to expertise. In medical diagnosis, pattern recognition is defined as:
problem resolution by recognition of new problems as ones that are similar
or identical to old ones already solved, and the solutions are recalled. This
phenomenon...likely represents a complex mental process requiring rapid retrieval of an appropriate match based on salient cues (Coderre et al, 2003).
In the previous discussion on the structure of thought, to engage in pattern recognition
there must be, prior to diagnosis, a high level of exposure to cases and familiarity in the schema
that identifies the illness, i.e., direct knowledge, and when this is the case, diagnosis is more
immediate and requires less time in effortful cognition or search. What is absent in the above
definition is the ways that patterns are understood within contexts.
Instead, when illnesses do not present in familiar patterns, analytic rule-based strategies
are used as a fall-back, but this does not provide good results. The reason being that novices
become good at distinguishing features, but they do not know how to put them all together
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(Ark et al, 2006). It just so happens that a key component to improving diagnosis outcomes
is contextual. Novices improve when the contextual aspects add to diagnostically relevant
features in the problem space (Kulatunga-Maruzi et al, 2011). In reference to the concept of
the vritti, this is a scenario in which the thought is not taking the appropriate form to evoke the
recognition. Strategies to assist the novice to shape the thought to fit the occasion, rather than
employing a linear search via rules, would enable more immediate discovery of an answer and
may teach valuable recognition strategies that in time improve with practice.
Medical pedagogy that includes pattern recognition as a diagnostic strategy seems
to improve diagnostic outcomes; in any domain, it has been observed that experts come to
conclusions faster because of an immediate detection of patterns, so it makes sense to train
novices how to perceive and to think like experts. However there is also a peculiar phenomenon
in which more experienced radiologists are prone to misreading x-rays. They are more likely to
see pathologies in normal films than are novices (Myles-Worsley et al, 1988). Could imprints
from viewing a flux of pathological films be offset by imprints generated by seeing normal
ones? The study of radiologists suggests that pattern recognition possesses some caveats and
coincides with the cultural notion of the samskara. For example, radiologists might lower the
incidents of seeing pathologies on normal films if they were tasked in continuing education to
review a large body of normal films as a way to clear the “pathological” imprint.
Another study illustrating that the nature of imprints are worth investigation is that
similarity effects will result based upon prior episodes, regardless of expertise level and in
spite of knowledge of a simple rule (Brooks et al, 1991). In addition, the recognition of patterns
appears to be something that is not conscious, also regardless of expertise. (Ark et al, 2006).
This indicates there is a weighted response that favors similarity effects. To know why this
phenomenon generates the inclination for bias requires further study to clarify why similar
patterns adhere to others and how they might be disentangled if they adhere in error.
From the standpoint of a new theory for technology design, what would generate deeper
understanding of patterns for better diagnosis is to represent the relationships of an expert’s
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pattern recognition, along with rule-based strategies, but also with contextual features in the
environment. This would provide an explicit awareness of all relevant incoming information.
What is emphasized is that analytical strategies should be included in the pattern of diagnosis. The
pattern of diagnosis is then a larger entity than specific patterns of signs and symptoms of illness,
since the pattern of diagnosis would also encompass contextual aspects and rule-based strategies.
Earth Sciences Research
The next example of patterns in the world comes from earth sciences research. By
using data collected from prior geophysical experiments to measure the movement of the
earth’s crust, scientists are able to visualize the data in new and exciting ways by feeding it
into computer graphic rendering software. An innovative facility engaged in this enterprise
is located at University of California, Davis. KeckCAVES, which is a pseudo-acronym for
the W. M. Keck Center for Active Visualization in the Earth Sciences. KeckCAVES is a foursided cave bounded by 10’ x 10’ x 10’ space where stereoscopic images create an immersive
environment. Inside, the viewer visualizes a seamless three-dimensional representation of
geophysical data. Through manipulation with virtual tools, including a wand, joystick, gloves,
and other interface devices, scientists can intuitively interact in the environment to observe
and to explore the virtual layers of the earth’s crust (keckcaves.org, 2011). By rendering the
data spatially in a virtual space, geophysical features are visualized in ways that traditionally
could only be rendered in two dimensions or as data graphs, such as a seismograph. “In two
dimensions your knowledge is limited. We could bring together disparate data to get the big
picture” (news.ucdavis.edu, 2011). This kind of visualization is not only useful in teaching, but
also to understand the many complex dynamic processes in the earth’s crust about which many
scientists could before only speculate. The virtual tool can also detect bad data, since bad data
will not render properly. Yet the true spectacle is the ability to witness animated renderings of
these interactions in seconds, from data that took years to collect.
This innovation offers scientists a better way to evaluate data. In a web article written
about a student competition conducted during the summer of 2011, students were able to cull
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new findings in old data from the Valles Caldera in New Mexico that is now closed to energy
exploration and is currently a protected national preserve. KeckCAVES technology was utilized
to visualize data captured in the 1980s and the students found new geothermal features that
were previously unknown.“It makes collaboration much easier, because everyone is looking at
the same thing” (news.ucdavis.edu, 2011).
KeckCAVES is an excellent example where context provides additional support for
thinking about spatial realities that are impossible for any human to normally perceive in the
world, namely geophysical interactions located miles below the earth’s surface. Archived data
stored for many years take on a new life, since this technology allows for new ways to look at
old data. Even though the experience is virtual, what is happening experientially is the shaping
of thought through the delivery of patterns in a contextual venue. Humans naturally gravitate
toward three-dimensional visual-spatial presentations, since this is the nature of the world itself.
Marine Navigation
An influential study on marine navigation is Edwin Hutchins’s Cognition in the Wild
(1995). It is essentially an extensive study of the patterns that navigators engage with to plot
the course, to capture the bearings, and to record the positions of a large ship at sea. Tool use
is central to the research. Hutchins records intricate details to depict tool use by navigators on
the bridge of a Naval ship whereby
the computational power of the system composed of person and technology is
not determined primarily by the information processing capacity that is
internal to the technological device, but by the role that technology plays
in the composition of a cognitive functional system (Hutchins, 1995).
The tool and the user become one system which will interact with other users and their tools as
other systems, and combined together create a larger cognitive system.
In early chapters, Hutchins recounts the history of navigation and explains that navigational
tools as computational devices were invented to “freeze” information into artifacts, such as
the astrolabe, which was a durable external representation used to remember the mapping of
the stars. Another example is the compass rose, which was used to calculate the rise and fall
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of the tides. The chip log is a long spool of rope with a special wooden piece—the chip—tied
to the loose end and was used measure the sea distance traveled over time. This is where the
term knot derived as a unit to measure nautical miles because knots were tied into the rope at
measured distances and used to account for the number of lengths of rope which represented
distances traveled. Throughout the ages, navigators actively engaged with these kinds of tools
to assist with complex calculations in the environment of land, sea, and sky.
Navigators employ various methods or “rules of thumb” to simplify the calculations
necessary for accurate navigation in order to minimize the cognitive load of calculating algebraic
reasoning or arithmetic under time pressure or divided attention. The tools are designed to
meet these criteria. There are charts, rulers, protractors, compasses, and slide rules. There are
tables of distances, rates, and times. There are mnemonic devices, vocabularies, and cultural
traditions. There are tools that constrain activities so that tasks are completed in a particular
order. This body of research is full of examples that illustrate ecological interactions conveyed
between navigators, their tools, and the methods they practice to perform the tasks they must
complete in compressed time frames in the society of the ship’s crew.
For each case, the tool is not a device to amplify cognition, it is a device to organize
cognition (Cole and Griffin, 1980, as cited in Hutchins, 1995). To secure the fix of the ship is
a constant repetition of tool use. Particular patterns emerge that are primarily spatial and temporal,
for example the sky is also a tool for computation. The placement and movement of the
constellations, as well as the phases of the moon and angles of the sun, are vital cues for naval
calculations. These cues within the environment with which the navigators engage are also
embodied because in order to reckon direction, one must have a body. These circumstances
are instances in which patterns are located and coordinated together in order to literally locate
one’s place on earth.
Cognition in the Wild is a fertile resource for designers of technology and it is required
reading in studies of human-computer interaction (HCI). The study on navigation is itself a
model for the kinds of ethnographic methods that could be utilized in the search for patterns
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that arise during the use of tools by people in particular contexts (actors), who are participating
in tasks intended to achieve a particular outcome with others in particular environments
(scenarios). These kinds of research methods, turned away from analyzing early societies and
refocused upon modern ones, can uncover the places where systems breakdown, tools do not
perform, or users are unable to interact optimally. But more importantly, these patterns will
reveal what works.
Navigation is a cultural practice that has evolved over thousands of years and the tools
that are used in that practice have been incrementally improved to the point that their designs
are impeccable examples of ecological design. Today’s technology development changes
far more rapidly than navigation tools have developed. However, what could be learned by
investigating the development of these well-made navigation tools? Could an investigation
of the navigation tools themselves and the ways that they have evolved over the years reveal
patterns that offer additional insights about the ways that tools develop in general? Could the
patterns of tool use that arise in established navigation practices and that interlock with the
patterns of interactions of the crew and their environment expose underlying principles that
could support a formal theory for technology design?
Patterns Unfurled
In consideration of the three examples of patterns in the world, a new design theory
can emerge from an understanding of interactions between patterns in the world and the ways
that they scaffold patterns in the mind. Therefore, let the pattern be the unit for analysis. The
pattern as the unit encompasses the dynamic ways that a human mind, as represented by the
Ecological model, responds to tools, to others, and to the environment. A formal Theory of
Pattern could elaborate upon these kinds of contextual settings because it would be possible to
describe how these relationships between perceptions, direct knowledge, and other influences
combine together to form and to shape thought and thereby develop the mind. All robust research
begins with rich description, as indicated in the wonderful archives in Charles Darwin’s library
(Biodiversity Heritage Library, 2011). What is the connection between Darwin’s descriptions
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and the development of his theory of evolution? Certainly, description leads to the noticing of
more patterns which are more unfurled flags for inquiry and research. Scientific description
and descriptive science as encapsulated in a Theory of Pattern may institute processes that
generate marvelous innovations in technology design, since as a formal theory it will be able to
positively identify and to synthesize the most lightweight and efficient patterns that ecologically
scaffold cognitive activities during the use of digital tools.

Towards a Theory of Pattern
Finally the author and the reader arrive at the place to truly synthesize the importance
of the pattern as the unit for analysis, as the structure of thought, within an Ecological model
of mind in society, and how these combined constructs could trailblaze a future Theory of
Pattern. In this chapter, initially there were discussions about the structure of thought. Thought
is sequential, but it is not linear. It forms through influences of prior personal experiences,
contexts, and direct knowledge. In the world, patterns are used to engage in cognitive activities,
as seen with medical diagnosis and three-dimensional data presentation in earth sciences
research. According to sociocultural theory, this engagement through the mediation of tools
could also be constituted similarly through the mediation of patterns. What is true for tool-use,
as seen in marine navigation, seems to be true for patterns, they function as conceptual tools to
generate higher thinking processes. This may be because patterns are implicit as constellations
of symbols woven into their own contexts. Because of the complexity of cognition and that
influential elements are not situated in one location, a distributed model is called for and the
author claims this can be justifiably represented in the pattern.
However, over the past few years there has been an intuitive attraction to using patterns
as an organizing principle for design, and using them as communicative tools among software
producers. In a description of a study conducted over a few years, which brought together teachers,
programmers, and designers to several conferences across Europe, Winters and Mor (2008)
compiled enough information to describe 120 design patterns relating technology-enhanced
learning scenarios. Their experience illustrated to them that “design patterns provide a means
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for sharing abstractions of methods for solving design problems” (Winters & Mor, 2008). While
the gravitation to patterns is understandable, this particular use of design patterns is borrowed
from a practice in architecture and is based upon the work of Alexander and his colleagues
(Alexander, Ishikawa, & Silverstein, 1977). This methodology as enacted by Winters and Mor
contains inherent limitations because its theoretical basis is not directly connected to cognitive
science, but to objects and to buildings. For this reason, Alexander’s pattern language does
not possess the expressive richness required to describe human interactions in the ways that
technology designers would benefit. It is a bottom-up process that possesses no guiding theory.
Each design pattern is a decontextualized object.
In the context of architecture, a design pattern is the “description of a problem which
occurs over and over again in our environment, and then describes the core of the solution to
that problem, in such a way that you can use this solution a million times over” (Alexander,
Ishikawa, & Silverstein, 1977). This quote turns up in many human-computer interaction
(HCI) papers that reference the origination of patterns in software development (Rusman,
van Bruggen, Cörvers, Sloep, & Koper, 2009; van Diggelen & Overdijk, 2009; Kolfschoten,
Lukosch, Verbraeck, Valentin, & de Vreede, 2009; Winters & Mor, 2009; Baggetun, Rusman,
& Poggi, 2004) and many more reference Alexander and his work (Frizell & Hübscher, 2002;
Todd, Kemp, & Phillips, 2009; Mor & Winters, 2008; Editorial, 2009; Pauwels, Hübscher,
Bargas-Avila, & Opwis, 2010; Hughes, O’Brien, Rodden, Rouncefield, & Viller, 2000) with
the earliest mention in an HCI context by Norman and Draper in 1986 and Norman’s popular
book The Psychology of Everyday Things in 1988. The concept has also influenced interface
design at Apple Computers as indicated in the company’s Human Interface Guidelines and
is it is also used in the design curriculum at Utrecht School of the Arts (Norman & Draper;
Norman; Apple; Barfield, van Burgsteden, Lanfermeijer, et al. as cited by Borchers, 2001).
What is little known, according to Borchers (2001), is that Alexander’s motivation
to create architecture patterns was to provide an empowering communicative method for
inhabitants to talk with their architects. However, when the concept of patterns was appropriated
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by software programmers in the 1990s, they used patterns as a means to communicate among
themselves, and not with the end users (Borchers, 2001), which runs against Alexander’s intent
for design patterns. Interaction designers are attempting to use patterns as a multi-disciplinary
communication device and this is an excellent application. However, their patterns appear to
have been watered down by technical jargon from its journey through software programming,
where it was decontextualized. That technology designers gravitate to Alexander’s design
patterns calls attention to the underlying necessity for a multidisciplinary method of discourse
between different practitioners of knowledge who use technology. The need is authentic, as
may be seen in a wider historical context for an urgency to provide more humane design in
technology. Clearly, the idea of patterns as communicative tools for design is powerful.
While the emerging use of Alexander’s design patterns in HCI design is encouraging,
the author argues that because the utility of the design pattern in this context is a unit of analysis
and not a unit for analysis, the application of Alexander’s design patterns cannot connect
strongly enough to the Ecological model of mind, since the original practice was derived from
architecture and not cognitive science. While good architects are sensitive to human needs and
interactions, their knowledge does not directly focus upon human cognition, but upon buildings,
engineering, and the history of buildings. Patterns used in architectural planning strategies are
useful when dealing with scales of the human body, but how can there be qualified methods
within Alexander’s design patterns to address cognitive interactions in the design of tools for
thinking? A larger theory is required that is based upon an Ecological model of mind and the
pattern as the unit for analysis that capture instances of the structure of thought in the world. The
goal of this thesis is to lay the preliminary foundation for a Theory of Pattern and to encourage
discussion between designers and cognitive scientists, since Design should be an equal marriage
between Art and Science.
As an initial attempt to outline formal definitions for a Theory of Pattern there are some
important words to be defined to support future conceptual work to develop the theory. These are
pattern, substance, concept, environment, and context. The words object and tool were discussed
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in Chapter One, and the connections that their word meanings have to distinct worldviews.
To separate earlier notions and influences to design from more modern understandings, two
conceptual models were described: the Antiquated model and the Ecological model. The purpose
of delineating the two models was to organize the arguments presented and not to propose an
inflexible dichotomy. Instead, the two models should describe a spectrum upon which various
historical notions and influences might be set upon, with extremes positioned at each end. As is
frequently the case, theoretical positions are multifaceted, and groupings and delineations that
have been explained here are not meant to be rigid, nor definitive, but descriptive.
The pattern is proposed as the fundamental unit for analysis within the Ecological
model of mind and these constructs as they have been defined so far should be the basis for the
development of a future Theory of Pattern. As a provisional definition, the pattern is a multidimensional constellation or system that offers a discernible structure to an arrangement of
one or more substances or concepts within a particular environment or context, respectively. A
substance is considered to be any kind of material that is evident in the world, which may or
may not be perceived by humans. Substances are the apparent building blocks of the worldas-experienced. Concepts are assumed to be mental reflections or impressions of substances
in the world, or they concern dynamics between those substances. Concepts reside in the mind
but they derive from substances in the world. This is important. One cannot imagine what does
not exist unless it is constructed from what has been already perceived or experienced. Hence,
substances and concepts are not separate, but interdependent. Substances, of which things are
made, can derive from concepts, which is the goal of good, purposeful design. However, the
cycles of interaction, between substances and concepts, always commence with substance-inthe-world. It is not intended for these definitions to construct an air-tight metaphysical argument
concerning the substrate of reality. This is unnecessary for a coherent understanding of patterns.
What is important is not how the world may truly be, but how it is perceived by humans in
everyday experience and the ways in which the world is made sense of in human cognition.
Further, patterns exist in environments, contexts, or both. Like substances, environments
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are seen as in-the-world, while contexts are reflections of these environments, since contexts
are conceptual. Environments are not only locations for constellations of substances, but they
provide the basis for systems to function. These systems range from natural ecologies to manmade ones, like traffic or trading systems. In the same way it is difficult to represent wholly a
view of a panorama which stretches three-hundred and sixty degrees and which extends out
beyond the horizon, environments are not easily conceived in experience. They tend to be
ignored as a whole and dealt with piecemeal. In a given environment, it is the items that change,
or that contain meaning that are typically the focus of attention; the whole is rarely taken in at
once, and perceptually it is difficult to do this. Hence, contexts are only the means in which to
effectively represent environments for purposes of design. Contexts differentiate environments
because they describe purpose and significance within them and without abandoning reference
to the whole. To use an analogy, one might view a globe of the world, which would encompass
a total environment of land and sea. Contexts would be determined by the lines and texts that
demarcate areas of the continents and label one ocean from another on the globe. In the actual
world, no lines or labels physically exist to carve up the continents and oceans; these lines
are conceptual in nature only. Yet contexts are important because they provide communicative
precision. “The Amazonian jungle” implies an environmental context located within the South
American continent and this is far more expressive than a list of attributes such as “a place with
thick forests where it rains a lot.” Contexts, like cartographic features, can also be multi-layered
and exist in the same location (i.e., the environment). For example, terrain can be represented
(i.e., rainforest or desert) in the same location as altitudes (i.e., sea level or mountain range).
In this manner, contexts are conceptual generalizations of particular features or entire systems
contained within a given environment.
What is curious about patterns is not only that they can be in the world and that they
can be conceptual, but that they can be both. Consider the American National Anthem. This is
a song constructed of a particular series of musical notes and lyrics, and it is usually sung at
the commencement of games on a baseball field. The played notes, the song sung, and baseball
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field together construct the National Anthem’s substances and environment respectively.
Conceptually, the pattern of the National Anthem evokes notions of patriotism within the context
of a baseball game, a national pastime. This is an example of how a pattern is interactively and
simultaneously distributed in space and in the mind. This also illustrates that patterns need not
be static, such as patterns evident in a pine cone or in a nautilus. This means that they can arise
and diminish in time and that they can move through space, such as waves on the surface of the
ocean or the cycles of the seasons through the year. Since the pattern is in the environment and
in context, it does not stand in isolation, but relates to or arranges with other patterns that occur
in other environments and contexts. This is to say that patterns are more likely to not possess
edges, yet they manifest concretely enough in some kind of form that they are recognizable,
even while they are in constant interplay with other patterns where they naturally manifest.
Since the human mind is located in the world, patterns are present in mental activity as
well. Psychology could be viewed as the study of thought and feeling patterns belonging to an
individual who interacts with the world. Patterns are intentionally selected as the basis for the
proposed theory because humans are magnificent pattern recognizers (Rand, 2008; Rumelhart,
Smolensky, McClelland and Hinton, 1996, as cited by Hutchins, 1995). This leads to a few
assumptions concerning patterns upon which the Theory of Pattern rests. The first assumption
is that patterns are the basis for perceptual knowledge, which then promulgate the development
of abstract and dialectical expressions of human knowledge. Affordances, the cues by which
an organism is prompted from direct perception within its particular environment, are kinds of
patterns. Where affordances manifest in the environment, particular patterns of interaction will
arise, in relation to the organism, which are then appropriated and internalized by the organism.
It just so happens that this is also the basis for a metaphor, another kind of external and internal,
or perhaps, hybrid pattern. The difference between a metaphor and an affordance is that the
metaphor is conceptual rather than reified in the world. They also differ in that a metaphor’s
strength is communicative first where affordances evoke action. Both, however, derive from
the world first, through embodied experience. Metaphors are essential for human reasoning
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(Lakoff & Johnson, 1999). Affordances are essential for interpreting the world (Gibson, 1977).
The second assumption, which is closely related to the first, is that patterns provide
scaffolding required for distributed cognition. The approach of distributed cognition recognizes
that the world, populated with tools and society, along with the body, which is ripe with five
senses and personal historical experiences, are essential to cognition and that cognition is not
solely a process of manipulating internal symbols in the mind (Hutchins, 1995). The author
assumes that these three kinds of patterns—instances of affordances, metaphors, and distributed
cognition—comprise the dynamics of an individual’s interaction with the world. However
to bind them together more closely, that is to provide contextual “glue” to these patterns of
interaction, the Theory of Pattern requires a means to synthesize these mechanisms with wider,
more elusive dynamics that make up human experience. These dynamics are history, culture,
and society, and together influence the formation of the higher mental processes (Vygotsky,
1978). In relation to the Theory of Pattern, history, culture, and society thus become essential in
determining the contexts and the environments in which patterns manifest. The author asserts
that a formal handling of these three dynamics has been missing from traditional technology
design and one objective for the Theory of Pattern is to introduce them back into design.
With these assumptions in mind, if patterns are indeed an authentic foundational unit
to discover properties of human cognition, then it is reasonable to devise a methodology for
technology design that directly corresponds to perceivable patterns in the world, in the human
mind, and the ways in which humans interact with these patterns in order to perform cognitive
tasks. Design should describe and embody these patterns so well that it is obvious what the
designs are meant to do. The author proposes that these new design methods should not only
produce exquisite descriptions, but that they should also match these immanent patterns
harmoniously or maneuver them purposefully so that, in the end, technology serves a variety
of users, cooperates within many different kinds of ecologies, while minimizing the alienation
of people and the wastefulness of resources. An aphorism for the Theory of Pattern is, “First,
technology must serve.”
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Conclusion: Enframing the Theory of Pattern
The foremost objective of the thesis is to point out the necessity for a scientific or
empirically-based theory of technology design. Not only is there a dearth of theoretical traditions
in technology design for computer tools, anything that comes close to theory is hamstrung by
an antiquated model of mind. There are no established theories that subscribe to what has been
presented here as an Ecological model of mind. The closest formal design theory is perhaps
Activity Theory (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2006), which although possesses roots in sociocultural
theory, it is very constrained by definitions of activity, as though what makes a person a person is
solely what one does in the world in the form of labor. The author believes that a person is more
than what one does, even though action is a very large constituent of value that a person possesses
in society, in culture, in identity and even in orientation to a specific tool. The author contends
that a person is of value solely for existing, for being, and just for taking up space. Technology
should never ignore this and until this is the case, technology will continue to be dismissive of
the wide spectrum of human experience and the infinite kinds of expressions that can arise when
persons interact with one another in various contexts. It is because of this limitation that Activity
Theory has been left out of this discussion and may be explored in a separate discussion.
Design methods that are exercised today are arbitrary and appear to subscribe to an
antiquated model of mind and should be retired. The Ecological model of mind has been proposed
and is scaffolded by cognitive science research located in sociocultural theory, distributed
cognition, affordances, and metaphorical reasoning. These theories were chosen because of the
way they include context in their respective theories of mind. They also assert that mind emerges
from tool use, society, culture, and history. They accept and allow for unique examples and
pluralities and they do not make generalization the outcome for understanding mind, but each
strives to uncover its own unit for analysis in order to understand whole systems. There is room
for other cognitive theories that converge similarly to the findings of the four theories employed.
The Ecological model is a referential term for a model that is consciously designed to be inclusive
of all aspects of human experience.
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The original objective of this thesis is far from complete, which is to fully delineate the
Theory of Pattern. There are many areas that invite further study. The conceptual journey up to
this point has generated several valuable outcomes. These are listed as follows:
1.

To argue for the retirement of a model of mind that not only does not serve
humankind but possibly perpetuates harm and social injustice;

2.

To define a preliminary vocabulary used to identify phenomenon of
projected utility overlap which manifests during the development of
technology;

3.

To reveal what is taken for granted in what is given in contexts and to
emphasize the importance of context in the design of tools;

4.

To connect established empirical theories concerning human cognition
that will constitute a more authentic model of mind for technology design;

5.

To examine the history and structure of thought outside of Cartesian
influences and to examine what is self-evident in thought experience;

6.

To search for evidence of cognitive patterns in the world; and

7.

To propose the pattern as the unit for analysis to aid the research for and
the construction of a larger theory for technology design.

These seven observations, if at all worthy to a larger vision of the project, can assist
in experimental designs for further study and inquiry. Certainly, the limitations of this thesis
pertains to its theoretical approach and only field research can determine if the conceptual work
undertaken herein will pay empirical dividends. What is clear is that what is designed in a tool
is not so random, nor arbitrarily guided by surface aesthetics, but by its meaning and for what it
can help to achieve.
The implications for possessing a Theory of Pattern are vast. If the pattern is a constituent
of cognition, then the implications for empirical discovery may be limitless and bounded only by
imagination. It is not possible to know what sorts of innovations might transpire from designs that
convey more harmonious interactions between actors and their tools. However just in principle
and broadly described, there is great promise if people use tools that have been designed using
the proposed Ecological model of mind in society. Such tools would assist people to organize
their thinking processes in more intuitive and ecological ways. Chances are that the products of
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thought will not only be more useful and creative, but that outcomes from such products will
manifest in a more sophisticated society in which all members can enjoy.
Additionally, a Theory of Pattern could shepherd a means for people from various
disciplines to communicate with one another without forfeiting their respective vocabularies or
cultural practices. This is particularly important for designers who are not subject matter experts.
Conceptual patterns may also allow for more theoretical or practical appropriations making the
cognitive work of one discipline aid in the innovative work within another. In other words, the
Theory of Pattern could eliminate or minimize communicative walls that may currently exist
between disciplines, and thereby foster shared systems of meaning that in turn generate more
federated thought exchange for research traditions in general and design traditions in particular.
Yet another implication pertains to data organization. If research data could be organized
according to intrinsic patterns, perhaps using a pattern language, then it may be possible to
match and to compile the data in novel ways that were unknown at the time that such data was
originally collected. These patterns would be schematic in form and perhaps function the way
keywords do in text databases. This would create an additional method of search that could work
along conventional methods. This data collection may not have much significance until there
is a large body of data that is so collated, however it may have incredible significance to future
generations who can leverage the data in new ways. The manner that the Google search engine
has changed Internet use and the way it is integrated in everyday experience provides a window
to the possibilities available if data were organized and searched by their intrinsic patterns.
It is hoped that the breadth and depth of the discussion herein is adequately accessible so
that readers who are technology designers are not overwhelmed by the theoretical endowments
available from cognitive science research; and that designers from many corners will be motivated
to investigate the implications of a Theory of Pattern. This discussion indicates that there are
latent principles still to be unearthed. Such principles will provide guidance for the creation of
sound design methods that ensure purposeful and joyful designs in technology tools for thinking
tasks, and for any person who is beguiled enough to become a computer tool user.
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